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Abstract

!
Living in harmony with nature is a pervasive ideology, or cultural blueprint, of how a "sustainable future,” a "good society,” and a "fulfilled life" would look like. However, this notion of
harmony with nature is highly paradoxical, as consumers often want and even must dominate
and control nature. The current thesis explores consumers’ desires of living in harmony with nature through a post-human analysis of how backcountry hikers negotiate tensions between utilitarian and romantic discourses of nature vis-à-vis their experience of material forces of nature.
Through conceptualizing nature as an active actor in a symmetric assemblage of material and
cultural entities (i.e., nature agency), this thesis contributes to our understanding of the human/
nature relationship, materialism, and sustainable consumption.
Findings are presenting through three interrelated themes. The first theme highlights how
hikers appropriate romantic discourses by seeking harmony in a nature that is perceived as external to civilization. Noting the contradiction that hikers’ quest for being in harmony with a “romantic nature” oftentimes exposes them to higher physical dangers in material nature, the subsequent themes explore how harmony can arise when hikers have to struggle with physical dangers
of nature. Focusing on physical dangers that are experienced in material nature, theme 2 finds
that hikers’ relationship with nature is highly ambivalent: They strive to experience “more nature
and less civilization”, but also “more civilization and less nature.” The third theme explores how
meanings of nature and technology emerge from fluidly shifting assemblages, finding that the
same technological resources can both distract from and enable feelings of harmony with nature.
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These findings contribute to consumer research by broadening our understanding of the
human/nature relationship and by challenging previous notions (Canniford and Shankar 2013)
that technology and civilization must always betray consumers’ experiences of “romantic
nature.” Furthermore, the notions of nature agency and that no single actor can unilaterally shape
the assemblage of heterogeneous entities contribute to the emerging material turn in consumer
research. Finally, this post-human analysis of consumers’ relationships with nature offers theoretical and practical implications for sustainable consumption and sustainable marketing.
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Chapter 1: Introduction – The Harmony Paradox

!
Living in harmony with nature is a pervasive ideology, or cultural blueprint, of how a "sustainable future,” a "good society,” and a "fulfilled life" would look like. Both a vision of a desired future and an imagined past, the idea of living in harmony with nature permeates many aspects of contemporary culture and can be found in a diverse set of contexts including politics,
social activism, individual identity projects, art instalments, popular culture, and of course marketing.
The United Nations' Earth Summit in 2012 aimed to promote a green economy that reconciles economic and environmental considerations to live in "harmony with nature;” a phrase that
was adopted as the guiding principle for global sustainable development by the United Nations
General Assembly in 2009 (United Nations 2012). Multiple social activist groups adopt the same
narrative of living in harmony with nature. For example, the World Wildlife Fund's mission is to
"build a future in which humans live in harmony with nature" (panda.org), and the Convention
on Biological Diversity (2010, p. 3) urges the public to "realize the vision of human society coexisting in harmony with nature.” A variety of books advocate how readers can discover the ancient art of living in harmony with nature (Paungger and Poppe 2006), how to grow food in harmony with nature (Hartung 2014; Young 2012), and how to design one's home in harmony with
nature (Silverman 2007). Living in harmony with nature also permeates popular culture, most
notable in how James Cameron's movie Avatar revived Rousseau's myth of the noble savage by
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showing how the alien tribe of the Na'vi lives in harmony with nature on a far-away moon called
Pandora (Baird 2012).
Finally, the ideology of living in harmony with nature permeates the marketing landscape.
A wide variety of industries including agriculture (Thompson and Coskuner-Balli 2007), natural
health (Thompson 2004), tourism (Waitt and Cook 2007), and automobiles (Garland, Huising
and Struben 2013) are marketed using this ideology. For example, a 2009 Toyota commercial
announces that the Prius, which is shown breathing new life into a Winter landscape that is made
up out of children, will bring "harmony between man, nature and machine." Two years later, Nissan promoted its electric vehicle, the Leaf, with a very similar narrative. A polar bear is forced to
leave its melting habitat and to venture into the city. Bawling at a passing-by truck, the symbolic
cause for its odyssey, the polar bear finally arrives in the driveway of a house in the suburbs,
where it gives a Nissan Leaf driver a warm-felt hug. The commercial announces that the Leaf is
an example of "innovation for the planet" which, as the viewer can fill in, re-unites man with
bear and all nature in a harmonic whole.
In all of the examples above, society or individual consumers negotiate their relationship
with the natural world. This is not a new phenomena, of course, as the meanings of nature and
the relationship between humans and nature are part of the cosmological quest humans have
grappled with for millennia (Cotgrove 1982; Foster 2000; Lafreniere 2007; Marcuse 1972; Marshall et al. 1989; Mathews 1991; Naugle 2002; Sire 2004; Tucker 2003). However, given the rising awareness of mounting ecological pressures, the quest for negotiating the human/nature relationship has been endowed with renewed urgency in contemporary culture. As marketers, consumers and society as a whole engage in widespread negotiations of their relationship with na-
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ture, it is important for consumer researchers to more clearly understand what meanings of nature and the human/nature relationship are formed by consumers. Thus, this thesis answers the
call for nature (pun intended) and explores consumers' understandings of their relationship with
nature and what it means to live in harmony with nature.
When consumers appropriate the ideology of living in harmony with nature, they draw on
romantic discourses of a sacred, living, and benevolent Mother Nature (Arnould and Price 1993;
Canniford and Shankar 2013; Thompson 2004). However, the notion of living in harmony with
nature is inherently paradoxical, as consumers have to negotiate their desires for harmony with
tendencies to dominate nature that are based on a conflicting utilitarian discourse of a nature as
passive matter that can be exploited for human benefit (Nash 2001; Merchant 1983; Thompson
2004). Regardless of how much consumers strive to be in harmony with nature, they inevitably
have to dominate and control nature to secure their living and dwelling (Nash 2001), their food
(Thompson and Coskuner-Balli 2007), and other items they have to consume despite all efforts
to minimize their impact on the natural world (Dobscha and Ozanne 2001). Being human is inherently connected to manipulating and controlling nature (Cronon 1996; LaFreniere 2007;
Oelschlaeger 1993), and thus a desire to live in harmony with nature is always a complex and
ambivalent affair. Opportunities for (charges of) hypocrisy abound, as products that promise consumers a life in harmony with nature cannot avoid pollution and waste. "In reality," Yvon
Chouinard, founder of environmental poster-child Patagonia, reminds us, "there's no such thing
as sustainability" (Gordon 2008). Thus, consumers' quest for living in harmony with nature always has to be ambivalent and full of complexities.
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Consumers must navigate these conflicting cultural discourses when negotiating their relationship with nature, but it is more than just cultural discourses that are at play in this cosmological quest. Consumers are not only embedded in socio-cultural environments but also in material
environments of technological objects and natural geographies (Alaimo and Hekman 2008;
Askegaard and Linnet 2011; Bennett 2010; Miller 2010; Reijonen 2011; Whiteman and Cooper
2011). While previous research has begun to explore the role of material consumer objects and
technologies in the construction of individual and collective identities (Bettany and Kerrane
2011; Epp and Price 2010; Hurdley 2006; Miller 2010; Price 2012; Preda 1999; Thomas, Price
and Schau 2013), the ways in which material forces of nature also shape and form consumers’
relationship with nature and the meanings they form about nature have remained mostly unexplored (Canniford and Shankar 2013). This is an important oversight in consumer research, as
the impact of material nature on human cosmologies, meanings, and life-worlds has been well
documented in other disciplines. Historical research has shown how longterm climatic and vegetative changes have affected humans’ attitudes towards nature (Bowlus 1980; Herlihy 1980;
LaFreniere 2007; Merchant 1983), and climatic events and natural disasters highlight our dependence to and vulnerability in the natural world even in our day-to-day lives (Baker, Hunt and Rittenburg 2007; Merchant 1996; Nash 2001). Research in environmental history (Cronon 1996),
sociology of the body (Michael 2000), and cultural geography (Waitt and Cook 2007) has begun
to explore how people’s embeddedness in material nature impacts and complicates negotiations
of their relationship with nature. However, research on how material forces of nature impact consumers’ desire to live in harmony with nature is rare.
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These four elements – romantic discourses of harmony with nature, utilitarian discourses of
dominating nature, the use of material objects and technologies, and especially the experiences
of material forces of nature – come together to form the paradox that underlies one of today's
most dominant cultural currents: we seek to live in harmony with a nature that we control and
dominate at the same time. It is this harmony paradox that is explored in this thesis through a
post-human account of how over-night back-country hikers negotiate between romantic and utilitarian discourses of nature vis-à-vis their actual experiences of sometimes benign and sometimes
dangerous material forces of nature. In particular, the purpose of this thesis is to explore (1) how
consumers achieve harmony with nature given their experiences of a sometimes dangerous and
threatening nature, and (2) how they are able to combine technology and the domination of nature, two core components of civilization, with their pursuit of harmony with nature.
Previous work in consumer research has been unable to elucidate these questions because it
has treated "nature" mainly as a passive context in which social phenomena are played out. For
example, natural environments have served as a context to explore extended and extraordinary
service encounters (Arnould and Price 1993; Tumbat and Belk 2011), fantasy enactments (Belk
and Costa 1998), escapes from the market place (Kozinets 2002), and how members of a countervailing market system are ideologically aligned (Thompson and Coskuner-Balli 2007). In addition, most of these accounts have implicitly or explicitly drawn on romantic discourses of nature, while utilitarian discourses of nature have been mostly ignored.
An exception to this is Tumbat and Belk's (2011) exploration of Mount Everest climbers
that has shown how consumers of extraordinary experience do not necessarily adopt romantic
frames of community but can also embrace utilitarian discourses that emphasize individuality,
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personal prowess, and domination. However, Tumbat and Belk (2011) do not explore how
climbers negotiate between utilitarian and romantic discourses of nature, and even though they
highlight the importance of context in whether romantic or utilitarian discourses are embraced,
these authors do not explore the role material forces of nature have on consumers' narratives.
Canniford and Shankar (2013), in their analysis of how surfers preserve romantic experience of
nature in the face of geographic, discursive and technological betrayals, explore the role of materiality in consumers' meaning making practices about nature. However, in their focus to explain
how romantic experiences of nature are purified Canniford and Shankar fix their analysis towards a consideration of romantic discourses of nature. Thus, the ways in which consumers
combine and integrate utilitarian discourses in their meaning making practices about nature remain unexplored.
As the examples above demonstrate, many consumption experiences are not only situated
in social but also in material contexts. In fact, one might say that all consumption experiences are
situated in a material environment, and that the only difference lies in how much the impact of
nature is regulated and mediated in a certain situation (Bettany and Kerrane 2011; Goodman and
Goodman 2001; Penaloza and Cayla 2006; Trauger 2004; Waitt and Cook 2007; Whiteman and
Cooper 2011). Regardless of whether someone camps in the backcountry or lives in a suburban
home, and regardless of whether someone hikes through a wilderness area or drives on a highway to work, all of these activities take place in an environment in which the impact of natural
forces can be heightened or lessened, but can never be absent.
Despite their centrality in a multitude of consumption experiences, the human/nature relationship and our contemporary cultural ideal of living in harmony with nature have not been sys-
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tematically explored in previous research. Even though more recent research has begun to take
note of the materiality of nature in consumers' understandings of their life-worlds (Canniford and
Shankar 2013; Tumbat and Belk 2011), a more nuanced analysis is necessary in order to fully
move our conceptualizations of nature from a context in which social phenomena take place to a
component that plays an active role in the shaping of social phenomena (Alaimo and Hekman
2008; Askegaard and Linnet 2011; Bennett 2010; Miller 2010). This thesis draws on theories of
assemblage (Delanda 2006; Deleuze and Guattari 2008; Law 2009; Latour 1993; Pickering 1995)
in order to provide such a more nuanced understanding of the relationship between humans and
nature. In such a post-human account, phenomena such as experiences of harmony with nature
are conceptualized as emerging from an assemblage, or network, of heterogeneous entities that
include cultural, textual, symbolic, and discursive, as well as material, embodied, and physical
resources. Through such a material-semiotic account, this thesis is therefore able to consider all
four elements of the harmony paradox that have been presented above.
By offering a more holistic exploration that integrates conflicting discourses of nature with
material forces of nature and material objects in form of technologies, this thesis broadens our
understanding of the human/nature relationship and, in turn, advances our understanding of materialism in consumer research (Askegaard and Linnet 2011; Cova and Maclaren 2012) and our
theories of of sustainable consumption (Bettane and Kerrane 2011; Goodman and Goodman
2001; Reijonen 2011). Our understanding of the human/nature relationship is broadened by problematizing a narrow focus on how consumers preserve taken-for-granted cultural representations
of nature and by highlighting instead how the meanings of nature and technologies are inherently
ambivalent and shift in response to changing material arrangements. This broadened understand-
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ing finds that instances which previous research has termed “technological-discursive
betrayals” (Canniford and Shankar 2013) are sometimes not betrayals at all, as in certain material-cultural assemblages some technologies can be seen as necessary for the engagement with nature and thus can become a means for achieving harmony with nature.
Highlighting the agentic role of the material forces of nature also contributes to the recent
material turn within consumer research (Askegaard and Linnet 2011; Cova and Maclaren 2012;
Giesler 2012; Price 2012) and the broader social sciences (Alaimo and Hekman 2008; Miller
2010; Preda 1999). Previous research has recognized that manmade objects such as tables (Epp
and Price 2010) and guitars (Fernandez and Lastovicka 2011) possess agentic potential (i.e., object agency), but this discussion has retained a residual humanism in that the agency of objects is
derived from human control over these objects. This thesis demonstrates that material agency of
nature (i.e., nature agency) can insert itself into the assemblage by its own doing (in contrast to
being inserted through human acts, which has been the focus in previous marketing research on
object agency) and can thus co-determine a hiker’s relationship with nature even against the hiker’s will. Demonstrating the limited ability of individual hikers to shape the material-cultural assemblage of their experience in nature advances the material turn in consumer research through
highlighting how human and non-human agency are symmetrically intertwined (i.e., human intentions and actions interact with non-human material and cultural resources in an open-ended
process in which no particular actor is given priority in the shaping of the world). The human
actor is therefore further decentered, as he can no longer call all the shots and pre-define the
meanings that arise from the interactions within the assemblage. Thus, extending the material
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turn through a recognition of the material forces of nature renews and deepens previous accounts
that have problematized an overly celebratory view of individual human agency (Murray 2002).
Recognizing that humans can only exert partial control in their engagement with a symmetrically intertwined, active nature can inform our understanding of multiple issues in which ambivalences arise because consumption is embedded in material environments. This thesis focuses
on the field of sustainable consumption by offering a post-human lens in which the meanings of
sustainability are not pre-defined according to certain cultural discourses but emerge from the
interactions in an assemblage of cultural and material entities. Through such a material-cultural
or post-human lens, researchers can explore how the meanings and practices of sustainable consumption are not only shaped by discursive constructions of nature but also by experiences of the
materialities of nature. Understanding these dynamics has implications for managerial practice,
as marketing executives can, for example, highlight consumers' struggles in nature in communication messages that aim to position their products as a tool for achieving harmony with nature.
In short, exploring the combined role of cultural discourses and materialities in how consumers negotiate their relationship with nature explores the harmony paradox as a contemporary
example of how consumption interrelates with consumers’ understandings of nature. In addition,
this research answers calls for considering the "context of contexts" (Askegaard and Linnet 2011,
p. 381) and integrating a material turn into consumer research (Cova and Maclaren 2012). Finally, it contributes to our understanding of sustainable consumption as one of the most important
issues for marketing theory and practice (Kilbourne 2010; Kotler 2011; Szerzynski and Urry
2010). The remainder of this introduction draws a more detailed map of the theoretical and
methodological journey that is undertaken in this thesis.
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1.1 Mapping Out this Thesis
To situate consumers’ quest for living in harmony with nature in its socio-cultural-material
context, one must “go on a hike” – figuratively and literally. To establish my theoretical lens, I
first take a cultural turn, and later a material turn. In chapter 2, I first introduce the history and
content of the utilitarian and romantic discourses of nature. Although these two discourses have
co-existed and influenced each other over millennia (Herlihy 1980; Hughes 1980; LaFreniere
2007; Merchant 1983; Oelschlaeger 1993), they are often presented in stark opposition to each
other. In order to demonstrate how conceptualizations of nature and the human/nature relationship inform both theories and practices of consumption, I next discuss how these different discourses of nature underlie divergent approaches to sustainable consumption. Structuralist approaches to sustainable consumption (e.g., Menon and Menon 1997; Kilbourne et al. 1997) adopt
dualistic framings of nature as either dead matter (utilitarian discourse) or sacred being (romantic
discourse), and depending on what notion of nature is adopted as the “true nature” of nature, different avenues to achieve sustainable consumption (i.e., technological evolution vs. cultural revolution) are advocated. Noting that structuralist approaches to sustainable consumption are based
on essentialized understandings of nature and the relationship between humans and nature, and
that these dualistic framings lead to moralizations and over-simplifications of sustainable consumption issues (Kjellberg 2008; Luedicke et al. 2010; Miller 2001; Wilk 2001), I am taking a
cultural turn mid-way through chapter 2 to explore post-structuralist accounts of sustainable consumption.
Post-structuralist approaches attempt to offer more holistic accounts of sustainable consumption that transcend dualistic framings of resistance vs. conformity, consumption vs. anti-
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consumption, and inside vs. outside the market (Binkley 2008; Cherrier 2009; Kozinets et al.
2010; Moraes et al. 2010). Influenced by a “postmodern denunciation of truth” (Cova and Maclaren 2012, p. 5) and incredulity towards meta-narratives (Lyotard 1984; Firat and Venkatesh
1995), post-structuralist approaches take a cultural perspective in which reality is “socially constructed, multiple, holistic, contextual” (Tadajewski 2006, p. 438). Accordingly, post-structuralist
approaches highlight the multiplicity of meanings associated with nature and sustainable consumption (Cherrier 2009; Luedicke et al. 2010; Moraes et al. 2010; Rokka and Moisander 2009;
Szmigin et al. 2009) and how consumers straddle conflicting worldviews, ideologies, or discourses in their meaning making processes (Kozinets 2008; Thompson 2004).
Although post-structuralist approaches overcome many binaries found in structuralist research, there is one dualism that post-structuralism, due to its postmodern legacy of emphasizing
the social construction of the real (Firat and Venkatesh 1995), is firmly grounded upon: the material vs. the cultural-discursive. As Alaimo and Hekman (2008, p. 2-3) point out:
“…postmodernists argue that the real/material is entirely constituted by language; what
we call the real is a product of language and has its reality only in language. In their zeal
to reject the modernist grounding in the material, postmoderns have turned to the discursive pole as the exclusive source of the constitution of nature, society, and reality. Far
from deconstructing the dichotomies of language/reality or culture/nature, they have rejected one side and embraced the other.”
Chapter 2 therefore ends with the recognition that research following the cultural turn,
while important, is on its own insufficient for a solid theoretical grounding of the human/nature
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relationship and sustainable consumption because a social-constructivist or post-structuralist lens
excludes corporeal practices, embodiment, and the shared materiality of the human and the natural world from consideration. Structuralist and post-structuralist approaches are thus found to be
inherently humanist: Regardless of whether a true, essential nature is claimed to exist, or the social construction of nature is emphasized, nature is a place or thing external to culture, something
that is discovered or defined entirely through human map and meaning making. This humanist
view locates all agency, and responsibility for sustainable consumption, squarely in the hands of
human actors. The agentic capability of material forces, including nature agency, are muted and
ignored.
Chapter 3 begins with reviewing a few examples of how material forces of nature have
shaped people's understanding of the world and themselves throughout history. After reviewing
the core tenets of assemblage theory (Delanda 2006) and the emerging material turn in consumer
research, it is explored in more detail how the agency of material forces of nature can be highlighted in an analysis of the human/nature relationship and the harmony paradox. The notion of
agency is thereby transformed from being a human property to a “precarious achievement” (Law
1994, p. 101) spun between various material and discursive entities. The human is not abolished
in this post-human approach, but decentered: “human actors are still there but now inextricably
entangled with the nonhuman, no longer at the centre of the action and calling the shots” (Pickering 1995, p. 26).
Since the emphasis lies on how cultural discourses of nature interplay with the material
forces of nature, the material turn is less a 180-degrees turn away from the cultural turn but
rather “an extension and development of postmodern theorizing and its dissolution of binary dis-
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tinctions” (Cova and Maclaren 2012, p. 17) that underlie the cultural turn. The aim of taking a
material turn is “to build on rather than abandon the lessons learned in the linguistic [i.e., cultural] turn” (Alaimo and Hekman 2008, p. 6) by deconstructing the material/discursive and nature/
culture dichotomies in a way that retains both elements without privileging either.
The hike through the theoretical foundations of the relationship between humans and nature has therefore led us left and right, relating cultural discourses with material forces, alternating turns to the cultural with turns to the material. And as every good hiker knows, turning alternatively left and right is the best way of getting a really good understanding of the area one is
hiking in; regardless of whether this area is made up of mountain ranges, forests, or theories.
The next step is to go on a hike quite literally. In chapter 4, I turn towards explaining the
material-semiotic methodology that underlies the empirical part of this research. Like research
that follows the cultural turn in consumer culture theory (Arnould and Thompson 2005; Sherry
1991), the current research seeks a deep, holistic understanding rather than abstract explanations
and predictions. However, most interpretive research is marked by a humanist bias that prioritizes human agency in the social construction of the world (Hudson and Ozanne 1988). It is
therefore necessary to adjust typical interpretive methods through a consideration of how material forces impact bodily sensations, practices, and meanings. A material ethnography (Peñaloza
and Cayla 2006) is proposed that escapes the “fetish of the narrative” through an emphasis on
field notes, photographs, and an awareness for the embodied relations with non-human entities
(Canniford and Shankar 2013; Waitt and Cook 2007).
Multi-day, backcountry hiking serves as the context for this material ethnography. Hiking
is a suitable context for two reasons. First, utilitarian and romantic discourses of nature are in
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constant tension with each other (Michael 2000), and second it is a space in which the human/
nature relationship, including its material components, is constantly negotiated and lived out.
Multi-day hiking tours allow for the analysis of bodies not only moving through nature, but also
how they are dwelling in nature, which highlights both utilitarian and romantic discourses of nature (Cronon 1996).
Chapter 5 presents the findings of this thesis, which are organized into three themes. The
first theme explores how hikers seek harmony in nature that is believed to be external to civilization. This theme demonstrates how hikers embrace romantic discourses of nature; however, an
important contradiction is found in that hikers who search for “more nature” must deal with more
physical dangers in their quest for harmony. The subsequent two themes continue to explore how
harmony can arise when hikers have to struggle with physical dangers of nature. Theme 2 focuses on the role of physical dangers in nature and finds that hikers’ relationship with nature is highly ambivalent: They strive to experience “more nature and less civilization”, but also “more civilization and less nature:” On the one hand hikers embrace dangers in their search for primitive
nature, but on the other hand they seek to escape “real nature” and long for a safer, managed, civilized nature. The third theme explores this dynamic from the perspective of fluidly shifting assemblages. Embracing the post-human lens to its fullest, it is demonstrated how material forces
of nature are a form of non-human agency that is symmetrically intertwined with human agency.
Through the concept of nature agency, it is highlighted how material forces of nature constantly
shape the assemblage of how hikers perceive and act in nature. This interplay between human
and non-human agency gives rise to the important findings that hikers cannot fully determine
what meanings of nature are appropriated: Even if they long for romanticized notions of harmo-
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ny with nature, some material aspects of their experiences (e.g., being cold) might block their
appropriation of romantic discourses. Meanings and phenomena therefore emerge from a fluid
assemblage in which all actors – discourses of nature, material forces of nature, and technological resources – co-constitute each other. Thus, the presentation of findings concludes with an
emerging insight that technology does not always have to distract from being in harmony with
nature, but that, in certain material-cultural assemblages, it can also be a symbol for being in
harmony with nature.
Finally, chapter 6 discusses the findings of this thesis with regards to our understandings of
the human/nature relationship, materiality, and sustainable consumption. In contrast to earlier
studies (Canniford and Shankar 2013), this thesis provides a broadened understanding of the human/nature relationship by not fixing the material-cultural assemblage towards one particular
(romantic) discourse and instead highlighting how hikers appropriate conflicting discourses of
nature in response to shifting material conditions.
By localizing hikers’ quest for being in harmony with nature in material conditions (i.e.,
recognizing how meanings emerge from a dance of agency between cultural and material entities
that are specific to a particular time and place), this research challenges the notion that technology always must betray consumers’ experiences of romantic nature (Canniford and Shankar 2013)
as an example of a residual humanism in a post-human lens. Secondly, this thesis develops a
thoroughly post-human understanding of humans’ relationship with nature that highlights the notions of nature agency and that no single actor can unilaterally shape the assemblage according to
his will. By doing so, this thesis contributes to materialism more generally by pointing out how
previous work has adopted an overly celebratory view of human agency that has limited our un-
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derstanding of the dialectical interplay between human and non-human agency. Finally, recognizing how the human/nature relationship emerges from the engagement with an active nature contributes to our understanding of the complexities of sustainable consumption by highlighting how
ambivalences can arise because of the influence of material forces of nature. What it means to be
a sustainable consumer or sustainable product emerges from the material-cultural assemblage.
By highlighting how an active material nature can sometimes resist human agency, self-interest
and utilitarian tendencies to control nature can be re-inserted into a post-human environmental
ethics.
In concluding this introduction, I want to draw on the hiking metaphor one last time by
climbing a view-point that overlooks the path I have sketched out above. We can clearly see how
it passes through structuralist, post-structuralist, and post-human accounts of the human/nature
relationship. Gazing over the cultural and material turns that lie beneath us, it becomes apparent
that “nature” has dropped out of sight with each successive turn of this theoretical progression.
While structuralist research has recognized that ideas about nature and the human/nature relationship are integral components of our worldviews and social paradigms and thus notable areas
of investigation for sustainable consumption research (Dermody et al. 2009; Dobscha and
Ozanne 2001; Fisk 1973; Kilbourne et al. 1997; Menon and Menon 1997), post-structural and
post-human research that explicitly explores issues of nature in relation to consumption, and not
just as a context for consumption, is scarce (Canniford and Shankar 2013) and most often biased
towards romantic discourses of nature (but see Thompson 2004; Tumbat and Belk 2011 for exceptions). However, considering romantic discourses alone is insufficient as a basis for researching how consumption experiences are embedded in and shaped by the natural environment, given
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the ambiguity of human practices in nature (Michael 2000) and the impossibility of humans to
inhabit or enjoy an unspoiled and pristine nature (Cronon 1996). In order to explore how consumers negotiate their paradoxical desires to be part of and in harmony with nature, while they
seek to control and dominate nature at the same time, requires attention to utilitarian discourses
of nature, romantic discourses of nature, how these discourses are blended with each other, and
how material objects and especially material forces of nature influence and shape consumers' engagement with these discourses. It is to these discourses of nature that I turn next.

!
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Chapter 2: Humanist Accounts of Consumers’
Relationships with Nature

!
2.1 Cultural Discourses of Nature
Humans have adopted different cultural discourses of nature throughout history (LaFreniere 2007; Merchant 1983; Oelschlaeger 1993). Although these discourses have influenced each
other over time, they are most often organized into a binary pair (Kilbourne 1995; Nash 2001):
On the one side there is a “utilitarian discourse” in which nature is conceptualized as dead, passive matter, and on the other side there is a “romantic discourse” in which nature is conceptualized as a sacred and ensouled being. The ways in which “nature” is culturally defined matter because they affect both theories and practices of consumption. To foreshadow a discussion on how
a broadened understanding of the relationship between humans and nature informs conceptualizations of sustainable consumption, the current chapter first traces the content and development
of the two major discourses of nature. This discussion then allows to analyze in depth how different structuralist and post-structuralist conceptualizations of nature have given rise to divergent
accounts of sustainable consumption.
Before continuing, two caveats need to be pointed out. First, the following discussion of
the utilitarian and romantic discourses of nature are mainly based on how these discourses developed in Western history. Although influences from other parts of the world have existed and continue to exist, the discussion here focuses on the philosophical traditions that underlie the modern
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economic system that today spans the whole globe. Second, since humans have always wondered
about the meanings of nature (Mathews 1991), these discourses of nature share a long history
with many overlaps and exchanges between different conceptualizations of nature. However, for
the purpose of brevity and to follow the traditions adopted by much previous literature, especially structuralist accounts of sustainable consumption (Kilbourne et al. 1997; Menon and Menon
1997), the following discusses utilitarian and romantic discourses of nature as clearly separated
from each other and only sometimes hints at the overlaps and interchanges that have existed between both discourses over millennia.

2.1.1 Utilitarian Discourse of Nature
The utilitarian discourse of nature has been discussed under several labels, including
“mechanistic worldview” (Merchant 1983) and the “gnostic mythos” (Thompson 2004). Regardless of what label is used, the basic tenet of these conceptualizations of nature is roughly the
same: nature is thought of as dead matter, a passive entity that can (and should) be dominated by
humans for their own benefit. This does not mean that this view of nature is unable to formulate
a path towards sustainable consumption. As chapter 2.2.1 will show, the utilitarian discourse is
the basis for an important branch of environmentalism and sustainable consumption (i.e., Corporate Environmentalism). It means, however, that in the utilitarian discourse human civilization is
ultimately favoured over nature. The spreading of human civilization that has replaced much of
wild nature is seen as an overall good thing, even while environmental problems that followed in
the wake of human expansionism are acknowledged.
Historically, the utilitarian discourse of nature has informed human behaviour for thousands of years. Although the current environmental crisis is often presented as a consequence of
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modern lifestyles of excessive consumption that have developed since the second half of the
twentieth century or the Industrial Revolution, the utilitarian discourse that justifies the domination of nature can be traced back to the Greco-Roman era (Callicott 1989; LaFreniere 2007) and
even older cultures (Oelschlaeger 1993). The following paragraphs present a brief summary of
how the utilitarian discourse of nature has developed in classical Greece, the Judea-Christian
worldview of the Middle Ages, and in the Renaissance and the Early Modern Age.
In classical Greece, the Ionian school of philosophy and its quest to better understand nature was one of the main factors that led to the rise of the utilitarian discourse of nature. Although the mind/body dualism is today most commonly associated with Rene Descartes, Pythagoras (570-495 B.C.) is credited with discussing and popularizing this dualism roughly two
thousand years earlier (Callicott 1989; LaFreniere 2007). According to Pythagoras, the soul is a
“fallen divinity” that is “incarcerated” in the physical world (Callicott 1989, p. 182). Plato
(428-348 B.C.), who was heavily influenced by Pythagoras, extended this dualism between soul
and body by viewing the body as the tomb of the soul. The body/soul dualism of Pythagoras and
Plato therefore sets the stage for a utilitarian view of nature as passive matter that will be refined
over the centuries by philosophers, theologians, and scientists a like. As Callicott (1989, p. 182)
observers, this “Pythagorean-Platonic concept of the soul as immortal and otherworldly, essentially foreign to the hostile physical world, has profoundly influenced the European attitude toward nature.”
A second foundation for the domination of nature was laid by Aristotle’s (384-322 B.C.)
concept of the Great Chain of Being. Through this concept Aristotle hierarchically ordered the
world from the gods at the top to inert matter at the bottom. Humans, who possessed divine
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souls, are ranked above animals and inert nature in the Great Chain of Being. In Aristotle's philosophy, the lower forms of nature existed for the sake of higher forms such as humans, thereby
solidifying the foundation of human domination over nature (Callicott 1989; LaFreniere 2007).
Many ideas of the Classical Era, such as the Pythagorean-Platonic mind/body dualism and
Aristotle's Great Chain of Being, were incorporated into the Judea-Christian worldview of the
Middle Ages through the work of theologians such as Plotinus (204 - 270 A.D.), Saint Augustine
(354 - 430 A.D.), and Saint Thomas of Aquinas (1224 - 1274 A.D.). At the same time, Pagan beliefs of an living and ensouled nature were prosecuted by the Christian church. For example,
Emperor Theodosius outlawed pagan beliefs and closed all Roman pagan temples in 391 A.D.
This Judea-Christian fight against animism, which was a quite common belief system in the
Classical Age, has given rise to a profound other-worldliness and transcendentalism in the Middle Ages.
For Lynn White (1967), the emphasis on transcendence in the Judea-Christian tradition is
the root cause of the dualism between humans and nature and the domination of nature that underlie modern Western civilization. Other than the pagan religions of the Greco-Roman, Egyptian, and Babylonian civilizations, the Judea-Christian religion worships a transcendent God who
is detached from his creation. While in pagan belief systems nature is endowed with spirits and
souls, the transcendentalism of the Judea-Christian religion locates spirit only in God and in humans that are created in God's image (LaFreniere 2007; White 1967). Human beings share to a
great extent God's transcendence and stand above and beyond nature. Nature, on the other hand,
is purged from all spirits and soul. Although created by God, nature is itself not divine. For example, Saint Augustine described nature as worthless and nothing more than a stage on which the
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great Christian cosmic drama of sorting out the good from the evil souls is played out (LaFreniere 2007). In line with this desacralization of nature, sacred groves that were worshipped by
pagans were cut down by the Church (Oelschlaeger 1993).
The Judea-Christian themes of an ensouled mankind standing above a spiritless nature, justifying the domination of nature, is encoded in the Genesis text of the bible. In Genesis, it is described how God created the world for the benefit of his only creation that is made in his image.
Man is given the task of naming all the animals, thereby establishing his dominance over nature.
He is told to rule over nature, to be free from nature's tyranny and idolatry of things in nature,
and to be fruitful and to multiply. In this core text of the Judea-Christian religion, the dualism
between humans and nature is solidified and humans' exploit of nature for their own proper ends
becomes justified (LaFreniere 2007; White 1967).
While the despiritualization of nature thus began in the Classical Age and continued over
the Middle Ages, the purging of all spirits from nature achieved new heights during the Renaissance and the Early Modern Age. According to Merchant (1983), animistic beliefs of an active
and ensouled nature were still common during the Renaissance. These organic images of nature
as a nurturing mother and teacher were, however, ultimately overpowered by a mechanistic
worldview that pictured nature as a gigantic, spiritless machine. The rediscovery of corpuscular
philosophies of the Ionian school by Isaac Newton and others during the 16th century reduced
nature to bodies of different weight, size, and shape, thereby intensifying the purging of spirits
from nature that began under Pythagoras' mind/body split and Aristotle's Great Chain of Being
(LaFreniere 2007). It was this “rejection and removal of organic and animistic features and the
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substitution of mechanically describable components” that, in Merchant's (1983, p. 125) opinion,
“would become the most significant and far-reaching effect of the scientific revolution.”
The new metaphor of nature as a machine further legitimized the manipulation and exploitation of nature (LaFreniere 2007; Merchant 1996). One of the most important figures in establishing the utilitarian discourse of nature in the Early Modern Age was Francis Bacon, who
linked the domination of nature to the narrative of recovery from the original sin committed by
Adam and Eve. In the prelapsarian state, man and nature were in harmony and Adam and Eve
were granted dominion over nature. But Adam and Eve were expelled from the Garden of Eden
and cast out into the wilderness. Bacon turned concerns of his contemporaries, who argued that
the manipulation of nature through science and the mechanical arts would once again incur God's
wrath, upside down. He argued that the mastery of nature through science actually conformed to
God's plan, since scientific examination would allow humans to regain dominion over nature and
to establish a paradise on earth (Leiss 1994; LaFreniere 2007). Hence, Bacon argued that nature
must be “bound into service” and must be put “in constraints” and “moulded” by the mechanical
arts. The transformation of nature from an active parent and teacher into a mindless, submissive
body was thereby complete.
Towards the middle of the seventeenth century, Cambridge Platonists Henry More and
Ralph Cudworth argued for a synthesis between the extreme mechanistic ideas of nature as dead
matter advocated by Francis Bacon and earlier, organismic philosophies of nature that have lost
influence since the Renaissance but did not disappear entirely. In this compromise, nature retained an organic character, but it was a vegetative constitution of nature rather than the animistic
and ensouled nature that has been advocated by earlier versions of the organismic worldview. By
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constituting nature as a vegetable, its fundamental organic character was maintained, while at the
same time the unpredictability and chaos that are associated with an animist world were minimized. The cosmos, and nature, was “still alive, but not uncontrollably so” (Merchant 1983, p.
243). So although nature was alive, it was alive in a passive manner and, importantly, lacked any
soul or sensation. This understanding of a vegetative nature easily aligns itself with the JudeaChristian belief system and medieval appropriations of Aristotle's Great Chain of Being, in
which humans are seen as fundamentally different from nature by virtue of having a soul (Merchant 1983; White 1967).
To summarize, this overview of the historical emergence of a utilitarian discourse of nature
shows how animistic and pantheistic properties have been gradually stripped from nature. Beginning with Greek philosophers and continuing with Christian theologians and Early Modern
scientists, nature became constructed as a passive entity. It might be alive, but it would be so in a
vegetative way: living, but without a soul. Three interrelated processes – first the hierarchical
separation between a passive, dis-ensouled nature and active, ensouled humans, second the reference to biblical texts such as the Genesis, and third the creation of the Recovery from the Fall
narrative – together serve as a justification for human domination over nature. This conceptualization of nature as passive matter is captured in the “utilitarian” label, which emphasizes that
this view of nature and the relationship between nature and humans justifies and even encourages
the exploitation of nature for human benefit and the transformation of “wild nature” into nature
under human management and stewardship. Through human management, wild nature can be
controlled, tamed and, ultimately, turned into a new Garden of Eden on Earth. In short, human
civilization is favoured over nature.
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This particular understanding of nature has encouraged pro-civilization and anthropocentric tendencies in humans' actions towards nature throughout history. For example, this utilitarian
view of nature allowed for an intensification of mining operations during the Renaissance (Merchant 1983) and offered a justification for early settlers and pioneers in America who “conceived
themselves as agents in the regeneration process that turned the ungodly and useless into a beneficent civilization” (Nash 2001, p. 43). The same understanding of nature nowadays underlies the
manipulation of nature in form of genetically modified organisms, the green revolution / industrial agriculture, and much of consumer society (Best and Kellner 2001; Kilbourne et al. 1997).
However, this is not to say that the utilitarian discourse of nature cannot serve as a basis for environmentalism and sustainable consumption. Before exploring in chapter 2.2.1 how the utilitarian
discourse of nature suggest one particular path towards sustainable consumption, the following
section turns towards the romantic discourse of nature.

2.1.2 Romantic Discourse of Nature
For the purpose of this thesis, “romantic discourses of nature” refer to how a romantic ideology of consumption (Kozinets 2008) construes a pristine, untouched, and wild nature as external to modern civilization. In line with previous consumer research (Arnould and Price 1993;
Belk and Costa 1998), the romantic ideology of nature is conceptualized as combining discourses
of a “sublime, sacred, and primitive” nature (Canniford and Shankar 2013, p. 1052). Pristine and
pure nature is construed in this romantic ideology in sharp opposition to modern civilization and
technology, which are vilified for their corrupting and alienating effect on the human psyche.
Consequently, the romantic ideology of nature advocates for a “return to nature” (Thompson
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2004, p. 164) so that disenchanted souls can find spiritual rebirth and sustenance by virtue of being embedded in the organic, dynamic, and mystical force of nature.
The romantic discourse of nature thus draws a fundamentally different image of nature
than the one presented in the utilitarian discourse presented above. The basic tenet of the romantic discourse is that nature is not a passive entity of dead matter or soulless life, as utilitarian
philosophies of nature picture it, but that “Mother Nature” is a living and ensouled being. Although the fierce side of nature is acknowledged in concerns of nature striking back at humans,
the overall outlook on nature is predominantly favourable. Nature is depicted as a benevolent
mother that nurtures humans and that makes life possible. Especially in late romantic formulations, nature is perceived as sacred and morally superior to human civilization. A basic tendency
of the romantic discourse is therefore a suspicion or outright rejection of civilization: Humans
should escape the trappings of the corrupted civilization and return to nature in order to restore
their physical strength and moral virtues (LaFreniere 2007; Merchant 1983; Nash 2001). This
view of nature has been an important basis for a second branch of environmentalism and sustainable consumption that will be discussed in chapter 2.2.2.
Although the Romantic Era is typically located in between the second half of the eighteenth century until the middle of the nineteenth century, the view of nature that was established
during this time revived earlier views of nature from the Renaissance and antiquity. The previous
section described how the utilitarian discourse of nature has its roots in the Pythagorean-Platonic
mind/body dualism and Aristotle's Great Chain of Being. However, the corpuscular theories of
ancient atomist and cosmic frameworks of Plato and Aristotle were preceded in the Classical Age
by mythological explanations of nature as a living being (for example, in the Olympic gods;
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LaFreniere 2007). Even under the pressures of the Christian church, these animistic tendencies
continued to exist through the centuries of the Middle Ages up to the Renaissance (Merchant
1983).
In the wake of the Scientific Revolution, these animistic beliefs became less prominent, but
they did not disappear entirely. Following a time marked by ongoing urbanization, industrialization, and the scientific rationalization of nature during the Age of Enlightenment, animistic beliefs of the Renaissance were revived by the Romantic Movement in the second half of the eighteenth century (Merchant 1983; Merchant 1996).
The Romantic Movement was one of the earliest reactions to the utilitarian discourse of
nature that became dominant in the Early Modern Age. The revival of older images of nature is
most visible in the re-enchantment of nature. The utilitarian discourse of nature, as it emerged at
the end of the seventeenth century, conceives of nature as passive matter. Although a vegetative
character of nature was acknowledged in order to integrate earlier organismic views, the utilitarian frameworks leaves no place for a soul or animistic ideas in nature. In the romantic framework,
on the other hand, nature is imbued with deistic qualities, and it was in wild and pristine nature
where one could find God and could be touched by God.
The re-transformation of nature from soulless and passive matter to something sacred and
ensouled is best visible in how people's understanding of wilderness changed between the late
eighteenth century and the end of the nineteenth century (Cronon 1996; Nash 2001). Wild nature
in the late eighteenth century was commonly associated with “waste”, and wilderness carried
biblical connotations as the place where Jesus Christ had struggled with the devil. In other
words, wild nature was the very antithesis of the Garden of Eden. Wilderness was a place nobody
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would want to be by his own will. As a consequence, this view of nature provided impetus for
pioneers to transform the North American wilderness into a pastoral landscape similar to that in
Europe. By the end of the nineteenth century, however, this image of nature had changed into its
opposite. Instead of being avoided at all costs, people ventured into wild lands in order to find
God. Wilderness has turned from that which lied outside of the Garden of Eden into Eden itself,
and “Satan's home had become God's own temple” (Cronon 1996, p. 9).
Two sources for this transformation of people's feelings towards nature can be found in the
romantic reverence for the sacred-sublime and primitivism. The sacred-sublime closely associates nature, especially wild and untouched nature (e.g., mountain tops, chasms, waterfalls),
with the supernatural. Wild nature, once believed to be places forsaken by God, became icons of
God's presence and excellence, and mountains and forests were seen as cathedrals to worship
God who reveals himself in nature. In this “late romantic sense of domesticated
sublime” (Cronon 1996, p. 12), wild nature lost all negative connotations of the past and turned
into a sacred place. Instead of forsaken by God, worthless, and in the way of civilization and
human progress, wild nature became something that needed to be protected from an encroaching
and corrupting civilization.
The second source for the romantic reverence of nature lies in the romantic attraction to
primitivism (Cronon 1996; Nash 2001). According to primitivists, the happiness and well-being
of humans is inversely related to the degree of civilization that was imposed on the individual.
Wild nature, as the antipode to civilization, was therefore highly cherished by primitivists for its
positive effect on human health and spiritual well-being. This stance has been popularized by
Rousseau, who saw in wild nature the antidote to the ills of civilization; however, the idea of na-
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ture as a refuge from the ills and anxieties of urban life and a symbol of an unblemished Golden
Age dates back further to Arcadian images of nature during the Renaissance (Pepper 1996),
Greek and Roman agricultural writers (Hughes 1980), and early Christian clerics (Herlihy 1980).
In conjunction with the frontier myth (Luedicke et al. 2010), according to which American settlers who lived in the American frontier were imbued with vigour, independence and creativity,
primitivism contributed to the changing meaning of nature during the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. Wild nature “became a place not just of religious redemption but of national renewal,
the quintessential location for experiencing what it meant to be an American” (Cronon 1996, p.
13).
The romantics and their embrace of the sacred-sublime and the primitive therefore present
a very different image of nature than what was established through the Scientific Revolution. Instead of perceiving nature as passive matter or a soulless vegetable, romantic ideas of nature
cherished pristine and untouched wilderness as a manifestation of God's excellence. This deistic
understanding of nature served to de-justify the domination of nature, but it was not the only factor that did so. The romantic attraction to primitivism, in combination with the closure of the
frontier towards the end of the nineteenth century, led to ambivalence if not downright hostility
toward modernity and civilization expressed through a wilderness cult that promoted wilderness
as a sanctuary from the turmoil, anxieties, and hollowness of society (Cronon 1996; Nash 2001).
It is this mixture of reverence for the sublime and hostility towards modern society that characterizes the romantic view of nature as the wild and untouched antithesis of civilization. This anticivilization stance of the romantic discourse of nature criticizes the recreation of an earthly par-
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adise that is advocated by the mechanistic framework of nature, and instead seeks to find the
sublime and to preserve it in the wild.
Taken together, two general discourses of nature, here termed utilitarian and romantic, have
over a millennia influenced humans’ understanding of nature. Although both discourses have influenced each other over time, as for example can be seen in the formulation of nature as a vegetable, these two discourses are typically presented in sharp opposition to each other (Kilbourne
et al. 1997). This has lead to a host of dualistic framings, in which nature is either seen as dead
matter or an ensouled and sacred being, and in which either human civilization is valued over
wild and barren nature, or pristine wilderness is idealized as a more natural and healthier place
than corrupted civilization.
The ways in which nature and the human/nature relationship are conceptualized informs
our understanding of multiple consumption phenomena that interrelate with the natural world.
One of the most pertinent examples is found in work related to sustainable consumption, as the
contemporary cultural desire to live in harmony with nature highlights how the move towards
sustainable production and consumption patterns is closely intertwined with a societal and individual negotiation of the relationship between humans and nature. The same dualistic framings
of nature and the relationship between humans and nature that is discussed above can also be
found in structuralist accounts of sustainable consumption. In these accounts, the path to sustainable consumption is based on either the utilitarian discourse of nature, giving rise to a Corporate
Environmentalism (Banerjee 2002), or on a romantic discourse of nature, giving rise to a Paradigm-Shifting Ecologism (Kilbourne et al. 1997). Since both variants embrace different discourses of nature as the “true nature” of nature, they give rise to radically different approaches
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and understandings of what constitutes sustainable consumption, and how a sustainable economy
can be achieved. These structuralist accounts of sustainable consumption are explored next.

2.2 Structuralist Accounts of Nature and Consumption
The majority of previous research on sustainable consumption, including work that rooted
its examination in wider social and cultural processes, follows a structuralist approach. These
approaches are structuralist in a sense that they relate issues of sustainable consumption to one
particular overarching cultural discourse of nature that is presented as the “true nature” of nature.
In other words, nature is essentialized in these approaches as either representing the utilitarian
notion of dead matter for human benefit, or the romantic notion of an active, sacred being. Because different notions of nature are embraced as the “true nature,” structuralist approaches differ
in their conceptualizations of how a desirable relationship between humans and nature should
look like, and they advocate different approaches to how a sustainable economy can be achieved.
A considerable amount of tension exists between structuralist accounts because of the different discourses of nature they embrace. However, these tensions are not over whether or not
sustainable consumption is an important issue or whether or not the current level of economic
activities have a negative effect on the environment, but on how a sustainable economy or sustainable consumption can be achieved. While approaches that adopt the utilitarian discourse of
nature argue that technological innovation, especially in regards to efficiency, will lead to a sustainable economy, proponents of approaches that are based on the romantic discourse of nature
argue that sustainable consumption requires nothing less than a cultural revolution. In the following, two structuralist accounts of sustainable consumption that are based on either the utilitarian
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or the romantic discourses of nature are discussed in more detail. Most of the discussion in this
will focus on the marketing strategy and macro-marketing literature, because it has been here
where the meaning of nature as an underlying element of sustainable consumption has been recognized the most . While different discourses of nature can also be found in consumer-level explorations of issues related to sustainable consumption, the meaning of nature is a much more
implicit element of consumer-level research.
As will be discussed at the end of this section, although structuralist approaches are valuable in that they take into account wider social and cultural processes, the dualistic framing between opposing discourses of nature ultimately holds back our understanding of sustainable consumption because of a tendency for moralizing about consumption and an oversimplification of
sustainable consumption that fails to recognize both the long-term cultural interaction between
discourses of nature as well as consumers’ individual engagement with conflicting discourses.

!
2.2.1 The Utilitarian Discourse of Nature in Corporate Environmentalism
At first sight, it might be surprising that a utilitarian view of nature as a passive matter to
be exploited for human benefit can back an environmental outlook. However, humans throughout time have realized that they are to some extend dependent on natural resources and processes, and taking care of nature as a “good steward” has been a frequent response to environmental
degradation throughout history. For example, in the late seventeenth century in England, timber
was an increasingly scarce resource due to its use for construction and as a fuel. As a remedy, a
managerial approach to timber was established that was based on the idea of wise stewardship of
nature. In order to not curtail future human progress, the current use of timber was reduced
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(Merchant 1983). This early conservation effort is an act of environmentalism and sustainable
consumption, yet it is fully aligned with the utilitarian discourse of nature that places the wellbeing of human civilization above everything else and that treats nature as a passive resource.
Nowadays, the utilitarian discourse of nature is typically associated with one particular
form of environmentalism, called conservationism (Merchant 2007). In the marketing literature,
this type of environmentalism has been discussed under different labels, including corporate environmentalism (Banerjee 2002), enviropreneurial marketing strategy (Menon and Menon 1997),
sustainable market orientation (Mitchell et al. 2010), green marketing strategies (Cronin et al.
2011), and the environmental conscious dimension of the societal marketing concept (Kang and
James 2007). These approaches have in common that they respond to environmental problems
and increasing consumer demand for environmentally beneficial products and services not in a
defensive or reactive way, but by perceiving the social and environmental good as closely interwoven with business success. They do so by adopting a pragmatic approach that balances between anthropocentric and ecocentric ideologies that becomes most visible in its emphasis on the
triple bottom line comprising economic, social and environmental benefits (Cronin et al. 2011;
Mitchell et al. 2010). For example, enviropreneurial marketing is defined as “the process for
formulating and implementing entrepreneurial and environmentally beneficiary marketing activities with the goal of creating revenue by providing exchanges that satisfy a firm's economic and
social performance objectives” (Menon and Menon 1997, p. 54). Environmental concerns are
approached by corporate environmentalism as opportunities to be exploited instead of constraints
to be managed. Thus, environmental concerns can be alleviated in a win-win situation that provides environmentally conscious corporations with a competitive advantage.
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Despite claims to mediate between anthropocentric positions, which decouple economic
activities from the ecology, and ecocentric positions, which seek to sub-ordinate economic activities to the ecology, corporate environmentalism is nonetheless firmly grounded in a utilitarian
view of nature. Menon and Menon (1997) display the deeply entrenched modern roots of corporate environmentalism when they discuss the basic assumption of enviropreneurial marketing:
Since environmental degradation is a result of the interaction between human activity, technological growth and economic development, the same forces “should be at the root of the solution of
these environmental problems” (p. 54); not legal pressures or increasing regulation. Menon and
Menon (1997) here draw a fundamentally different conclusion than proponents of a corporate
ecologism (see chapter 2.2.2): Instead of abandoning modern optimism in technological solutions to environmental problems and calling for a cultural shift as a basis for sustainable consumption, Menon and Menon (1997) present technological innovation as the core strategy to
achieve sustainable consumption patterns.
The combination of framing corporate environmentalism as a competitive advantage and
the reliance on technological innovations as the prime route to sustainable consumption has led
to a focus on more efficient use of natural resources. In this perspective, sustainable consumption
is to be achieved through innovating “greener” products and services and the “greening” of production and distribution processes (Banerjee 2002; Cronin et al. 2011). With the reduction of
waste and the prevention of pollution being the biggest concern within the corporate environmentalism literature, this perspective therefore clearly adopts a utilitarian approach to sustainable
consumption which treats nature as a resource that must be carefully managed in order to ensure
the long-term prosperity of human civilization.
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From a consumer-level perspective, the utilitarian discourse of nature underlies research
that approaches sustainable consumption from a conservation perspective. For example, research
on consumers' attitudes towards recycling or other pro-environmental behaviour (e.g., Goldstein
et al. 2008) often implicitly adopts an understanding of nature as a resource that needs to be carefully managed in order to ensure long-term availability (Kilbourne 1995).

2.2.2 The Romantic Discourse of Nature in Paradigm-Shifting Ecologism
The romantic discourse of nature has given rise to a different branch of environmentalism
that strongly opposes forms of environmentalism that are based on utilitarian discourses of nature. The latter approaches are criticized as a sop for the middle classes (Littler 2009) and as
missing the root cause of environmental problems (Kilbourne et al. 1997). Pointing towards
overall rising CO2 emissions, growth of consumption, and worsening climate change (Jackson
2006), proponents of a more radical school of environmentalism declare corporate environmentalism's attempt to achieve a more sustainable economy through technological innovation and
increases in efficiency to be a flawed ideology, claiming that the “feasibility of such win-win
outcomes looks more than doubtful” (Peattie and Peattie 2009, p. 260). Instead of technological
fixes, it is argued that a shift in our understanding of and relationship with nature is needed in
order to achieve more sustainable consumption. The proponents of this branch of environmentalism and sustainable consumption therefore argue to abandon the utilitarian discourse of nature as
the guiding framework of thought, and to instead develop a different relationship to nature that is
based on the romantic discourse. Truly sustainable consumption, indicated by an overall decrease
in consumption, can in this view only be achieved through rediscovering the sacredness of nature
and the importance to live in harmony with nature.
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Fisk's (1973) concept of responsible consumption was maybe the first attempt in marketing
research to advocate an overall reduction in consumption. Fisk supports his argument, to some
extent, with an ecological viewpoint that eschews technological solutions to pollution and resource depletion and that argues for achieving a new, “grand symbiosis between man and environment” (Fisk 1973, p. 28). However, it was not before the mid-1990s that this perspective has
gained much traction in academia (Kilbourne and Beckmann 1998). Since then, several authors
have offered advice on how such a cultural shift is to be achieved. One of the most recent publications in this realm is by Peattie and Peattie (2009), who offer an adapted version of social marketing to promote more sustainable lifestyles and reductions in consumption, and by Polonsky
(2011), who offers the concept of transformative green marketing as a way to go beyond the anthropocentric “micronization” of environmental issues. The most complete presentation of this
perspective, however, is offered by Kilbourne and his colleagues (e.g., Kilbourne 1995; Kilbourne and Beckmann 1998; Kilbourne et al. 1997) in their discussion on the Dominant Social
Paradigm.
Kilbourne and his colleagues base their notion of the Dominant Social Paradigm (DSP) on
the adoption of Kuhn's (1970) concept of scientific paradigms into the social sphere. A social
paradigm is defined as “a society's belief structure that organizes the way people perceive and
interpret the functioning of the world around them” (Milbrath 1989, p. 116) or as “the collection
of norms, beliefs, values, habits, and so on that form the world view most commonly held within
a culture” (Pirages and Ehrlich 1973, p. 43). The current dominant paradigm, Kilbourne et al.
(1997) argue, has its root in the material conception of progress and technological optimisms
found in the modern worldview at least since the Enlightenment. In this paradigm, quality of life
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is equated with material wealth, and this ideology of consumption has given rise to the hyperconsumption seen today.
The basic assumption of the DSP literature, as well as for others who argue that a reduction
in overall consumption is necessary to become more sustainable as a civilization, is that the current dominant social paradigm (or worldview) is unable to solve the environmental problems because the DSP has caused these problems in the first place: “The problems of technology cannot
be solved with higher and more complex technology[...]. Higher economic growth cannot solve
the problems created by economic growth[...].” (Kilbourne et al. 1997, p. 8). Instead, Kilbourne
and his colleagues (Kilbourne 1995; Kilbourne and Beckmann 1998; Kilbourne et al. 1997) argue that the dominant social paradigm needs to be exchanged through a different social paradigm
(such as the New Environmental Paradigm) that allows for sustainable consumption. A similar
view that demands a radical change in people's paradigms or worldviews is also brought forward
outside the marketing literature, for example by historians (Harman 1998; LaFreniere 2007), sociologists (Cotgrove 1982), and business observers (Korten 2006; Rifkin 2009).
These calls for a cultural revolution are, in essence, appeals for a widespread adoption of a
romantic discourse of nature. Although Kilbourne and colleagues hesitate to formulate the details
of the alternative New Environmental Paradigm (NEP), it is clear that the NEP proposes and advocates conceptualizations of nature that are radically opposed to those in the utilitarian, currently dominant social paradigm and is instead closely aligned with romantic notions of a sacred nature (Kilbourne 1995; Dunlap and van Liere 2008).
On the consumer-level the romantic discourse of nature underlies some research that explores consumers' relation to nature vis-à-vis their relation to the marketplace. Dobscha and
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Ozanne (Dobscha and Ozanne 2001) found women who deeply care about nature to form a relational, ecological self that affected their view of consumption and the marketplace. Contrasting
their results to “conventional notions of environmentalism and green consumption” (Dobscha
and Ozanne 2001, p. 201) that are based on utilitarian or instrumental notions of nature, the authors explore how their informants’ constructions of their “self-in-relation-to-nature […] fosters a
life of respect and constraint to the natural world.” A romantic orientation is also readily apparent
in Dermody et al. (2009) who claim that the pursuit of sustainability requires an evolution to a
higher plane of consciousness. When presenting the “green citizen-consumer”, Dermody and colleagues summon strong images of a revenge-of-nature and thereby reduce nature to a single romantic conceptualization. However, the concept of nature is not explored beyond this essentializing move, as Dermody and colleagues limit the concept of the green citizen-consumer to the exploration of “issues surrounding rights, obligations, and social exclusion” (p. 5). A close examination of how different conceptualizations of nature are traded off against each other by green
citizen-consumers is not performed. Instead, nature is reduced to one singular image, which has
to become the guiding principle for green citizen-consumers to arise.

2.2.3 Structuralist Oversimplifications
The utilitarian and the romantic view of nature have given rise to different “truths” of sustainable consumption that advocate opposing paths to how sustainable consumption is to be
achieved: one advocating technological innovation (”consume more efficiently”), the other arguing for the need of a cultural revolution (”consume less”). Both paths towards sustainable consumption are coherently based on their respective view of nature, in which nature is conceptualized either as passive matter that serves as a resource to increase human wellbeing, or as a sacred
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and ensouled entity which has its own rights and which is morally superior to human civilization.
These two views of nature have been in conflict with each other for a long time, and they have
served not only as a hotspot for arguments between environmentalists and non-environmentalist
but also between environmentalists of different camps (e.g., conservation vs. preservation, shallow green vs. deep green, anthropocentrism vs. ecocentrism; Cotgrove 1982; Kilbourne 1995;
Menon and Menon 1997; Merchant 2007; Nash 2001).
Due to the battle between these two competing “truths” of nature, both academic and popular writings on environmentalism and sustainable consumption are fraught with moralizing about
consumption (Luedicke et al. 2010; Miller 2001; Newholm 2005; Wilk 2001). Depending on
what discourse of nature is declared allegiance to, humans are either granted absolute precedence
over nature, or every human use of nature is conceptualized as an “ab-use” of nature (Cronon
1996). What is often ignored in this dualistic framing is how both utilitarian and romantic conceptualizations of nature have been mixed together throughout history, both on a cultural-historical level (LaFreniere 2007) and on the level of individual experience and meaning making (Nash
2001), of which the Toyota Prius and the Nissan Leaf commercials described in chapter 1 are just
the latest examples.
On a historic-cultural level, utilitarian / anthropocentric and romantic / ecocentric poles of
the relationship between humans and nature have stood in tension with each other for millennia
(LaFreniere 2007; Oelschlaeger 1993) and have produced a number of “middle ground” conceptions of nature (e.g., the Arcadian view of nature, or viewing nature as a vegetable) that blend
anthropocentric with ecocentric views of nature (Merchant 1983; Spretnak 1997). Although Merchant's account of the Death of nature in the seventeenth century (Merchant 1983) is commonly
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read as an example in which the utilitarian discourse of nature (called mechanistic worldview by
Merchant) replaced an earlier organismic worldview, Merchant makes clear that the situation is
more complex: Instead of a swift cultural transformation described by proponents for a shift in
our dominant social paradigm, both discourses of nature have existed alongside and influenced
each other over time:
“... an array of ideas exists, available to a given age; some of these for unarticulated or
even unconscious reasons seem plausible to individuals or groups; others do not. Some
ideas spread; others temporarily die out. But the direction and cumulation of social
changes begin to differentiate among the spectrum of possibilities so that some ideas
assume a more central role in the array, while others move to the periphery. Out of this
differential appeal of ideas that seem most plausible under particular social conditions,
cultural transformations develop.” (p. xxii)
So although people over time favoured different views of nature, according to what seems
plausible at a given time, this does not mean that some ideas of nature die out completely. Instead, they merely “move to the periphery” (Merchant 1983, p. xxii). For example, as the review
of discourses of nature above pointed out, the mechanistic worldview that replaced the organismic worldview was formulated during the Renaissance by reviving corpuscular philosophies of
the ancient atomists that had been formulated already 2000 years earlier (LaFreniere 2007; Merchant 1983). Likewise, the old, organic view of nature “did not disappear with the rise of mechanism” (Merchant 1983, p. 235) but went “underground” in the form of a folk-animism (prosecuted by the Church) and inspired counter-arguments against the mechanistic worldview that pic-
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tured nature as inert. Hence, Merchant (1983) draws a much more dynamic and complex view on
the cultural transformation that differs from the oversimplified accounts put forward by proponents of structural approaches to sustainable consumption.
The strict utilitarian-romantic dualism also breaks down on an individual level. Natureclearing pioneers who pushed the American frontier westwards were not exclusively hostile towards wild nature, but also in awe of the primordial power of nature (Nash 2001). And even nature-loving romantics such as Henry Thoreau and Thomas Cole had ambivalent feelings towards
nature and longed for civilization as a protective cover from wild nature. Although wilderness is
embraced and civilization is disdained in much romantic writings and paintings, private notebooks reveal a longing for the comfort and security of civilization that is based on more utilitarian and dominating relationship to nature. Thomas Cole, a romantic enthusiast, pantheist, and inspirer of the Hudson River School, commonly displayed romantic disdain for civilization in his
paintings and much of his written work; yet the line between experiencing the sublime and feeling sheer horror and terror was thin for Cole. His account of a violent thunderstorm in his notebook is presented by Nash (2001, p. 79) as a typical case of ambivalence between the embrace of
wilderness, the rejection of civilization, and their respective opposites:
“At first, according to his journal, he gave himself up to the wildness of the elements
and he pronounced the situation “romantic.” But as the fury increased, ecstasy changed
to apprehension. When the storm departed, Cole was relieved to see “in a neighbouring
dell, the blue smoke curling up quietly from a cottage chimney”.”
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Structuralist approaches such as those found in Corporate Environmentalism and Paradigm-Shifting Ecologism do not recognize these overlaps and ambiguities between the utilitarian and romantic discourses of nature and, as a result, oversimplify consumers' conceptualization
of nature and their relationship with nature. Instances that do not nicely fit into the rigid schema
of idealized discourses and clearly defined sustainable consumption practices are easily dismissed as hypocrisy or an ineffective identity-prop for concerned middle-class consumers (Littler
2009). For example, an outdoor enthusiast embracing romantic notions of escaping civilization
and returning to a pristine wilderness, all the while he participates in the domination of nature by
“conquering” a mountain, uses hiking gear and transportation based on fossil fuels, and “civilizes” the “pristine” wilderness with campsites and hiking paths, can only be paradoxical in
structuralist approaches.
A typical move within consumer research, stimulated by the cultural turn that underlies
Consumer Culture Theory, is to counter such limitations of structuralist approaches through a
post-structuralist approach that aims to overcome binary framings through an emphasis on how
consumers arrive at individualized meanings and belief systems through the blending of cultural
discourses. The following section will explore post-structuralist accounts of nature and consumption in more detail.

2.3 Post-Structuralist Accounts of Nature and Consumption
One of the core notions within post-structuralist research, and much of consumer culture
theory (Arnould and Thompson 2005), is that consumers are able to draw on, and combine, multiple conflicting discourses to construct individualized meanings in support of their narratives
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and identity projects (e.g., Holt and Thompson 2004; Murray 2002; Thompson and Haytko
1997).
Unfortunately, considerations of ‘nature’ have moved out of sight with the cultural turn.
While structuralist research has explored the role of consumers’ and producers’ conceptualizations of nature as an important underlying aspect of sustainable consumption (Kilbourne et al.
1997; Menon and Menon 1997), previous post-structuralist research on issues related to sustainable consumption has paid little attention to the underlying cultural constructions of nature. Instead, it has mainly focused on the ‘social realm’ by exploring the role of different discourses of
consumption, markets, and identity positions. For example, previous research has explored different dimensions of the ideology of consumption (Izberk-Bilgin 2010; Kozinets et al. 2010) or
how citizenship values are embedded in consumer identities (Clarke et al. 2007; Moraes et al.
2010). While these post-structural approaches to sustainable consumption, which are discussed in
detail below, go a long way of breaking down dualisms between inside vs. outside the market
and self interested consumers vs. other-interested citizens, they do not thematize nature as an analytical category. Even though this research frequently mentions how consumers are motivated to
resist the ideology of consumption or to adopt sustainable lifestyles out of concerns for the natural environment, it does not systematically explore how meanings and practices of (sustainable)
consumption are related to particular social constructions of nature.
While a focus on the ‘social realm’ within post-structuralist research certainly limits our
understanding of sustainable consumption, simply broadening the consideration to include how
consumers negotiate between conflicting discourses of nature does not suffice to fully understand
the complexities and dynamics of sustainable consumption, because it would continue to ignore
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the multifaceted ways in which consumers’ relationships with nature are co-determined through
material forces of nature. A more important limitation of structuralist and post-structuralist accounts of nature and consumption is thus that both embrace a humanist lens in which nature is
muted as a passive, blank canvas for human meaning-making projects. Before analyzing this nature/culture dualism in chapter 2.4, the following first details how post-structuralist research has
engaged with issues of sustainable consumption and with how consumers negotiate tensions between romantic discourses of a benign “Mother Nature” and contradicting discourses that value
technology and modern civilization.

2.3.1 The Absence of Nature in Consumer Resistance Research
Even though conflicting discourses of nature have not been systematically explored in the
consumer resistance literature, conflicts between utilitarian and romantic ideas in general are
deeply engrained in consumer society (Campbell 1987; Heath and Potter 2004; Potter 2010). The
contrast between a utilitarian and a romantic ethos is especially pronounced in research on how
consumers resist the ideology of consumption. For example, Carducci (2006) traces the romantic
roots of culture jamming to Tönnies’ distinction between gemeinschaft and gesellschaft, to German Romantics, and all the way to Rousseau’s assertion that modern civilization corrupts humankind. Culture jamming, and consumer resistance in general, are therefore based on a dichotomy between an authentic, truthful and natural culture (or kultur) and an artificial, manipulative and ‘engineered’ civilization (or civilisé). In Carducci’s (2006, p. 121-122) words, culture
jamming is a manifestation and a “renewal of the conflict between good and bad culture,” with
‘good culture’ (kultur) being “autochthonous, literally springing up from the earth itself” and
‘bad culture’ (civilisé) being “managed from the top down.” A similar dichotomy between a ‘bad
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culture’ (the dehumanizing market economy) and a ‘good culture’ (a sharing, caring community
that encourages self-expression) can be observed, for example, at the Burning Man festival
(Kozinets 2002).
Previous research exploring consumer resistance has discussed different motivational
frames and scopes of anti-consumption (Iyer and Muncy 2009; Kozinets et al. 2010), different
discourses of resistance (Izberk-Bilgin 2010) and different identities that are constructed through
acts of resistance (Cherrier 2009). These accounts of consumer resistance have in common that
they are firmly embedded in the social realm (e.g., power struggles between producers and consumers, or social distinction competitions between consumers) but do not give much consideration to how practices of consumption and non-consumption are connected to particular meanings
of nature.
For example, Izberk-Bilgin (2010) traces various manifestations of consumer resistance to
two historically formed discourses of resistance that both focus on power struggles within the
market and consumers’ emancipatory potential to resist the ideology of consumption. The Manipulation and Enslavement discourse grounds consumer resistance in power struggles between
producers and duped consumers, while the Agency and Empowering discourse conceptualizes
consumption and resistance to consumption as a means to construct and express sovereign identities and to achieve social distinction from non-resisting consumers. Noting how these two discourses underlie a liberatory and a market-bound perspective on consumer resistance, IzberkBilgin (Izberk-Bilgin 2010, p. 315) closely associates consumer resistance with “broader issues
of social order, agency, and power,” but ignores how particular images of nature might underlie
consumers’ motivation for enacting resisting practices.
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In a related manner, Cherrier (2009, p. 181) “offers the concept of identity formation as
central rather than peripheral” to our understanding of consumer resistance. Cherrier highlights
differences between a hero identity that is oriented towards outer societal change and a project
identity that is oriented towards repositioning oneself in society; thereby offering an analytical
tool that allows for more nuanced insights into phenomena of consumer resistance than, say, a
focus on group manifestations. However, what is of importance here is what is common to both
identity constructions: Cherrier’s (2009, p. 189) focus on how each resistant identity “is produced by, and produces, overreaching cultural discourses against consumer culture” limits the
analysis of consumer resistance to the social realm. And while Cherrier (2009) connects the hero
identity to concerns about environmental threats, she does not explore the conceptualizations of
nature that underlie the perceptions of such threats.
A similar pre-occupation on societal themes can be found in Kozinets and Handelman’s
(2004, p. 703) account of consumer activists who are found to embrace a “spiritual, communal,
and holistic ethos.” They present activists whose accounts are replete with romantic longings for
a more natural form of being. For example, their informants claim a certain connection with the
planet that is unrealized by mainstream consumers who are distanced from one another as well as
from the natural world. In particular, one of their informants related a story of how, during an
extended stay in Yosemite park, his relationship to nature differed from that of mainstream consumers who outfitted their campground with RVs, satellite dishes, and astroturf. Kozinets and
Handelman (2004) use this informant’s account to demonstrate how activists frequently claim a
spiritual awareness about the ills of contemporary consumer culture that places them morally
above ordinary consumers. Kozinets and Handelman subsequently focus on the evangelical roots
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of the notions of conversion, epiphany, and moral supremacy to work out the “historically
grounded connection between religion, morality, and social movements” (p. 702; see also
Luedicke et al. 2010). Their analysis therefore remains firmly entrenched in the social realm, as
the meanings their informants subscribe to their own and others’ experience of nature are not explored beyond an implicit romantic understanding of nature.
Consumer resistance is thereby explored only in terms how consumers relate to the ideology of consumption, how they place themselves in relation to the market, and how they envision a
“good society.” While this is an important aspect of consumer resistance, no doubt, it casts a
blind eye towards differing conceptualizations of nature that underlie consumers’ understandings
and enactments of resistance, especially when these are connected to environmental issues. As
pointed out in chapter 1, the idea of living in harmony with nature has emerged as a powerful
cultural blueprint for envisioning a “good society.” Thus, research on consumer resistance and
other acts that aim to establish such a “good society” and to live a “better life” should take into
account the details and dynamics that underlie consumers’ negotiations of their relationship with
nature.
While research on the ideology of consumption focuses on how consumers resist the marketplace, more recent research has begun to go beyond 'anti-discourses' of resistance (Kozinets et
al. 2010; Moraes et al. 2010) and to explore how consumers combine ethical ideals into their
consumer lifestyles. To what extend this literature explores images of nature that may lie at the
core of such ethical considerations is discussed in the following section.
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2.3.2 The Absence of Nature in Citizen-Consumer Research
A second branch of post-structural research on the ideology of consumption analyzes how
citizen-consumers “embed altruistic, humanitarian, solidaristic and environmental commitments
into the rhythms and routines of everyday life” (Clarke et al. 2007). As the hyphenated moniker
already suggests, this literature is concerned with how two discourses are combined. However,
similar to how this has been argued for consumer resistance research (chapter 2.3.1), the citizenconsumer literature shows little interest in exploring conflicting discourses of nature and instead
focuses on the conceptual tension between selfish consumers and other-oriented citizens.
The basic premise of the concept of a citizen-consumer is to overcome dualisms between
consumers as being selfish and citizens as being oriented towards the well-being of others or the
common good. While avoiding the false dualism between citizens and consumers (Schudson
2007; Scammell 2000) by reconstructing “everyday consumption practices […] as the sites for
citizenly acts that reach beyond the realm of consumption per se” (Clarke et al. 2007, p.
231-232), the consumer-citizen perspective engages the ideology of consumption solely by examining discourses, practices, and symbolic dimensions that relate to the social realm of markets,
consumers, and cultures (Moraes et al. 2010). Paradoxically, while investigating how “environmental commitments [are embedded] into the rhythms and routines of everyday life” (Clarke et
al. 2007), questions regarding how consumers negotiate tensions between conflicting ontologies
of humans and nature remain unposed.
If nature or “the environment” are discussed, than this happens without considering what
particular meanings of nature are adopted. For example, Shaw and Newholm (2002, p. 180) report how many of their informants feel “obliged to do something in respect to social and envi!48

ronmental problems”, and Clarke and colleagues (2007) describe how moral risks of being implemented in harming other people, the environment, or future generations underlie motivations
for ethical consumption. Defining ecological citizenship as “a practice of giving meaning to and
making sense of the rapidly changing world and environmental problems as well as of one’s role
in sustainable development” (p. 201), Rokka and Moisander’s (2009) discuss how ecological citizenship is “a cultural and socially instituted practice” (p. 201) and how consumers give “multiple meanings to sustainability and ‘sustainable lifestyle’” (p. 203). However, despite identifying
changes in the environment and environmental problems as the root of ecological citizenship,
none of the above authors explore the concrete images and conceptualizations of “the environment” that are held by their informants. Nature and consumers’ relationship with nature, so it
seems, is implicitly reduced to romantic idealizations of a pristine and sacred nature that is endangered by human activity. The actions of citizen-consumers are therefore presented often times
as paradoxical or even hypocritical, for example when consumers frequently fly to visit ecotourism destinations (Rokka and Moisander 2009). In other words, while ecological citizenship
and the citizen-consumer are presented as a response to environmental degradation, the “nature
of nature” and the complex dynamics between discourses and materialities of nature remain unexplored. Explicitly considering how consumers negotiate between conflicting discourses of nature would be a first step to better understand the complexities and ambiguities of sustainable
consumption.

2.3.3 “Easy Straddling” Between Conflicting Discourses of Nature?
Outside the consumer-resistance and citizen-consumer literature, a few select studies have
explored in more detail how consumers negotiate tensions between nature and modern civiliza!49

tion through the blending of utilitarian and romantic discourses. The blending between opposing
discourses of a balanced and harmonious nature, and utilitarian discourses of modern, industrial
lifestyles are, for example, found in the natural health market. Thompson and Troester (2002)
describe how natural health discourses promise to rid the body from problematic contaminants
that are due to people’s exposure to modern civilization, and to “restore the sacralized division
between the natural body and the technological” (p. 559). However, they point out that these romantic discourses are blended in the natural health market place with modernist discourses of
health that are more utilitarian in nature:
“Postmodernism fosters an everyday ecumenicalism whereby modernist commitments
to a singular belief system or worldview now appear ethnocentric and dogmatic. The
marketplace of natural health clearly embraces non-Western beliefs about wellness and
healing. However, these mainstream expressions of natural health do not portray nonWestern systems as inherently superior. Instead, natural health experts[...] espouse the
idea of cosmopolitan medicine that flexibly incorporates ideas and practices from Western and Eastern approaches, rather than demanding that consumers choose between
these systems of belief.” (Thompson and Troester 2002, p. 566)
This postmodern blending of opposing cultural discourses is further explored by Thompson
(2004) who focuses on conflicting “mythic constructions of nature, technology, and science that
circulate in (the natural health) marketplace” in order to explore the paradox that natural health
consumers are critical of scientific medicine while at the same time they are drawing on scientific support for their holistic views. Thompson describes how the marketplace mythology of holis-
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tic well-being melds the romantic sanctification of nature with a gnostic (or utilitarian) valourization of non-dualist science. This blend between the romantic and the gnostic mythoi allows natural health consumers to pursue romantic images of nature as organic, harmonic and an Edenic
paradise. The return to nature is presented as the best path to wellbeing, but the anti-science, antitechnology, and anti-civilization tendencies of the romantic discourse are avoided through drawing on gnostic (or utilitarian) discourses that valourize technology as a divine tool that allows
mankind to attain his “rightful domination over nature” and to create his “own earthly
paradise” (Thompson 2004, p. 165).
Another example of how consumers simultaneously straddle opposing ideologies is presented by Kozinets' (2008) examination of technology consumption (see also Best and Kellner
2001; Mick and Fournier 1998). Previous accounts on technology consumption have relied on
strict dualistic framings that conceptualize consumers as either resistant technophobes or exuberant technophiles. Kozinets critiques this framings as being unable to account for the dynamic and
complex interplay between different conceptualizations of technology. By adopting a “paradoxical” viewpoint of technology that allows for consumers to “simultaneously straddle opposing
ideologies” (p. 866) of technology, Kozinets (2008) draws out how competing ideologies interact
with each other to allow consumers to “shift from one ideological element to another in their
speech acts and practices with unexpected flexibility” (p. 867). Technology consumption, then, is
transformed from a dualistic choice between utopian and luddite ideals into a dynamic ideological field in which each ideological element's internal contradictions are made consonant with
other, ostensibly opposed, ideological elements.
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What emerges from these accounts is that consumers seem to be able to easily blend opposing discourses that either valourize civilization and the domination of nature or that criticize
modern civilization and embrace romantic notions of living in harmony with nature. In the same
manner, one might expect that a post-structuralist account of sustainable consumption would
transform the dualistic choice between “consume more efficiently” and “consume less” offered
by structuralist accounts into a “dynamic ideological field” (Kozinets 2008) or an “everyday ecumenicalism” (Thompson and Troester 2002) in which consumers freely draw on opposing images of nature. However, it stays to wonder how much the notion of “easy straddling” does not
oversimplify the complexities that arise when consumers negotiate their relationship with nature
in the face of multiple, conflicting discourses nature and their experience of material forces of
nature.
The complicated dynamic between utilitarian and romantic discourses of nature has been
hinted at in previous research, but rarely has it been the focal point of investigation. For example,
Thompson and Coskuner-Balli (2007) describe how community shared agriculture forms a countervailing market to the industrial agriculture system, and modern consumerism more generally
by adopting a “biodynamic narrative.” In this narrative, connections to the land are praised as a
“primordial source of spiritual sustenance and a foundation of social and personal well-being” (p.
140) through which one can counterweight the forces of modern civilization and technology that
“separate humanity from its roots in nature” (p. 140). However, they also point out how CSA
farmers’ biodynamic rhetoric of unmediated connections with nature rhetorically masks “the extent to which organic farming is ultimately a process of controlling nature via techniques and
technology” (p. 141). The blending between romantic discourses of spiritual sustenance and utili-
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tarian discourses of controlling nature, in this case, seems far from being easy or resolved. Similarly, Dobscha and Ozanne (2001) describe how their informants challenge the utilitarian logic of
a separated nature without laying claim to a romantic ideal of total continuity with nature, and
Arnould and Price (1993) hint at tensions between being in harmony with nature and concerns
about the revenge of nature among river rafters who mix benevolent images of nature and their
reverence for nature with an awareness of their own vulnerability through natural forces. These
three examples highlight how utilitarian and romantic discourses of nature are blended with each
other, but it is a complicated mix that arises which is far from being easy or without ambiguities
and complexities.
Complexities are heightened in the domain of sustainable consumption because consumption can neither outrun utilitarian discourses of nature, nor achieve romantic utopias of a pristine
nature (Cronon 1996). Since every act of consumption involves the domination of nature to at
least some extent, sustainable consumption practices are always shrouded in clouds of ambiguity
(Bettany and Kerrane 2011; Cronon 1996; Michael 2000). For example, does driving a Prius
count as sustainable consumption because of its higher efficiency, or does the driver exploit nature because, after all, she still uses a car that consumes more resources than other means of
transportation? Or consider the experience of an outdoor enthusiast. Many of the products this
person uses for his outdoor experience are marketed using romantic overtones of escaping civilization and returning to a harmonic nature. Yet, in order to be outside in “pristine nature” the
hiker also has to adopt utilitarian framings in which nature can be managed, transformed, and
coerced for human benefit. This is because utilitarian discourses are structurally embedded in the
hiking gear that is based on material resources such as oil (e.g., in nylon or other synthetics) and
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in the use of parks and hiking trails that are a very tangible example of the management of nature
(Michael 2000). Even if recycled or natural materials are used, the impact of humans on nature
can never be avoided because of the production and distribution of goods, personal transportation
into outdoor regions, and even the erosion that is caused by every individual hiker. The pristineness of nature vanishes to the extent that humans set foot into it, and with the impact of consumption on the global environment, there is likely no place on earth that has not been affected
and shaped by human activity (Cronon 1996). From this perspective, sustainable consumption is
highly ambiguous, and every attempt to engage in such behaviour is easily met with charges of
hypocrisy - for both consumers and producers.
Such complexities are difficult to explain with current conceptual frameworks of how consumers’ relationships with nature underlie their consumption patterns and meanings, as both
structural and post-structural approaches adopt relatively undifferentiated, uncomplicated, and
detached understandings of how these relationships are negotiated by consumers. In a way, poststructuralist accounts merely replace the overly simplistic and dualistic notions of structuralist
research with oversimplified and naive celebrations of consumers' ability to mix and blend conflicting discourses of nature. However, how consumers make sense of the paradox of wanting to
be part of nature while controlling nature at the same time remains unanswered.
In summary, in order to understand how consumers’ conceptualizations of their relationship
with nature – such as the desire to live in harmony with nature – impact the meanings and practices of consumption, it is important to go beyond the social realm of ideologies of consumption,
identity positions, and so on, and to take into consideration how consumers negotiate between
the utilitarian and romantic aspects of the harmony paradox. However, exploring how discourses
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of nature underlie consumers’ individualized meanings of consumption is just the first step, because it is not only society (or discourses) that matters, but matter matters, too (Alaimo and
Hekman 2008; Bennett 2010; Mortimer-Sandilands 2009). While post-structuralist accounts
highlight how meanings of the natural world are created by humans, the ways in which material
forces of nature complicate this meaning making process and also the actual practices of consumption are ignored (Alaimo and Hekman 2008; Bennett 2010). This core assumption of a nature/culture dualism, which post-structuralist approaches share with structuralist approaches, is
discussed next.

2.4 Nature/Culture Dualism in Humanist Accounts of Nature and Consumption
Structuralist and post-structuralist accounts are unable to unpack the complexities and ambiguities of consumption in relation to consumers’ understandings of nature because both research paradigms are based on a nature/culture dualism in which nature is entirely defined
through human meaning-making practices, while material aspects are ignored. The humanist tendency to prioritize a perceiving human who discovers or constructs the meanings of nature is
particularly evident in how structuralist approaches agree that the key to sustainable consumption
lies in recognizing the correct “truth” about nature. However, post-structuralist approaches that
emphasize the power of individuals to construct their own, individualized meanings of nature
adopt the same dualistic framing between socially embedded humans and cultural discourses on
the one hand, and the material world of nature on the other. Depending on what cultural discourses the perceiving human draws on, nature might be labeled either as an object in need for
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wise stewardship or as an ensouled being that commands our veneration and care. In either case,
it is assumed that “there is a thing called nature that needs our help” (Evernden 1992, p. 101).
The natural world is therefore muted as a pre-existing analytic category that is separated from,
and fully defined by, the cultural discourse (Latour 1993; Tadajewski 2006; Whatmore 2002).
Alaimo and Hekman (2008, p. 2-3) provide one of the strongest and clearest insights into how
humanist research is based on this dichotomy between material and cultural-discursive phenomena – especially when this research follows the cultural turn and adopts social constructionism as
its lens:
“…postmodernists argue that the real/material is entirely constituted by language; what
we call the real is a product of language and has its reality only in language. In their zeal
to reject the modernist grounding in the material, postmoderns have turned to the discursive pole as the exclusive source of the constitution of nature, society, and reality. Far
from deconstructing the dichotomies of language/reality or culture/nature, they have rejected one side and embraced the other.”
By focusing on how discourses define a material nature that is physically and ontologically
removed from culture, humanist frameworks establish cultural discourses as the only valid analytical category and thereby limit research on the interrelations between consumption and consumers’ understandings of nature to exploring “new configuration of power relationships”, “identity positions and identity practices”, and the “array of ideological agendas that are formed … in
this matrix of overlapping discourses of power” (Thompson 2004, p. 173). The reverse effect of
what nature does and how material forces of nature influence what meanings consumers adopt of
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nature and consumption are, however, ignored. Thus, by locating all agency in the human realm,
both structuralist and post-structuralist account fail to sufficiently explore the multifaceted ways
in which material nature shapes not only consumers’ understandings of nature, but also their
choices and opportunities to engage in sustainable consumption practices (Alaimo and Hekman
2008; Barad 2008; Bennett 2010; Herlihy 1980; LaFreniere 2007; Pickering 1995; Whatmore
2002).
This is problematic since material forces clearly complicate consumers' negotiations of the
harmony paradox. For example, a heat wave can “convince” a house owner to switch on his air
conditioning although he is keenly aware of the adverse effects of energy consumption on the
environment, and “various aspects of materiality contribute to the development and transformation of discourse” (Alaimo and Hekman 2008, p. 4), such as what it means to be in harmony with
nature. As will be shown in the following chapter, material forces of nature have continuously
impacted not only humans’ understanding of nature and the world around them (Bowlus 1980;
Herlihy 1980), but also have led to different practices in areas such as mining, dwelling, and
recreational activities (Merchant 1983; Nash 2001). Besides such long-term transformations, the
material force of nature also affects humans’ spontaneous acts of sense-making (Whiteman and
Cooper 2011). To return to the above example of Thomas Cole experiencing a violent thunder
storm, what role does Cole’s bodily and material response to the storm have in shaping Cole’s
understanding of his relationship with nature? How does the experience of a storm shapes how a
hiker today negotiates what it means to live in harmony with nature?
Humanist tendencies to separate the natural from the social realm, to focus on the discursive construction of reality, and to locate all agency in the intentions of humans turn a blind eye
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towards such material forces of nature. More than that, it is a humanist urge to translate examples
of material agency back into discursive interpretations, for example when severe weather events
or natural disasters are analyzed solely against the background of the romantic revenge of nature
tropes, or when a plastic bag is taken as a symbol for over-consumption, environmental degradation and other ills of a consumer society (Hawkins 2009). Giving in to this urge, however, already pre-defines and mutes the material force, as its meaning is assigned solely based on a particular social discourse that is adopted by the interpreting human (Gabrielson and Parady 2010).
Reducing all instances of material force into social discourses and tropes trivializes the shared
materiality of human and non-human life, and it opens the gate for moralizing while it forecloses
a more nuanced understanding of the complexities of (sustainable) consumption practices that
are always embodied in a social and material world (Bettany and Kerrane 2011; Reijonen 2011).
In short, to better understand the contemporary longing to live in harmony with nature, as
well as the interrelations between consumption and consumers’ conceptualizations of nature
more generally, a post-structuralist account is helpful but in itself insufficient because it embraces the same nature/culture dualism that is found in structuralist research. In order to overcome this dualism, a post-human account is necessary in which not only society matters, but
matter matters, too (Alaimo and Hekman 2008; Bennett 2010; Mortimer-Sandilands 2009). In
such a post-human approach, the meanings consumers form about their relationship with nature
emerge from a “dance of agency” (Pickering 1995) between human and non-human actors that
are both endowed with agentic capabilities. The following chapter develops such a post-human
lens to explore the human/nature relationship and our understandings of the harmony paradox in
more detail.
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Chapter 3: Constructing a Post-Human Lens

!
Within consumer research, a collection of approaches commonly summarized under the
label of Consumer Culture Theory (CCT) has over the last 25 years and more explored the “sociocultural, experiential, symbolic, and ideological aspects of consumption” (Arnould and
Thompson 2005, p. 868). This theoretical perspective has incorporated the cultural turn that occurred within broader social sciences into marketing and consumer research by pointing towards
the importance of cultural meanings in consumption (e.g., Douglas and Isherwood 1979; Levy
1959). While the focus on symbolic meanings, discourses, myths, and narratives has been an important counterpoint to economic- and psychology-based understandings of consumer behaviour,
the dominance of the cultural and symbolic within CCT research has been challenged in recent
years by an emerging material turn that highlights material dimensions of consumption (Cova
and Maclaren 2012). This critique commonly involves that a focus on consumers’ narratives and
symbolic constructions does not account for ways in which consumption objects take on agency
in the shaping of consumption practices and consumers’ identities (Bettany and Kerrane 2011;
Epp and Price 2010; Miller 2010; Preda 1999; Reijonen 2011; Thomas, Price and Schau 2013).
Expanding this critique into the domain of how material forces of nature can assume agency
(Alaimo and Hekman 2008) would allow researchers to expand our understanding of the human/
nature relationship and the harmony paradox, which in turn would contribute to the material turn
in consumer research and deepen our understanding of the complexities of sustainable consumption and other consumption phenomena that are related to or situated in natural contexts.
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The current chapter develops such a post-human lens in order to explore the cultural and
material dynamics that underlie the harmony paradox. To prepare the ground for recognizing
how the meanings consumers adopt about their relationship with nature are mutually shaped not
only by discourses of nature but also by the materialities of nature, the following section (chapter
3.1) first briefly reviews how material forces of nature have affected human meaning-making
processes throughout history. Once it is demonstrated that material forces of nature have the potential to affect humans’ meaning making processes, the basic tenets of assemblage theory are
discussed next (chapter 3.2). Noting that current applications of assemblage theory prioritize
“object agency” over “nature agency” (chapter 3.2.2), this chapter concludes with a discussion of
how the “nature agency” can be conceptualized in a post-human lens (chapter 3.3).

3.1 Material Forces of Nature
The impact of human actions on the environment has been long recognized, not only since
Marsh's publication of Man and Nature in 1864, but also already by several Greek and Roman
writers of the “ancient world’s environmental protest movement” (Hughes 1980, p. 57). In marketing and consumer research, the consequences of humans’ impact on nature have been problematized for over forty years (Fisk 1973; Kilbourne et al. 1997; Kotler 2011; Kotler and Levy
1971; Kotler and Zaltman 1971; Mick 2007; Shuptrine and Osmanski 1975). The impact of nature on humans, on the other hand, has been of a much lesser concern in our discipline. If at all,
material aspects of nature have been only discussed in terms of how the biophysical environment
can impose production facilities risks or supply chain constraints (Banerjee 2002; Kotler and
Levy 1971; Menon and Menon 1997). Considerations of how material forces of nature might
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impact humans’ meaning making processes about themselves (e.g., identity constructions, their
relationship with nature) or the world at large (e.g., cultural discourses, world views) are virtually absent in marketing and consumer research (with the notable exception of Canniford and
Shankar 2013).
Other academic disciplines such as environmental history (Bilsky 1980; LaFreniere 2007;
Merchant 1983; Nash 2001) have been much more attentive to how material forces of nature
shape the human condition and our ideas of the world. As Bilsky (1980, p. 8) points out, “[man's]
relationship to his environment is not merely a unidirectional one, whereby he imposes his will
upon the natural world; it is, instead, one of mutuality in which human behaviour is also profoundly affected by natural forces.” While the impact of nature on humans, including their physical well-being, is maybe most strongly felt during natural events such as storms, floods, earthquakes, and tsunamis (Merchant 1996; Pickering 2008), less dramatic or more slowly occurring
changes in the natural world also impact humans' understandings of nature and their relationship
with nature.
For example, humans’ views of nature changed several times during the Middle Ages due
to transformations in vegetation, climatic changes, and technological innovations (Bowlus 1980;
Herlihy 1980). Around 1050, Europe was sparsely populated and mostly covered by dense forest.
In this “sylvan sea with only isolated islands of human habitation” (Bowlus 1980, p. 88), humans
perceived the forests, and wild nature in general, as the enemy of man. Humans' understanding,
or social construction, of nature as an adversary was influenced by the material conditions
around them: thick vegetation in dark forests. As these conditions changed with the great forest
clearings of the High Middle Ages, so did humans' understandings of nature. By 1300, material
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conditions were reversed. Villages were almost everywhere, forests were almost nowhere, and
humans harnessed nature's forces through windmills and watermills. Under these new material
conditions, humans were the masters over nature and thus people's conception of nature changed
from an adversary to a collaborative understanding (Bowlus 1980). Towards the Late Middle
Ages, people’s attitude towards nature shifted yet again towards a more eschatological and adversarial understanding of nature as material conditions worsened with the dwindling down of
sylvan resources, exhausting soils, and a cooling climate (Bowlus 1980; Herlihy 1980).
Such changes in people's understanding of nature in response to changing material conditions of nature are not restricted to the Middle Ages. In modern times, people's understanding of
nature changed with the draining of fens, the mining of ore (Merchant 1983) and with the closing
of the American frontier (Nash 2001). While the particular changes in attitude towards nature
differed, all of these examples demonstrate how material changes within the natural (and the
technological) environment affect humans’ understandings of nature and their relationship with
nature. While the agentic capabilities of material forces such as vegetative changes, storms, and
geological features have been ignored by structuralist and post-structuralist studies in marketing
and consumer research, an emergent material turn can bring such issues of non-human, material
agency to the forefront.

3.2 Theories of Assemblage
This thesis adopt a post-human lens that is based on theories of assemblage (Bennett 2010;
Delanda 2006; Deleuze and Guattari 2008; Law 2009; Latour 1993; Pickering 1995) in order to
explore how consumers negotiate their relationship with nature. Assemblage theories are part of
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a recent material turn in social theory that aims to overcome a narrow focus on the social construction of reality by emphasizing how social phenomena are not only shaped by cultural discourses but also by material entities. Common to all of these approaches is that phenomena are
conceptualized as emerging from a "web of relations" (Law 2009, p. 141) spun between different
entities that can be both cultural, textual, symbolic or discursive on the one hand, and material,
embodied or physical on the other hand.
Assemblage theories are therefore material-semiotic in nature (Sennett 1995; Canniford
and Shankar 2013), as they extend the notion of interrelations between signs in a semiotic system
to the notion of interrelations between different entities that can be textual-cultural or physicalmaterial. Such a material-semiotic approach can be usefully employed to explore humans' relationship with nature and the harmony paradox because it captures all three components that have
been identified in the first chapter: cultural-discourses resources in the form of both romantic and
utilitarian discourses of nature, as well as material resources in form of geographical terrains,
weather conditions and bodily exhaustion that impact the meanings that consumers adopt of nature.
One foundational post-human approach to social reality is Gilles Deleuze's assemblage
theory (Delanda 2006; Deleuze and Guattari 1987). Assemblage theory holds at its core that social phenomena, ranging from the subjectivity of individual persons to the complex dynamics of
nation states, should be conceptualized as assemblages of multiple heterogeneous entities that are
constructed through specific historical processes. Language, the focus of attention in social constructivism and the cultural turn, plays an important role in the constitution of these assemblages,
but not an exclusive one, as materialities are also recognized as important components of an as-
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semblage. The next section describes assemblage theory as presented by Delanda (2006) in more
depth, paying particular attention to the concepts of relation of exteriority, the material and expressive capabilities of components within an assemblage, and the stabilizing and destabilizing
processes that can be observed in an assemblage (chapter 3.2.1). With the basic tenets of assemblage theory in place, it is then discussed how assemblage theory, even though it "cuts across the
nature-culture divide" (Delanda 2006, p. 3), is predominantly utilized to explore issues of object
agency, while the role of material nature is only acknowledged at the side (chapter 3.2.2). Finally, the remainder of this chapter draws on additional post-human work in order to bring a consideration of material forces of nature to the fore front of post-human accounts of the human/nature
relationship (chapter 3.3).

3.2.1 Basic Tenets of Assemblage Theory
Assemblage theory challenges the assumption of much sociological theory that conceptualizes social phenomena as totalities whose parts are fused together into a seamless web. According to Delanda (2006), these traditional views embrace a concept of relations of interiority in
which the relations between the individual components of a whole are predefined by the nature
of the whole. Under the assumption of relations of interiority, ”a part detached from such a whole
ceases to be what it is" (p. 9), limiting any deeper analysis of the complex interactions between
the component parts of social phenomena.
In the alternative conceptualization of social phenomena as assemblages, or as wholes that
are characterized by relations of exteriority, component parts of an assemblage are their own
self-subsistent entities that can be detached from one particular assemblage in order to form another assemblage with different entities. What assemblages are formed does not depend on the
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properties of the entities, as a single entity can be part of many different assemblages, but it depends on the capacities that are exercised by entities in interaction with other entities. In essence,
this allows for a more flexible understanding of social phenomena, as it is recognized that the
same material and cultural entities can produce much different phenomena based on the interactions that are formed between the component parts in one or more (competing) assemblages.
The heterogeneous entities that come together to form an assemblage can play material as
well as expressive roles in the construction of social reality (Delanda 2006). For example, Delanda (2006) describes how an individual's personal identity can be conceptualized as the result of a
process in which heterogeneous entities are assembled together. Some components in this assemblage play a material role, for example the biological processes and material objects involved
in producing a sense of impression such as seeing oneself in the mirror. Other components in this
assemblage take on an expressive role, for example the linguistic and non-linguistic components
that make up a conversation with another person. Although cultural discourses such as narratives
and ideologies are not explicitly discussed by Delanda (2006), more recent work in consumer
research has explicitly included symbols, sentiments and ideologies as entities that take on expressive roles within assemblages (Canniford and Shankar 2013; Thomas, Price and Schau
2013). By extension, assemblage theory would therefore be well positioned to explore how the
human/nature relationship emerges from an assemblage of material entities (e.g., feelings of being cold, hunger, blisters on the feet, the weight of the backpack, mud, sunshine, ladders, darkness), expressive entities (e.g., ideas about adventure, beliefs about the pristine-ness of nature,
beliefs about the dangers of nature, hiking ethos of leaving no trace), and a mixture of both (e.g.,
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a grand vista that is composed of clouds, sunshine, mountain tops, and cultural images of a wild
nature).
In addition to the expressive or material role an entity plays within an assemblage, a second dimension of any component is whether it stabilizes an assemblage by sharpening its boundaries or by increasing its degree of internal homogeneity, or whether it destabilizes the assemblage. In terms of assemblage theory (Delanda 2006), these processes are referred to as territorialization and deterritorialization, respectively. In every assemblage, some components may have
a stabilizing effect, while other components may have a destabilizing effect. Given the existence
of both stabilizing and destabilizing processes, and assemblage is always a precarious achievement that is prone to be transformed and changed into another assemblage. For example, when
assembling an individual's personal identity, habitual repetition of certain linkages, such as going
to church on Sunday mornings, can be understood as territorializing processes that stabilize a
certain assemblage of this person's identity. On the other hand, processes that increase one's capacities to enter into competing assemblages, for example the ability to go out to bars on Saturday night, can deterritorialize a person's identity as a devoted church goer.
Importantly, it are not the properties of any particular entity within an assemblage that define whether this entity affects an assemblage in a stabilizing or destabilizing way. Rather, this
depends on what capacities of an entity become exercised in interaction with other entities inside
the same assemblage or with entities that are part of competing assemblages. Thus, one particular
entity within the assemblage that serves to stabilize the assemblage can begin to destabilize the
same assemblage if additional interactions with other entities become available. Assemblage theory therefore holds that assemblages, as being an outcome of a historical process, must be con-
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tinuously and recurrently reproduced through stabilizing processes, at which both material and
expressive entities take part.
At the core of assemblage theory thus lies the concept of emergence, in the sense that the
focus is not directed towards a fixed list of properties that characterizes the finished product or
whole, but on the processes by which the whole is assembled. In addition, the notions that entities serve to either stabilize or destabilize certain assemblages, and that they can form alternative
or competing assemblages if other interaction partners become available (Canniford and Shankar
2013), highlights the fluidly shifting nature of assemblages and that multiple (counter-) assemblages can exist at any given point of time.
A very similar perspective is offered by Latour's (2005) Actor Network Theory (ANT), in
which the 'social' is defined as an effect that emerges from an assemblage of heterogeneous actors. Traditionally, the 'social' is seen as a specific domain of reality (e.g., social classes) that is
set apart from non-social realms of reality (e.g., machines, objects, or nature) and that is used as
an explanation for why certain phenomena are realized. For example, the reason why somebody
engages in sustainable consumption practices (i.e., the realization of a certain phenomena) is
seen solely in social factors that might include the person's values, the influence of discourses of
a sacred nature, or the ideology of harmony between humans and nature. Actor Network Theory
(Latour 2005, p. 75-76) challenges this traditional understanding of the 'social' as a “complete
artifact” and turns the definition of the ‘social’ around: Instead of using the 'social' as an explanation, it is the 'social' that needs to be explained. In this view, the social
“doesn't designate a domain of reality or some particular item, but rather is the name of
a movement, a displacement, a transformation, a translation, an enrolment. It is an asso!67

ciation between entities which are in no way recognizable as being social in the ordinary
manner, except during the brief moment when they are reshuffled together” (Latour
2005, p. 64-65, emphasis in text).
When using assemblage theory as a lens to explore the harmony paradox, the task therefore
is to trace the effects are created and reshuffled through the enactment or performance of materially and discursively heterogeneous relations (Law 2009).

3.2.2 Applications of Assemblage Theory
Over the last couple of years, assemblage theories have influenced a growing number of
empirical research projects that aim to improve our understanding of social complexities ranging
from identity construction (Hurdley 2006; Fernandez and Lastovicka 2011) to the use of use or
non-use of consumption items (Epp and Price 2010) and the shaping of markets (Giesler 2012).
The current section reviews empirical applications of assemblage theories across a variety of
academic disciplines to further clarify the tenets of assemblage theory. In addition, this discussion also prepares the argument raised in the following section that previous work within the material turn has predominantly focused on exploring the agentic capacity of man-made objects,
while the agentic capacity of material forces of nature has received less attention.
In empirical sociological research following the material turn, objects and things are not
considered to be merely passive carriers of meaning that is imbued by humans, but as active entities in the production of reality. For example, Preda (1999) argues for a turn to things in which
both humans and things are recognized as actors in the generation, stabilization, and reproduction of social order and sociality. Both types of actors are working together in the production of
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reality. For example, through producing narratives around objects on a mantelpiece, these objects
become meaningful participants in the social work of identity-building that is performed by the
inhabitant of the house (Hurdley 2006).
A similar turn to things and materiality is also found in archaeology (Gosden and Marshall
1999) and anthropology (Miller 2010). In his celebration of material culture in Stuff, Miller challenges the cultural turn and its emphasis on semiotics, signs, and symbols. Although the semiotic
perspective has significantly enhanced the study of material culture, Miller argues that the emphasis on cultural meaning systems is at the end as much a limitation as an asset because it reduces objects to passive carriers of meaning that humans surround themselves with in order to
signify or represent their identity, status or other social standing. Semiotic theories of representation limit our understanding of “the actual relationship between persons and things; it tends always to reduce the latter to the former” (Miller 2010, p. 48). For example, while we might chose
clothing according to how we want to represent ourselves to others – as a professor or a hardcore hiker – it is also that clothing plays an active part in constituting the particular experience of
our self.
A theory of things is therefore not an exploration of how humans perform tasks with inert
material, or how objects provide a stage setting for human action (Gosden and Marshall 1999). It
is also not about how passive objects are embedded with meanings and reduced to something to
represent more human or social qualities (Miller 2010). While many things are made by humans,
these entities also act back on humans to enable, limit, and otherwise shape their identities,
meanings, and culture (Gabrielson and Parady 2010). A theory of things is therefore a dialectical
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process in which humans and non-humans continuously affect and give rise to each other. In
Miller’s (2010, p. 57) terms:
“it isn’t really very helpful just[...] to suggest that people make a landscape, or growing
up in that landscape makes people. What we end up with is the dynamic process itself,
that simultaneously produces that which we colloquially come to talk about as objects
and as subjects – medieval peasants and medieval landscapes, both of which are really
the products of the same process that we might call medieval times.”
In such a material theory of things, objects that are found in a medieval or contemporary
landscape are therefore imbued with agency to affect human identities, understandings, and practices. However, even though Miller (2010) draws on the environmental-cultural hybrid of a landscape in the quote above, he does not explore in depth how features and forces of nature shape
our understanding of both subjects and (manmade or natural) objects.
The notion of object agency has recently found its way into consumer research. Most notably, Epp and Price (2010) illuminate how a consideration of the agentic capacities of objects
can explain why indexical and cherished objects are replaced by other objects, even though when
the latter are relatively new and lack the long and cherished history of the former. The interactions in a network of objects, identity practices, and spaces can both enable and constrain the
agency of objects to be inserted and insert themselves into the household. Price (2012) expands
this new materialism in consumer research by asking how the materiality of “family stuff” interfaces with family and individual identities. In this conceptual work, Price points out that we
know little of the processes by which objects are inserted and insert themselves in the practices
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of individual and collective identity interplays, or how the agentic capabilities of objects transform patterns of consumption and conceptions of identity.
The material turn has also begun to influence research related to sustainable consumption.
Reijonen (2011, p. 403) suggests to adopt “a research agenda focused on socio-material processes and situated actions that lead to the emergence and stabilization of a particular type of consumer behaviour.” In particular, Reijonen introduces a processual notion of the environmentally
conscious consumer in which the “green consumer” is situated in and emerges from an assemblage of social and material, or human and non-human, factors. Structuralist and post-structuralist accounts of the green consumer generally explain his existence through individual traits and
qualities that may or may not be seen as connected to wider social and cultural value and belief
systems (Thompson and Troester 2002). Such a humanist approach conceptualizes sustainable
consumption as a result of pre-defined variables such as an ecologic worldview or a romantic
understanding of nature, but it pays little attention to how the green consumer emerges, what material challenges need to be overcome, how particular issues become decisive for green choices
(Reijonen 2011), or, alternative, how over-consumers are created (Kjellberg 2008).
Incorporating the material turn in sustainable consumption research allows for a “more
comprehensive rendering of the green consumer” (Reijonen 2011, p. 406): By recognizing that
“the world and the entities in it are not purely socially constructed” but that “it is the socio-materiality of the world that matters” (p. 407), the “green consumer” is not explained as arising from
the manifestation of certain values and traits alone, but as emergent from situated and interlinked
practices and events that “come to – however temporarily – constitute a particular kind of consumer” (Reijonen 2011, p. 407). A material-semiotic approach can thus provide a more holistic
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understanding of anti-consumption, consumer resistance, and sustainable products and practices
as always emergent and contested. For example, Bettany and Kerrane (2011, p. 1754) show that
it “requires complex assemblages of human and non-human objects, bodies, stories” to enact
anti-consumption practices such as urban hen-keeping, and that the meanings, practices, as well
as the objects used in the pursuit of sustainable consumption projects are highly ambivalent and
only locally and temporarily fixed through the network of material and semiotic actors.
Even though recent work adopting assemblage theories has been able to produce novel insights into the complexities of consumption and other social situations, it also demonstrates that
the material turn has come to a pause in mid-movement, turning mainly to the materialities of
objects while the materialities of natural processes and conditions are mostly ignored. All of the
examples above discuss the material agency of man-made objects such as furniture, clothing, labels and information leaflets, plastic bags, and other consumption objects, while the materialities
of nature that are found in the physical terrain, atmospheric forces and animal behaviour are ignored. This is especially surprising in the context of sustainable consumption, where one might
think that the forces of the natural world would inhabit a prime position in emerging materialsemiotic theories of consumption. Who can, for example, forget the images of Hurricane Katrina
making its way inland towards New Orleans (Barad 2008), or more recently how Hurricane
Sandy devastated vast stretches of the US Eastern Seaboard? The following section explores this
conceptual and empirical blind spot in more detail.

3.2.3 A Turn Towards Nature?
While the social ontologies presented by Delanda (2006) and Latour (1993, 2005) re-insert
the material into our understanding of social complexities, they pay little attention to the role that
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materialities of nature play in the shaping of consumers' understandings of their relationship with
nature. For example, Delanda (2006) is mainly concerned with explaining how various micro
and macro levels of social realities can be conceptually linked with each other without repeating
micro-, meso-, or macro-reductionist mistakes of traditional social theory. And even though Delanda (2006) considers geographies and climatic factors as material entities within an assemblage, he does not explicitly explore the role these materialities of nature play in the production
of social realities. This bias against the materialities of nature is especially pronounced when
considering assemblages on the level of a person's individual subjectivity, since Delanda (2006,
p. 94) reasons that "interpersonal networks and institutional organizations may be studied without references to their location in space," and that only when moving "to larger scales spatial relations become crucial.” And as discussed above, discussions on the material agency of nature
are almost completely absent in empirical research as well, despite the rising impact of material
nature on humans. As has happened before with the cultural turn, the material turn paradoxically
pushes nature further out of sight, as even discourses of nature are ignored (Reijonen 2011) or
backgrounded (Bettany and Kerrane 2011) by most material-semiotic accounts in consumer research.
It seems that all that is left of nature, after we took the material turn, is a distant image in
the dust behind us, while we are marching on. However, if one accepted the tenet that humans'
understanding of the world is inherently shaped by their exposure to the material forces of nature
around them (Alaimo and Hekman 2008; Bennett 2010; Herlihy 1980), it becomes necessary to
explore the role of material nature in more detail.
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A notable exception to the neglect of materialities of nature is Canniford and Shankar's
(2013) exploration of how consumers’ experiences of romantic nature emerge from an assemblage of material, discursive, and technological entities. Using surfing as a context, they found
that consumers manage various contradictions between their discursive ideals of a romantic (i.e.,
sublime, sacred, and primitive) nature and the material conditions they are embedded in. For example, sometimes nature does not produce a setting that matches romantic ideals of the pristine
(e.g., no waves), and the objects and transportation modes surfers use when seeking romantic
experiences of nature are heavily dependent on fossil resources and therefore betray their expressed desires for harmony with nature.
While Canniford and Shankar (2013) thematize nature agency by highlighting how material geographies are vital to the reproduction of romantic discourses in consumers' experience of
nature, their analysis limits our understanding of the human/nature relationship because of its
focus on romantic experiences of nature that are transient and temporary, enacted during brief
visits in an external nature before the surfers return to the safe confines of human civilization. By
solely focusing on how romantic idealizations are preserved in these temporary settings, Canniford and Shankar turn a conceptual blind eye towards utilitarian tendencies of dominating nature
that make up the second half of the harmony paradox. Humans must and often want to dominate
nature, especially when they are not only moving through nature for a limited period of time, but
when they dwell and make their living in the world (Cronon 1996).
By aiming their analysis at how surfers purify nature as an external, romantic place seemingly unspoiled by utilitarian tendencies of modern culture, Canniford and Shankar (2013) reinstate dualistic framings between romantic and utilitarian discourses of nature, even while their
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material-semiotic lens overcomes the nature/culture dualism of humanist research. While their
analysis is interesting in its own regard, it thus forecloses an enhanced understanding of how
some consumers might seek to find an “ethical, sustainable, honourable human place in
nature” (Cronon 1996, p. 17), which would require them to recognize and make sense of their
own tendencies to dominate nature. For a better understanding of the harmony paradox it is
therefore important to not only consider how nature is “kept romantic” and utilitarian tendencies
are ideologically masked and purged from the assemblage, but how consumers embrace utilitarian notions of nature in combination with romantic ones while they are negotiating their relationship with nature. After all, the core of the harmony paradox is located at the interstices between
romantic and utilitarian discourses of nature: we want to live in harmony with nature (romantic
discourse), but at the same time we seek to control and dominate nature (utilitarian discourse).
For better understanding of how humans relate to and construct meanings of the natural
world, a material-semiotic lens therefore must recognize how the material agency of nature and
objects interact with both romantic and utilitarian discourses of nature. Only if all these component are included in the assemblage of entities, we are able to understand the current cultural desire to live in harmony with nature as well as what it means to “leave material nature as untouched as possible once consumption activities ceases” (Canniford and Shankar 2013, p. 26).
Thus, it is necessary to recognize the agentic capability of material forces of nature in a symmetric understanding of human and non-human agency (Alaimo and Hekman 2008; Barad 2008;
Bennett 2010; Whatmore 2002). The basic tenets of such a post-human account of the human/
nature relationship are explored next.
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3.3 Nature Agency
Outside consumer research, a growing body of literature has begun to explore the material
agency of nature in order to overcome the nature/culture dualism of structuralist and post-structuralist work that places the human observer at the centre of its analysis. This literature includes
work in human geography that seeks new understandings of the relation between the social and
the more-than-human worlds (Whatmore 2002), in science and technology studies that explore
hybrid collectives (Callon and Law 1995), in feminist science that explores the fluidity between
nature and culture (”naturecultures”) through metaphors such as the cyborg (Haraway 1991) and
the coyote (Haraway 1988) as well as through an emphasis of corporeality (Colebrook 2008) and
materiality (Alaimo and Hekman 2008), and in biophilosophy projects such as Whitehead's philosophy of organism (Whitehead and Griffin 1979), Bateson's (1972) ecology of mind, and Serres' (1985) notion of material semiotics.
These projects conceptually overlap with and extend assemblage theories (Delanda 2006;
Deleuze and Guattari 1987; Latour 1993; Serres and Latour 1995), as these authors emphasize
processes of performance and emergence in a heterogeneous assemblage of material and cultural
entities. That is, instead of being concerned with correctly discovering or representing pre-defined identities or properties of isolated entities (i.e., a logic of representation), these approaches
are concerned with how certain phenomena and realities emerge through the interaction between
heterogeneous entities that can be both cultural and material (i.e., a logic of performance).
While traditional views place the human actor at the centre as the one who defines an otherwise passive nature, thereby muting nature through rendering it a blank canvas for human
meaning-making practices, post-human approaches to the human/nature relationship decenter
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human agency by adopting a material-semiotic lens that takes into consideration the evolving
interactions between cultural discourses and material forces (Barad 2008; Thrift 1996, p. 24;
Whatmore 2002, p. 4). Agency is thus transformed from a human property, which is closely associated with intentionality, to a “precarious achievement” (Law 1994, p. 101) spun between various human and non-human actors. The remainder of this section explores in more detail how
agency is extended to non-humans by discussing the work of Donna Haraway, Jane Bennett, Andrew Pickering, and other authors propagating the agency of material forces of nature.

3.3.1 Nature as a Coding Trickster With Whom We Must Learn to Converse
One early example of extending agency to nature through a focus on performance and
emergence is found in Donna Haraway’s colourful creations of the cyborg (Haraway 1991) and
the coyote (Haraway 1988). Haraway's notion of the cyborg is most commonly understood as a
hybrid creature that blurs the boundary between humans and technology; however, in its original
conception Haraway intended the cyborg to be as much a hybrid between humans and “other organic creatures” (Haraway 1991, p. 1) that can serve a metaphor of people's kinship with animals
and machines (Alaimo and Hekman 2008; Haraway 1991, p. 154). The cyborg, therefore, offers
an alternative to the imagined pure organic body and the pristine wilderness that are based on
romantic discourses, and it does so by emphasizing the embodiment, performative and material
aspects of the cyborg. In another essay, Haraway (1988) argues to overcome nature/culture dualisms through conceptualizing nature, or the world, as an active subject. In this ontology, the
world needs to “be pictured as an actor and agent, not a screen or a ground or a resource, never
finally as slave to the master that closes off the dialectic in his unique agency” (p. 198). Instead
of discovering the world, humans need to engage in conversation with the world as a “material!77

semiotic actor” that generates meaning and material affects. By “material-semiotic actor,” Haraway highlights the need to simultaneously “own 'semiotic technologies' for making meaning,
and a no-nonsense commitment to faithful accounts of the 'real' world” (p. 187). In this framework, humans are no longer universally in charge of the world, but they are entangled with an
active world “as coding trickster with whom we must learn to converse.” (p. 201).

3.3.2 A Distributed Theory of Agency
Jane Bennett (2004; 2010) transforms agency from being a property of human intentionality towards an emergent property of an assemblage in two different ways. In her notion of “thingpower,” Bennett (2004) draws attention towards the effect non-human things (such as trash, a
fire, or omega 3 fatty acids) have on humans. In a humanist framework, such things of nature are
thought as dead matter that is acted upon by humans; but Bennett (2004, p. 349) assures that
“things too are vital players in the world.” Things, both natural and artifactual, are imbued with
agentic powers, but not in the individualistic and intentional sense that is conventionally attributed to ensouled humans (and God). Following Spinoza as well as Deleuze and Guattari,
Bennett (2004, p. 354) describes the agentic character of thing-power as an emergent “property
of an assemblage” of human and non-human entities.
The role of assemblages as the locus for the emergence of non-human agency is further
developed in Bennett's (2010) Vibrant Matter. Again, Bennett is concerned to draw out the vitality of non-human bodies found “in the capacity of things – edibles, commodities, storms, metals –
not only to impede or block the will and designs of humans but also to act as quasi agents or
forces with trajectories, propensities, or tendencies of their own” (p. viii). Sharpening her vocabulary and syntax for exploring non-human agency, Bennett recognizes how her notion of thing!78

power is too centred on fixed entities (but less on, for example, the flow of energies or the force
of storms). In addition, Bennett realizes that the notion of thing-power is a too individualistic
conceptualization of agency that does not appropriately enough convey how an actant can never
really act alone but only in interaction with other human and non-human entities in an assemblage.
Bennett (2010) presents the electrical power grid as an example of an assemblage of material and cultural entities. In a post-human, material-semiotic perspective, the assemblage known
as the “electrical grid” is “a volatile mix of coal, sweat, electromagnetic fields, computer programs, electron streams, profit motives, heat, lifestyles, nuclear fuel, plastic, fantasies of mastery,
static, legislation, water, economic theory, wire, and wood” (Bennett 2010, p. 25), to name just a
few of the entities involved. The collapse of the electrical grid across the northeastern United
States and Canada in August 2003 is an interesting example of distributed agency that emerges in
an interplay of many entities, including human factors such as growing demand for energy and
faith in the self-regulation of markets, but also non-human factors such as a bush fire in Ohio that
impaired the electron flow in the transmission wires. The blackout is therefore an event that
emerges from a material-cultural assemblage in which both human actors and non-human actors
have the capacity for agency.
The key is that Bennett proposes a distributed theory of agency. In this framework, nature
and things are imbued with agency; however, it is not the type of individualized and intentional
agency associated with human subjectivity or images of the “Green Giant” or an ensouled
“Mother Nature” who exerts her will upon humans, but an “intricate dance” or an “inter-folding
network of humanity and nonhumanity” (Bennett 2010, p. 31) that gives agency to nature.
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In order to recognize these non-human forces, animism and anthropomorphism nonetheless
offer an important methodological tool to counteract the cultural impulse to interpret any expression of thing-power as an effect of culture and human interactions and power plays. Similar to
Haraway (1988), Bennett (2010, p. xvi) therefore encourages to “cultivate a bit of anthropomorphism – the idea that human agency has some echoes in nonhuman nature – to counter the narcissism of humans in charge of the world.” This metaphorical tool, however, does not take away
from the insight that humans are always in composition with non-humanity, and that through the
interaction of entities within this sticky web of connections a non-humanist version of distributed
agency emerges that takes the non-human and the material seriously. The humans are no longer
calling the shots.

3.3.3 Engaging with Nature in a Dance of Agency
Both Haraway’s and Bennett’s approaches discussed above aim to decenter human agency
by highlighting the agentic potential of material nature, suggesting that humans need to converse
with nature (Haraway 1988) and to cultivate a bit of anthropomorphism to recognize that humans
are no longer calling all the shots (Bennett 2010). A very similar yet slightly more analytical account is found in Andrew Pickering’s (1995) notion of the “dance of agency.” Pickering highlights our entanglement with an active world when stating that “both human and the nonhuman
are recognized as open-endedly becoming, taking on emergent forms in an intrinsically temporal
'dance of agency'” (Pickering 2008, p. 1). Neither the human nor the non-human are pre-defined
or able to shape the world on their own, but phenomena arise out of the interplay between human
and non-human actors that interact, accommodate and resist each other. In this performative
view, a symmetric notion of agency is advocated in which agency is extended to material non!80

humans such as machines and laboratory instruments, but also to biological organisms and forces
of nature (Pickering 1995, p. 242-252).
A nice example of how the dance of agency between human and non-human, explicitly
natural forces play out over time and contribute to the emergence of a certain reality is presented
in Pickering's (2008) account of how the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers battles with the Mississippi river over the fate of New Orleans. As Pickering (2008, p. 6) points out, the “Mississippi
wants to move.” Running now thirty feet above the Atchafalaya, a lesser river the Mississippi
feeds into, the Mississippi wants to change its bed to merge with the Atchafalaya earlier and
reach the Gulf of Mexico a couple of hundred miles west of its present location. Recognizing the
problems this would bring to New Orleans that relies on the waterways of the Mississippi, the
Army Corps of Engineers has been entrusted for decades with the task to react to the material
agency of the Mississippi through the reengineering of the Mississippi-Atchafalaya intersection.
In the mixture (assemblage) of floods, hurricanes, levees, the historical importance of New Orleans, and the actions of the Army Corps of Engineers, material forces of nature are imbued with
agency. In Pickering’s words, the project of keeping the Mississippi on its historic course is:
“embedded in a decentered and open-ended becoming of the human and the nonhuman,
a 'dance of agency' […] between the engineers and the river. The human agents, the engineers, try something – raising the levees, say – and then the nonhuman agent takes it
turn by rising still higher and flooding New Orleans. In response the humans do something else – building the weir between the Mississippi and the Atchafalaya – to which
the river does something else – ripping and tearing away at it. And so on,
forever” (Pickering 2008, p. 7).
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Other examples of how natural forces or animals participate in a dance of agency with human actors can be found in relationship between Australians and Eucalypts (Franklin 2008), in
agricultural sides such as livestock farming (Coppin 2008), in the relationship between a coast
line eating its way inland and a church that is threatened to fall into the ocean (Jensen and
Markussen 2001), and in negotiation, or conversation, between environmental managers and the
flow of a river (Asplen 2008). What unites these examples is that certain realities and phenomena, such as greater destructiveness of wild fires or dramatic shifts in environmental management
strategies, emerge from the interactions between humans and non-humans.
The special emphasis on performances and temporal emergence found in Pickering's
“dance of agency” contributes to the decentering of agency from a human property to something
emerging from the interplay of various actors in a material-cultural assemblage. Although the
quote below focuses on the practice of science, the same process of reciprocal tuning of human
and material agency, which Pickering (1995) calls the “mangle of practice,” also applies to other
social realities such as how the relationship between humans and nature emerges from humans’
engagement with nature:
“Human and material agency are reciprocally and emergently intertwined […]. Their
contours emerge in the temporality of practice and are definitional of and sustain one
another. Existing culture constitutes the surface of emergence for the intentional structure of scientific practice, and such practice consists in the reciprocal tuning of human
and material agency, tuning that can itself reconfigure human intentions.”
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In this view, human intentionality is conceptualized as pre-disciplined by a temporally
emerging process in which existing culture and existing materiality create the boundaries of human intentions. For example, a man might decide to take an umbrella with him because various
material and cultural forces have given rise to a forecast that it will rain in the afternoon.
Through the emphasis on performance and temporal emergence, it is therefore possible to
think of agency as symmetrically distributed in an assemblage of human and non-human actors,
as phenomena emerge from the dialectical interaction between all entities within an assemblage.
While traditional social theory assumes all agency to be located in human subjects who act upon
non-human objects, post-human accounts hold that human and non-human actors are reciprocally
and emergently intertwined with each other in a dance of agency (Bennett 2010; Kaptelinin and
Nardi 2009; Pickering 1995) in which conceptual, social, and material elements interact with
each other in an open-ended process that can give rise to “a multiplicity of possible
outcomes” (Jensen 2003, p. 228). The notion of symmetry therefore does not hold that human
and non-human actor are one and the same, but that neither human or non-human actor are given
priority in the shaping of the world:
"[H]uman agency does not determine the material world any more than the opposite is
the case. Human and non-human, social, material, and conceptual elements are always
intertwined in complex ways. What takes place in science (and other explorative spaces)
are processes aiming at interactive stabilizations between heterogeneous cultural elements. This works, in Pickering’s phrase, through a dialectics of resistance and accommodation or, differently put, through a dance of agency between diverse
elements.” (Jensen 2003, p. 229).
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Conceptualizing assemblages as symmetrical with regards to agentic capacities therefore
highlights that no single actor can uni-laterally shape the assemblage according to its will, as
phenomena and meanings are always an outcome of the mutually resisting and enabling dance of
agency. This view fully decenters the human as the sole actor, but without diminishing human
agency. Human agency is still there and important; however, it is recognized that human intentions are intertwined with and a reaction to prior captures of material agency so that they become
re-configured in the real time of practice: The “human actors are still there but now inextricably
entangled with the nonhuman, no longer at the centre of the action and calling the shots. The
world makes us in one and the same process as we make the world” (Pickering 1995, p. 26).

3.3.4 Post-Humanizing the Human/Nature Relationship
Together, the theories that have been discussed in chapter 3.2 and 3.3 suggest that a posthuman lens that draws on assemblage theories and recognizes the agentic potential of material
forces of nature is well-equipped to explore the paradoxical meanings and relationships that consumers form with the natural world. Pickering’s “dance of agency” shares with Bennett’s theory
of distributed agency, Haraway’s metaphors of the cyborg and the coyote, as well as with other
proponents of assemblage theories the notion that agency is decentered from a property exclusively residing in humans to an emergent property of the assemblage of human and non-human
actors. This post-human ontology is a fundamental break with humanist social theories, as the
latter would attribute any impact of the material world to a human actor who either uses certain
objects (e.g., an acting human uses a hammer to drive a nail into a block of wood) or reflects on
natural events to form his intentions (e.g., a mild winter is taken as evidence by a thinking human
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that climate change is happening, and this new belief changes his actions). This reasoning is
based on the tradition, found for example in Durkheim, that social action requires intentionality.
In contrast, post-human approaches aim to make matter matter (Alaimo and Hekman 2008;
Barad 2008; Mortimer-Sandilands 2009) by disregarding humanist requirements for agency to be
a property residing within a person and to be based on intentionality. This tenet is found across a
wide spectrum of assemblage theories. For example, Latour (2005, p. 71) disregards intentionality as a criteria for agency by claiming that “any thing that does modify a state of affairs by making a difference is an actor.” Actor network theory, as one particular version of assemblage theories, is thus “not the empty claim that objects do things ‘instead’ of human actors: it simply says
that no science of the social can even begin if the question of who and what participates in the
action is not first of all thoroughly explored, even though it might mean letting elements in
which, for lack of a better term, we would call non-humans” (Latour 2005, p. 72).
The importance of the work of Haraway, Bennett and Pickering lies in that these authors
highlight that material forces of nature are a legitimate subset of entities that should be considered under the label of “non-human actors.” Material forces of nature can authorize, allow, afford, encourage, permit, block, hinder, or forbid certain configurations of the assemblage over
others, for example when a hot summer increases energy consumption and therefore the likelihood of wild fires and ultimately the likelihood of a black-out.
In summary, a closer investigation of post-human work in consumer research and the
broader social sciences demonstrates that there is no reason to exclude entities and forces of material nature from our explorations of how certain phenomena emerge from assemblages of human and non-human actors. Just as cultural discourses and inanimate objects are important as-
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pects in the dance of agency from which human intentions, meanings, and practices emerge, so
are natural entities and processes such as storms, cold, heat, animals, and geographic features.
Leaving nature in the dust of our cultural and material turns has lead us to stray from the path,
and it is time to take a close look on how (material and discursive) nature contributes to the mutual shaping of consumption phenomena.
Recognizing the role of nature agency allows us to better understand the paradoxes that
underlie contemporary longings for living in harmony with nature. In addition, exploring the dynamics of the human/nature relationship also contributes to consumer research more generally by
advancing the material turn through the notion of nature agency and by offering a lens for exploring the ambivalences and complexities of sustainable consumption and many other consumption phenomena that are situated in or relate to the natural world. It is therefore the purpose of
this thesis to explore how material forces of nature shape consumers’ negotiations between utilitarian and romantic discourses of nature. In particular, it is explored how consumers achieve
feeling in harmony with nature, given their experience of a sometimes dangerous and threatening
nature, and how consumers combine technology and the tendency to dominate nature with their
pursuit of harmony. The following chapter describes the methodology, context, method, and data
sources that are used to explore these questions empirically.

!
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Chapter 4: Methodology

!
4.1 A Material-Semiotic Methodology
The nature of the research questions pursued in this dissertation broadly aligns with what
has been termed post-positivist, interpretativist, or naturalistic inquiries (Belk et al. 1988; Belk et
al. 1989; Hirschman 1986; Hudson and Ozanne 1988). Like other research that follows the interpretive turn (Sherry 1991) in Consumer Culture Theory (Arnould and Thompson 2005), the current research seeks a deep, holistic understanding of the phenomenon at hand; in this case, how
consumers construct their relationship with nature in the midst of conflicting discourses of nature
and confronted with material forces of nature. Especially given the focus on how meanings and
practices emerge in an interplay between human and non-human actors, an emergent research
design that seeks an understanding of meanings and experiences in a naturally occurring context,
rather than abstract explanations and predictions, is most suitable (Hudson and Ozanne 1988;
Spiggle 1994).
The material-semiotic approach developed as the lens in the previous chapter shares the
axiological and epistemological assumptions of interpretive approaches, while it adapts and expands the ontological assumptions of interpretive approaches (Hudson and Ozanne 1988). From
an axiological perspective, the goal of interpretive approaches is to understand behaviour. This
understanding, or Verstehen, is a never-ending process which requires an insider's view on the
phenomenon at hand that is informed by shared knowledge of meanings and experiences. Epis!87

temologically, the interpretivist approach does not attempt to identify cause-and-effect relationships, but instead looks at the world holistically and attempts to trace the mutual, simultaneous
shaping that occurs between entities.
With regard to the ontological assumption of interpretive approaches, the situation is
slightly more complicated. Hudson and Ozanne (1988) describe the interpretivist view of the nature of reality as multiple, holistic and contextual. However, interpretive approaches generally
follow the cultural turn in its emphasis on the social construction of the world. For example, it is
assumed that “reality is essentially mental and perceived” (Hudson and Ozanne 1988, p. 509).
Furthermore, the creation of these multiple realities is solely rooted in human beings who make
sense of their worlds in social situations and against the backdrop of cultural resources. The humanist bias of this approach is clearly spelled out in Hirschman's (1986, p. 239) term for postpositivist research, humanistic inquiry, which makes clear that it is “human beings” who construct these multiple realities. As has been discussed in the previous chapter, a material-semiotic
lens does recognize the role of cultural discourses as emphasized by the cultural turn, but it also
highlights the role of materiality and non-human agency. Instead of social constructivism, which
places the human subject in the centre as a stable prime mover, a material-semiotic lens is concerned with how realities and phenomena emerge from a heterogenous assemble of material and
social entities (Law 2009).
The particular ontological assumptions of a post-human, material-semiotic approach require that research methods are adapted and calibrated for capturing non-human agency. Typically, interpretive research calls for an active participation in a particular contexts through depth
interviews, participant observation, and a consideration of historical and cultural documents
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(Belk et al. 1988; Belk et al. 1989; Hirschman 1986; Wallendorf and Arnould 1991; Sherry
1991). A core notion in this research is a focus on the life-world, or Lebenswelt, of consumers in
order to generate an understanding of their lived experiences (Spiggle 1994; Thompson et al.
1989). The research goal therefore is to generate first-person thematic descriptions of experiences, which are then related to a “multifaceted network of cultural influences” (Thompson et al.
1994, p. 432) such as discourses (Thompson 2004), ideologies (Kozinets 2008), and mythologies
(Luedicke et al. 2010) in a hermeneutic analysis (Arnold and Fischer 1994).
In a material-semiotic approach, the same ethnographic methods of in-depth interviews and
participant observation can be employed, but it must be assured that consumers' lived experience
is not only related to the socio-cultural but also material context (Reijonen 2011). Capturing consumers' involvement with the material world calls for a consideration of bodily sensations, touch,
smell (Miller 2010; Waitt and Cook 2007), how a body in motion configures particular experiences of self and nature (Lewis 2001), and how an environment may impose on practices such as
walking and how a practice such as walking in turn sustains and shapes wider ideologies about
nature (Edensor 2000). Methods that focus too much on textual sources or on consumers' narratives need to be updated and calibrated accordingly (Peñaloza and Cayla 2006; Waitt and Cook
2007). To recognize material, non-human agency, it is necessary to follow the object (Cova and
Maclaren 2012) and to engage in a visual and material ethnography through photographs and
field notes that document “the nuances of place, the richly textured, sensory elements of bodily
movement, and intricacies of researcher subjectivity” (Peñaloza and Cayla 2006, p. 280). Considering material objects (Miller and Tilley 1996) and visual resources (Schroeder and Zwick
2004; Schroeder 2006) furthermore reduce the over-reliance on narratives by situating consumers
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and consumption phenomena within time and space, thereby allowing for a more balanced understanding of consumer behaviour that is less focused on what consumers say and more on what
they do.
A visual and material ethnography allows researchers to connect consumers’ lived experiences to macro-social frameworks (Askegaard and Linnet 2011) and to advance our understanding of place, material objects, and bodily aspects of consumption by drawing “meanings from the
experiential and kinesthetic aspects of consumption: people moving their bodies through consumption spaces, interacting with artifacts in those spaces and forging their identities and social
worlds” (Peñaloza and Cayla 2006, p. 279). They draw attention to the role of material geographies of the context, for example in how the design, architecture and accoutrements of the market spectacle affects the cultural meanings of bodies (Peñaloza 1998), and how the geographies
and physical forces of nature (e.g., rain, wind, waves) shape surfers' experience of nature (Canniford and Shankar 2013). Material ethnographies take note of the embodied relations with nonhuman entities, such as aches experienced while walking through nature, the exposure to sun,
humidity and mosquito bites during kayak trips, and the anxiety of taking the wrong path as the
mist reduces visibility (Waitt and Cook 2007). Given that material objects and technology mediate the relationship between humans and nature (Canniford and Shankar 2013; Michael 2000)
and the wider social world (Kozinets 2008), a material ethnography also pays close attention to
material objects and follow consumption items such as tables (Epp and Price 2010) or guitars
(Fernandez and Lastovicka 2011). And last, material ethnographies also track visual meaning
systems found in artistic representations (Schroeder 2006; Schroeder and Zwick 2004), promotional material and the media (Giesler 2012). Together, these material and cultural contexts allow
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for a material-semiotic interpretation of consumer narratives that remains an important, although
decentered, part of every ethnography (Peñaloza and Cayla 2006).

4.2 Back-Country Hiking as Context
Multi-day, back-country hiking serves as the context for this research. This form of hiking
is ideal for exploring the relationship between humans and nature because it is a practice in
which utilitarian and romantic discourses stand in constant tension to each other, where consumers actively live out, construct, and experience their relationship with nature, and which offers rich data sources for a visual and material ethnography.
Hiking is a context in which utilitarian and romantic discourses of nature are constantly
present and in tension (Michael 2000). At first sight, it is immediately apparent how romantic
discourses of a pristine, wild nature suffuse hiking. This is especially true for multi-day hiking
tours that are, in contrast to day-hikes that can be performed relatively close to home, often performed in remote natural parks, provincial or state parks, or other wilderness areas that are far
away from the next urban centre. This remoteness adds to the hiking experience, as most hikers
strive for experiences of escape from the civilized world and the hectic pace and stresses of daily
urban life (Nash 2001). Areas that are seemingly pristine and untouched by human civilization
(e.g., mountain tops, panoramic vistas, canyons, and coast lines) and are held in high regard, and
the “leave-only-footprints-behind” ethos attempts to uphold the illusion that these places are in
fact untouched despite their growing popularity. The romantic adorations for pristine landscapes,
the sublime, and primitivism are thus core elements of backcountry hiking and other outdoor
sports activities (Canniford and Shankar 2013; Nash 2001; Waitt and Cook 2007).
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At the same time, utilitarian discourses of nature also saturate backcountry hiking. The
popularity of certain hiking destinations such as the Grand Canyon, the West Coast Trail in
British Columbia, or the Long Range in Newfoundland have resulted in the need to limit access
to these trails through a permit system in order to minimize damage to the local environment
(Nash 2001). The commodification of nature is readily apparent here, and it co-exists alongside
consumers' romanticization of these places as wild and outside normal, civilized life (Canniford
and Shankar 2013). The utilitarian logic of dominating nature is also structurally embedded in
the hiking gear that is necessary to embark on multi-day back-country hikes. Backpacks, tents,
sleeping bags, and specialized clothing heavily rely on synthetic fibres that are made possible
through the modern industrial production system based on fossil fuels (Michael 2000). Furthermore, in the quest for reducing weight and improving functionality, the romantic longing for
primitivism is contradicted by the high-tech that is found in many hiking-related products. From
dried food (including ice cream) to global emergency communication systems, most contemporary back-country hikers pack gear that would better match space travels than a trip to Thoreau's
cabin near Walden Pond. Utilitarian notions of conquest also abound in metaphors and daily routines. While this is most visible in mountaineering, both semantically (”conquering a mountain”)
and in the zero-sum game played by adventurers who wish to climb Mount Everest (Tumbat and
Belk 2011), the same is true (to a lesser extent) in long-distance, overnight hiking that requires
one to “defy wind and rain”, to “fight off” bears (or mosquitos, at least), and to transform the
landscape through hiking paths, outhouses, platforms, and other structures put up by the park
management (Michael 2000).
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Given this clashing of romantic and utilitarian discourses of nature, it is of little surprise
that hiking related consumption is often highly ambiguous; especially when hikers are conscious
about the environmental impact of their (and others) lifestyles. Driving and flying to their outdoor destinations endangers the very unspoiled nature they are hoping to see (Rokka and
Moisander 2009), and even mundane objects such as hiking boots are full of controversy
(Michael 2000). This is even true for “green” hiking gear. For example, in a recent ranking of
environmentally sustainable hiking boots, the issue whether natural leather or synthetic fibres are
more benign for the environment was hotly debated between media representatives, corporations
and consumers alike (Ethical Consumer 2010). In short, utilitarian and romantic discourses are in
constant tensions in the definition of nature and the human-nature relationship, and what constitutes sustainable consumption is highly ambiguous.
Multi-day, back-country hiking is also a practice in which the human-nature relationship,
including its material components, is constantly negotiated and lived out. Despite the romantic
ideal of a far away, remote, and wild nature that is separated from civilization, nature and culture
intersect and hybridize (Latour 1993; Whatmore 2002), as discourses of nature are constantly
affirmed or contested by technologies of hiking gear and material forces of nature (e.g., wind,
rain, heat, geographical terrain, currents, animals). In order to achieve a pleasant experience of
nature, all three of these components have to align with each other and work with each other
(Canniford and Shankar 2013; Michael 2000). Misalignment or “misbehaviour” of any of these
components, such as failure in one's hiking gear (e.g., painful boots, leaking tent), adverse natural conditions (e.g., storms, animal attacks), and exhaustion of the human body can have dangerous consequences given the length of such trips that stretch over multiple days. Back-country
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hiking thus highlights nature agency since humans are exposed to a potentially dangerous force
of nature. A storm can lock hikers in their tiny tent for a day and two nights; an over-swollen lake
can threaten hikers to wash them out into the ocean; hikers can get lost in areas where there are
no hiking trails; food can be eaten away by raccoons over night; and bears might chew on and
carry away hikers' backpacks together with all their belongings.
Furthermore, this context brings out the harmony paradox in its full complexity because
multi-day back-country hiking does not only involve a body “in movement”, but also a “dwelling
body”. Other outdoor contexts such as kayaking day tours (Waitt and Cook 2007), river-rafting
(Arnould and Price 1993), surfing (Canniford and Shankar 2013), gardening (Turner 2011),
walking, swimming, and tramping (walking outdoors in non-urban areas; Cosgriff et al. 2009)
tend to uphold the nature/culture dualism in that nature is easily construed as a place apart from
civilization. Consumers typically move around in these contexts for a few hours, but soon return
to the civilized world of their homes or hotels to spend the night or wait for better weather. While
these contexts are able to highlight the material and sensory aspects of nature as experienced by a
body in movement, they miss out on the experiences of what it means to stay in nature, even after dark or when natural conditions are adverse. It might not be a coincidence that previous work
that explored bodies moving through nature, but not dwelling in nature, has emphasized how
consumers uphold romantic constructions of nature (Canniford and Shankar 2013; Waitt and
Cook 2007) marked by a harmonic partnership with the natural world (Arnould and Price 1993;
Cosgriff et al. 2009; Thompson and Coskuner-Balli 2007; Turner 2011). Normative biases of
how the relationship between humans and nature should be (i.e., harmonic) are therefore brought
back in through the contextual backdoor.
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For exploring how material forces of nature influence consumers' understanding of their
relationship with nature, however, it would be a mistake to pre-define utilitarian discourses of
nature as inadequate and un-pure. For a better understanding of important issues related to consumers’ understanding of nature, such as sustainable consumption, it is important to analyze how
humans also make use of nature, which includes how they sometimes dominate nature in order to
secure their own survival or comfort (Cronon 1996). For this, it is not enough to explore how
humans move through a benign nature as a visitor or tourist, but how they engage in struggles
and make their home in a nature that is sometimes benign and sometimes fierce. As Tumbat and
Belk (2011) have shown, consumers’ experiences of climbing Mount Everest are not as romantic
and communal as previous research that orients itself towards romantic conceptions of nature
would have suggested. Tumbat and Belk (2011, p. 58) highlight the importance of place and context in order to recognize how utilitarian discourses that emphasize individuality, personal prowess, and domination remain important in consumers’ lives:
“In cases in which the environment is less uncertain, there is less conflict, and the service context is less extensive, a more humane and pleasing tale of communitas may still
be apt. But we caution that it would be overly romantic to try to uniformly apply this
theoretical template.”
The context of multi-day, back-country hiking seems promising to draw out how both romantic and utilitarian discourses of nature are negotiated vis-à-vis the material experience of nature, because this context is situated at middle ground: It is not as extreme as the predominantly
hostile environment of the Mount Everest Base Camp (Tumbat and Belk 2011), but it is more
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remote and natural forces can be more dangerous and hostile to humans than one would expect
for Developed Forest Camping (Garst et al. 2009) or other front-country camping.
In sum, back-country hiking seems to be a good context to study nature and what consumers do in nature (Peñaloza and Cayla 2006). It allows one to simultaneously follow nature as
well as humans and objects in nature. In addition, there are some more practical reasons for
choosing this context. First, the geographies of nature are more stable than, for example, oceans
and waves (Canniford and Shankar 2013). While geographical conditions obviously underly the
formation of waves, the actual experience of the wave is very transient. In contrast, outdoor activities that are performed on land are marked by more stable geographical conditions that are
well documented through maps, photographs, and videos. The relatively slow pace and the fact
that hiking is performed on land (often with hands free) offer favourable conditions for collecting
visual artifacts (e.g., pictures and videos) by both the researcher and informants. Photos taken by
informants are an important tool for recalling previous experiences and can aid in the interpretation of phenomena (Belk et al. 1988; Peñaloza and Cayla 2006; Wallendorf and Arnould 1991),
but contexts “on the water” constrain the ability of informants to take photographies in situ
(Waitt and Cook 2007). Furthermore, conversations between informants and the researcher during phases of participant observation are more easily done in rather slow paced activities such as
hiking, which provides a helpful background for the analysis of more in-depth interviews. Last, I
have ten years of personal experience in multi-day, back-country hiking which allows me an insider understanding of the hiking context. In fact, the above examples of the potentially dangerous forces of nature are all based on personal experiences I collected over the last five years. (I
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got my backpack back from the bear, luckily, because they contained the car keys. I am not going
to make this mistake again.)

4.3 Methods and Data Sources
A visual and material ethnography (Peñaloza and Cayla 2006) features a diverse set of
methods that include participant observation and depth interviews. In the selection of the site to
study through participant observation, both pragmatic and strategic considerations come into
play. From a pragmatic perspective, a site should be easily accessible and allow for the observation of how hikers negotiate their relationship with nature during the hike. Issues of closeness
and the availability of a hiking community are therefore paramount. From a strategic perspective,
it is important that a data collection site allows the observation and interaction with hikers of various skills and styles. For example, some hikers might travel with minimal gear, while others carry a lot of gear. Other hikers might be very experienced and comfortable with being in the backcountry, while other hikers might be out on their first trip into the mountains. Finally, it is important to sample different types of trips in terms of difficulties and time of year, as the interactions
with material nature change depending on the hiking grounds that are visited throughout a season.
The Queen’s University Outdoors Club serves as the primary data collection site. In addition, I spent one night and one day with students from Hamilton College during the first data collection trip. Over a time frame of nine months, I immersed myself in the Queen’s University
Outdoors Club community and participated in their weekly meetings, hiking trips and social
events. The observational data was collected during six over-night backcountry hiking trips that
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ranged from three to ten participants (excluding the researcher). Since some participated in more
than one hiking trip, a total of 36 different hikers were present on these hikes. With the exception
of the first trip that was spent with two different hiking groups (one night and one day each), all
data collection trips involved two-and-a-half days and two nights of data collection, as we typically left on Friday noon and returned on Sunday midnight. Five of the six data collection trips
were undertaken in the Adirondack mountains, as this area is considered to be one of the most
challenging hiking grounds in North America. The rationale behind sampling difficult hikes was
to maximize the chance that material forces of nature would impact hikers’ experiences of nature.
However, in order to also collect data from less difficult hikes, one data collection trip was undertaken in Algonquin Park. Four of the hiking trips took place in the Fall, two hiking trips took
place in Winter, ensuring that data was collected during different seasons and in different conditions. Weather conditions included everything from warm and sunny Fall days, foggy and rainy
days, to snow storms. While most of the time we slept in tents on back-country camping spots,
occasionally we pitched the tent on non-official spots in the back-country. On one occasion each,
we spent the night in a rustic cabin, in tents next to a country road, on a campground in the frontcountry, and in an emergency shelter (“lean-to”) without a tent. The following table provides an
overview of the hiking trips that provide the main observational data in this study.

!
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Trip Name

Duration

Destination

Number of
Participants
(Excluding
Researcher)

Weather
Conditions

Type(s) of
Accommodati
ons

September 28-30

Adirondack
mountains

8 from
Hamilton
College and 10
from Queen’s
University

Rain, fog

Roadside
camping and
rustic cabin

Adirondack
Adventure Trip

October 12-14

Adirondack
mountains

3

Sun, snow, rain

Back-country
camping and
emergency
shelter

Adirondack 3

October 19-21

Adirondack
mountains

7

Rain, sun

Back-country
camping

Algonquin

November 09-11

Algonquin
Park

8

Sun, some ice

Front-country
camping and
back-country
camping

Winter Gothic's

December 20-22

Adirondack
mountains

4

Snow, sun, rain

Back-country
camping

February 15-17

Adirondack
mountains

4

Snow, sun,
blizzard

Back-country
camping

Adirondack 1

Winter Marcy

Table 1: Overview of data collection trips

The data collection trips were documented through 114 pages of field notes and about
2,150 photos. Some short notes were taken while being in the field; however, the material conditions often times prohibited taking extensive field notes. For example, missing light, a very
cramped environment in the tent, and freezing temperatures did not allow for writing over longer
periods of time in a notebook. These difficulties were overcome by writing extensive field notes
right after returning from hiking trips, which were based on the notes taken during the trip, the
photos collected during the trip, and a map of the hiking area. Especially the large amount of
photos proved to be invaluable when compiling the field notes, as they document in high detail
the events and material environments during the hiking trip.
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The field notes payed close attention to how material conditions impacted practices in and
experiences of nature. Although nature cannot be interviewed, it is possible to tease out nature
agency and other forms of non-human agency through an attention to the geographical terrain,
natural forces, and the role of objects in the shaping of hikers' experiences of the hiking trip
(Canniford and Shankar 2013; Epp and Price 2010; Waitt and Cook 2007). For example, attention has been paid during the hiking trips to the condition of the trail, how participants moved
through nature (e.g., would they grab a branch of a tree to pull themselves up the slope), and
what technologies they used in their engagement with nature (e.g., do they use hiking poles). A
data collection protocol that details what data points have been collected through observational
and interview research methods is presented in Appendix 1.
Ethnographic interviews (Canniford and Shankar 2013; Waitt and Cook 2007) complement
the data set gathered through participant observation. Seventeen long interviews ranging between
60 and 150 minutes were completed shortly after these participants returned from the various
hiking trips. During the interviews, informants were asked to talk about their hiking experiences
in general and to specifically recall the experiences gathered during our previous, shared hiking
trip. Photographs and a map of the hiking area were used as props (i.e., autodriving; Belk et al.
1988). During the interviews, informants were encouraged to reflect on their relationship with
nature, on how they experienced natural forces, how they experienced moving through and
dwelling in nature, how their experience on the hike matched their prior expectations, what moments were most memorable, and how they used and how they have chosen which objects to
bring with them on the hike. Issues pertaining to sustainability were not asked directly, because it
was more important to generate a thick description of how consumers negotiate their relationship
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with nature to arrive at a cultural understanding of the harmony paradox that underlies sustainable consumption. Table 2 presents an overview of the hiking participants who also agreed to be
interviewed for this study.
Pseudonym

Number
of trips

Participated in
Hiking Trips

Age

Gender

Level of hiking
experience

Role on trip

Elizabeth
(two
interviews)

3

Adirondack 1,
Adirondack 3,
Winter Marcy

21

female

(3) extensive

trip participant

Evelyn

1

Adirondack
Adventure Trip

21

female

(3) extensive

trip participant

Jasser

4

Adirondack 1,!
Adirondack
Adventure Trip,!
Adirondack 3,!
Winter Marcy

23

male

(1) novice

trip participant

Albert

1

Adirondack
Adventure Trip

24

male

(3) extensive

trip participant

Heidi

1

Adirondack 3

18

female

(1) novice

trip participant

Bonnie

2

Adirondack 3,
Winter Gothics

21

female

(4) expert

trip leader

Chris

2

Adirondack 3,!
Winter Marcy

21

male

(4) expert

trip leader

James

3

Adirondack 3,!
Algonquin,!
Winter Marcy

22

male

(3) extensive

trip participant

Katie

1

Adirondack 3

21

female

(2) intermediate

trip participant

Barbara

1

Algonquin

20

female

(1) novice

trip participant

Samuel

1

Algonquin

19

male

(1) novice

trip participant

Marian

1

Algonquin

24

female

(1) novice

trip participant

Rachel

1

Algonquin

25

female

(1) novice

trip participant

Ronald

3

Adirondack 1,!
Winter Gothics

24

male

(3) intermediate

trip participant

Ruth

1

Algonquin

20

female

(2) intermediate

trip participant

Table 2: Overview of depth interviews
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Chapter 5: Findings

!
The findings are organized into three themes that together illuminate the complexities and
paradoxes of hikers' quest to be in harmony with nature and to control nature. The first theme
explores how hikers seek harmony in nature that is external to civilization. This theme shows
how hikers adopt romantic discourses of nature in their longing for a primitive and sacred nature.
A strong dualistic framing between “good nature” and “bad civilization” is found in hikers' accounts, as they reject modern civilization and technology in order to find harmony with a benevolent "Mother Nature." This dichotomy prompts hikers to seek out ever more remote and wild
places that idealize the primitive and the sacred, so that an important contradiction arises: In their
search for "more nature," as far away from civilization as possible, hikers must work harder to be
in nature and must deal with more physical dangers. Dealing with these greater challenges and
dangers of "more nature" requires hikers to use more technology, which is a marker of civilization. How can harmony with nature arise when hikers have to overcome physical dangers of nature, and when technologies are brought into what is supposed to be a pristine and primitive nature?
The second and the third themes unpack these complexities, first focusing on the role of
physical dangers (theme 2) and later on the role of technologies in hikers' engagement with an
active nature (theme 3). The second theme explores the two-sided face of physical dangers in
hiking. On the one hand, hikers seek out and embellish physical dangers because these offer
proof that they have indeed left behind the safety net of civilization and have entered a wild and
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pristine space of primitive nature. Physical dangers allow hikers to enact romantic scripts of
community and achievement, and to stylize themselves as adventurers who explore the few remote, wild, sacred and sublime places of nature that are left. On the flip-side, hikers also lose
control and are dominated by the material and physical dangers of nature. Thus, dangers in nature lead not only to the appropriation of romantic discourses, but also give rise to interpretations
and actions that are based on utilitarian discourses of nature. Nature is therefore ambivalent in its
meaning: it is both sacred and sublime, but also dangerous and something that needs to be controlled and bound into service for the benefit of human well-being. In contrast to the first theme
that solely presented how hikers strive to experience "more nature," considering physical dangers
of nature in theme 2 thus also shows how hikers strive for "more civilization." They embrace
dangers in their search for primitive nature, but they also seek to escape nature and long for a
safer, managed, civilized nature.
The third theme explores the paradox that is presented in the second theme from the perspective of fluidly shifting assemblages. Following the post-human axiom of symmetry between
actors who constitute an assemblage, it is first demonstrated how nature is an active agent that
possesses agency in its own right, in the sense that it alters the experience of hikers in nature.
While hikers often draw on animistic constructions of an ensouled Mother Nature (who can be
benevolent-caring but also malevolent-testing), the third theme proceeds with making the more
general point that material forces of nature constantly shape the assemblage of how hikers perceive and act in nature. Given this active presence of material nature, it is shown how the material-cultural assemblage of hikers' relationship with nature is constantly shifting, and that hikers
cannot fully control the assemblage according to their own intentions and desires. In Pickering's
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(1995, p. 260 words, "human actors are […] now inextricably entangled with the nonhuman, no
longer at the centre of the action and calling the shots." Meanings and phenomena emerge from a
fluid assemblage in which all actors co-constitute each other and in which materialities of nature
can align with both romantic and utilitarian discourses of nature. As shifts in the overall assemblage occur, the meanings attributed to nature and technology used on hikes can change as well.
Using a hiking pole as the main example, it is shown how technology not always distracts from
being in harmony with nature, but can also be a symbol of our struggle for harmony with nature.
These three themes thus explore the complexities of hikers' relationship with nature. While
the first theme shows how hikers appropriate romantic discourses of nature, hikers’ ability to fully control what discourse is appropriated is problematized in the second theme which presents
hikers' response to the materialities of nature. Further moving from a humanist to a post-humanist perspective, theme three highlights the active role of materialities in how hikers relate to nature, leading to a much more detailed understanding of the harmony paradox and its underlying
negotiations of cultural discourses and material resources.

5.1 Theme 1: Escaping Civilization to Easily Find Harmony in Nature
Previous research has shown that even though the influence of civilization on nature is
known and evident, consumers often uphold romantic ideas of an external nature and seek to
embed themselves into nature to form a harmonic whole (Arnould and Price 1993; Canniford and
Shankar 2013; Waitt and Cook 2007). The same phenomenon is found in this ethnography of
hiking. Informants desire romantic experiences of a primitive and sacred nature, and they hope to
find these by removing themselves as far from civilization as possible – geographically and emo-
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tionally. These attempts of "getting away from civilization" and to return to a "real nature" lead
to the paradoxical situation that hikers often bring more, not less, civilization with them into nature, by using highly technological hiking gear in order to protect themselves from the non-harmonic dangers of a "wild nature."
Nonetheless, virtually all informants embrace romantic notions of a primitive and sacred
nature that is untouched by civilization. This notion hinges on an emic understanding of an external nature that is separated and different from civilization (Canniford and Shankar 2013).
Consistent with the romantic discourse, being in such an external nature is a cleansing and rejuvenating experience as it allows informants to find refuge from the stresses and complexities of
their everyday life in the city. Nature is more than just a different geographical space; it is the
romantic anti-structure to modern civilization (Tumbat and Belk 2011) which corrects the many
faults of civilization we are struggling with in our daily lives.
The framing of a sacred and peaceful nature versus a stressful and disturbing civilization is
found in Katie's quote below:
KATIE: My room right now is on ____ Street and there’s always fire trucks going past,
like always cars, always sirens, and buses, and garbage trucks, and it’s so loud. And at
night like the streetlights shine in so I never feel like I’m really just kind of centred and
relaxed. But when I’m on a hiking trip like there’s just nature and just birds and those
kind of sounds, those are really relaxing and nice.
In this quote, Katie lists various types of civilizational stresses she has to endure in her
everyday life: The constant noise of cars passing by under her window is made worse by the ex-
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cruciating noise of sirens and warning sounds of fire and garbage trucks. Artificial lights at night
prohibit Katie from experiencing darkness and the natural change of day and night that humans
have lived by before modern civilization. All these stresses unsettle her and make it impossible
for her to feel "centred and relaxed." In contrast, when Katie is in nature, the only sounds are
coming from birds and other natural sources, and those sounds have a relaxing effect on Katie.
Similarly, informants on multiple trips enjoyed the pitch-black darkness that only exists far away
from light-emitting cities. Often times this experience is enjoyed by standing in darkness and silence. And alternatively, when the sky is clear, hikers enjoy the backcountry night by silently
gazing at uncountable stars.
Without saying it, Katie implies here that she can feel centred in nature, thus invoking a
dualistic opposition between a primordial nature and modern civilization. In this typically romantic narrative, modern civilization is framed as constraining and corrupting. Being in nature
on the other hand, as also pointed out by another informant, produces "a feeling of being free"
because one "doesn't get disturbed by any technology" (Marian). In this romantic motif, technology is something bad, something that disturbs humans from having better social interactions,
finding their inner self, and living a better life (Kozinets 2008).

5.1.1 ”Real” Nature is External to Civilization
Not all nature is created equal. Informants differentiate between ordinary nature and a nature that is left pristine and untouched – or at least believed to be untouched – by human hands
and modern civilization. Thus, informants prefer Canadian wilderness over European cultivated
nature, and desolated backcountry settings over front country car camping or more developed
areas that have to be shared with a lot of other people in an almost amusement park like style.
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For example, when probing Evelyn on the difference between being in nature on her own (or
with a few friends) or with a lot of different people in a more busy, "touristy" area, Evelyn confides that being in nature that isn't over-flooded with other people allows her to feel like she is in
"more nature":
EVELYN: It just feels like that you are the only one. I don’t know. It again feels like
more nature, like that you cannot hear a lot of people talking and more like you’re actually out there.
Similarly, Samuel and many others feel "most in nature" when they cannot see any sign of
human interference with nature. Landscapes that do not show villages or isolated houses are considered to be better hiking grounds than other places that show human infrastructures.
SAMUEL: I guess I feel the most in nature when it’s just trees, and water, and you can’t
really see anything manmade. It’s just completely submersed in nature and everything.
The sentiments of Evelyn, Samuel and many others mirror the longing for a primitive, sacred nature that has been documented in multiple previous studies that analyzed consumers in
nature (Arnould and Price; Belk and Costa 1998; Canniford and Shankar 2013). The longing to
escape modern, urban culture is best satisfied when nature is perceived to be minimally altered
(or best: not altered at all) by human interaction. In a place that is deserted, where Evelyn cannot
hear or see other people around her, she feels like she is "actually out there," in a place far removed from civilization.
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The same longing for a primitive and pristine nature lies at the core of why Jasser, an international student from Saudi Arabia, wants to hike in North American nature.
JASSER: I like nature. I like to observe stuff as they are not messed up by human hands
I guess. Because when we go to nature, you can imagine how people from centuries ago
lived, and like how did they manage without houses or so. We can actually see that.
Jasser started hiking right away when he arrived in Canada, but his first experiences with
Canadian nature did not really stand out as anything special. It did not match his requirement to
see a landscape that is "not messed up by human hands." Jasser described how a conservation
area near by was "nothing really special," "just a small hike" that was "a bit off the street, so it's
not really full of nature." In contrast, during his trips to the Adirondack mountains – a wilderness
area in New York state – Jasser experiences nature which "no human altered […] in any way":
JASSER: It’s like as god created it. I love that feeling like I’m in a place where no human altered it in any way.
Further probing into the differences between hiking "a bit off the street" and hiking in the
Adirondack mountains, Jasser revealed that what he calls "real hiking" requires something that
might be called real nature – a wild and primitive area that is "full of nature" such as "rivers,
falls, bigger trees" and a "more difficult trail":
INTERVIEWER: So when you signed up with the Outdoors Club and you went on this
other trip [in the Adirondack], so that was your very first time of…
JASSER: Real, yeah real hiking.
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INTERVIEWER: How was [hiking in the Adirondack] different from the smaller trip
[just a bit off the street] you did before?
JASSER: Definitely higher altitudes obviously, more um... it had more stuff. Like it had
rivers, falls, bigger trees, a difficult trail, or not difficult but more difficult. Yeah, a harder trail. It looks better, like I enjoyed it better because the view is better, the trail itself is
fun, yeah.
Jasser desires to be in a nature that is not messed up by human hands: where no humans
live, where there is "more nature-y stuff" and less of the stuff that is normally associated with
civilization such as houses, cars, structures and other people. The same is true for Elizabeth and
her account of hiking in New Zealand. Elizabeth describes how some trails are minimal and basically just a narrow path, while others, especially the more popular ones, are well developed
with huge chalet type huts and gravel broad-walks. Elizabeth recognizes that the latter level of
development is a necessary accommodation, considering the vast amount of people visiting each
year. However, she finds that such level of development distracts from the image of New Zealand as the figurative 'end of the world' – a place that is truly wild.
By preferring more desolated and less developed natural areas, Elizabeth, Jasser and Evelyn recreate the romantic myth of the Solitary Wanderer (Squire 1988; Vaughan, Börsch-Supan
and Neidhardt 1972) in their accounts: a person who on his or her own strides through wild nature in search of harmony with nature and the exploration and rejuvenation of self. The Solitary
Wanderer is a central motif of romanticism that can be found in literature and the fine arts. For
example, Caspar David Friedrich's iconic painting of the Wanderer above the Sea of Fog shows a
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Wanderer who gazes upon a sublime landscape that unfolds into the distance. The back of the
Wanderer in Friedrich's painting occupies the spot in which all diagonal lines of the picture come
together, inviting the observer to partake in the transcendental and spiritual experience of harmony between Wanderer and nature (Vaughan et al. 1972).

!
Figure 5.1: Caspar David Friedrich’s: Wanderer Above the Sea of Fog
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Informants actively work to portray themselves as the Solitary Wanderer either through
emphasizing how removed they are from civilization (through rejecting modern technology, most
often watches, phones and computers – hallmark devices of modern values of efficiency and control), or by creating 'photo ops' that recreate Friedrich’s quintessentially romantic motif. For example, Jasser carefully arranged scenes and positioned himself in nature as a “Rückenfigur,”
thereby closely resembling the visual style of Caspar David Friedrich and other romantic landscape painters.

!
Figure 5.2: Jasser’s appropriation of romantic imagery

When asked to describe his own signature photo style, Jasser explains that his pose of
“gazing at the distance” emphasizes how deeply he is connected with nature, forming a holistic
whole.
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JASSER: I’m gazing at the distance or the horizon. That way when I look at the picture I
feel like that I’m enjoying nature, and [that] I’m gazing upon it and I’m deeply connected with nature.
The further one leaves behind civilization, the better the experience of being in real nature.
For example, during the second Winter trip to the Adirondack mountains, our hiking group of
five arrived on the deserted summit of Mt. Marcy in the early morning of a cold and snowy day.
We had the summit of this normally popular mountain all for ourselves for about one hour, during which Chris sought out places that would offer the best stage for pictures that demonstrate
how he, as a Solitary Wanderer, is at one with a sacred and sublime nature.

!
Figure 5.3: Chris as a Solitary Wanderer on Mt. Marcy
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The way in which Chris strikes this particular pose while standing in a ray of light on Mt.
Marcy also demonstrates how hikers seek to find the sacred in primitive nature, complementing
the romantic motif. Thus, by rejecting civilization – avoiding structures, technology and other
people – and by seeking out portrayals of the Solitary Wanderer in a primitive and sacred nature,
informants are able to find romantic ideals of harmony with nature, community with a small
group of likeminded companions, and personal feelings of accomplishment (Arnould and Price
1993; Belk and Costa 1998).

5.1.2 Harmony is Easily Found in a Benevolent Nature
It is worth pointing out that these narratives and images of harmony with nature have particular Arcadian undertones of a benevolent Mother Nature (Merchant 1990; Pepper 1996;
Scholz 2012). When describing their experience of feeling at one, interconnected, or in harmony
with nature, informants often depict nature in an Arcadian gestalt that is filled with great views,
large landscapes, mountain tops, waterfalls, rivers and quiet lakes – "The Big Outside" (Cronon
1996) immortalized in romantic landscape paintings by John Constable and Caspar David
Friedrich in Europe, and by Thomas Cole and other painters of the Hudson River School in
America (Pepper 1996; Vaughan et al. 1972). Hikers experience feelings of harmony with this
benevolent Mother Nature almost passively – half observing from the outside and half being inside nature – by sitting or standing quietly and just watching, or maybe by listening to nature's
sounds before falling asleep:
JASSER: Just by sitting calmly, not talking to anyone, and just looking and appreciate
how everything connects together, the trees, the mountains, whatever is, how they make
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a pretty, pretty picture when you look at it. I don’t know how to describe it, but if I’m
enjoying a view I just want to enjoy it by just sitting by myself or just watch it calmly or
quietly and I won’t think of anything. I just appreciate the view.
RACHEL: When I’m standing like at a place where there’s a lot of wind, I can feel free
and everything else gets like really less important. It relaxes me. Like for mountains, it’s
kind of similar. Because if I’m standing like on a mountain and you can see really far,
like all those little annoying details in your everyday life, they kind of get less important. They kind of vanish and you think, “Okay. If there is something like this, why does
this, in my everyday life matter?"
BONNIE: The reason I don’t mind having wet boots and all of those things that come
with tenting is that’s what camping is. I’ll try to put it into words for you. Like you can
hear the rain. It’s sleeping beside the waterfall and hearing every part of the waterfall.
It’s hearing all the crickets and everything like that. […] It’s like nature’s white noise.
It’s just amazing. I guess it’s just being so in touch with the natural environment that
makes it better than being in the log cabin.
It is interesting to note how these ways of experiencing harmony with nature seem to require hikers to do little more than opening up their senses to a benevolent nature. One only has to
sit or lie quietly and watch, listen, smell and feel, and soon one becomes part of the whole, unified with an intrinsically harmonic nature. While it may take a while until a hiker has shaken off
the numbing influence of civilization, harmony with nature is an almost guaranteed achievement,
contingent only on the condition that one has sufficiently left behind civilization and has opened
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up one's senses to the sacredness and spirit of a primitive and pure nature. In the following quote,
Bonnie describes how, almost with a flick of the switch, she feels "organic again."
BONNIE: It’ll first appear, not necessarily subtle, it’ll first appear after your first hour
of hiking. After like the first 15 minutes usually, like, “Are you going to do it?” After
that first hour, then you’re like, “Here I am.” You pick your head up for like the first
time. You’re like, “This is it. I am exactly where I want to be.” But then you’re not exactly how you want to be. You haven’t actually shaken the habits that, like for me at
least, that I have. Like my train of thought that I have, in [the town where I live], or at
school. So that takes like three more hour, maybe; or maybe at the time we peak the
mountain. This is like how I feel organic again. I feel like… There’s a continuity between the environment and me. It’s not like I am separate from the environment, definitely. This is exactly how it’s supposed to be.
Other informants report how they are relying more on their instincts when navigating
through nature, as if they re-discovered their innate abilities to be in nature. This conception of
easily finding harmony fits with the romantic ideal of the Arcadian nature, a separated place from
modern life that is benign and ideal to rest one's soul and forget about the worries of everyday
life.
With harmony being easily found in a primitive and sacred nature, the whole experience of
harmony, in this typical romantic account, thus hinges on a hiker's ability to leave behind all
traces of civilization and to enter the sacred space of "real nature." Hence, it is of little surprise
that informants often claim in their narratives just how much they have escaped civilization.
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Since civilization is the anti-structure to nature, rejecting all possible traces of civilization is a
constant concern. For example in the quote on page 114, Bonnie points out that she would not
have the same feelings of being in nature if she slept in a log cabin.
Escaping modern civilization and finding harmony in a primitive nature also allows informants to experience a heightened sense of community and accomplishment (Arnould and Price
1993). In the quote below, Albert draws on the by now familiar dualistic framing of a pristine
nature that is outside and separated from modern civilization. The charm of going into the backcountry is for Albert to escape the “safety net” of civilization, and to instead rely on his own
skills and other group members’ skills. Having to rely on each other forms deeper bonds between
individuals who sometimes even did not know each other before the trip had started. A group of
strangers is turned into a fellowship over the short time of only three days through working together and relying on each other. And by being responsible for oneself and fellow hikers in the
absence of the safety net of civilization, those who return from pristine nature into civilization
have achieved a personal accomplishment, learnt new skills, achieved new experiences, and
grown as a person.
ALBERT: The biggest difference [is that with] backcountry camping you’re so much
more isolated from civilization, from help, [so] that the reward is that much greater. We
grow up in a society, one phone call away from experts coming to help us. Ambulance,
police, fire, all those emergency services we take for granted in our everyday lives, so
there’s that safety net built into our civilization, our everyday lives. And the thing that’s
attractive about going backcountry camping is you don’t have that and you have to rely
on each other, and the friendships and the bonds that you establish in that environment
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are so much greater than the ones that you have just day to day lives because you’re depending on these people for your survival basically. You know, I trust that your stove
works correctly to cook our food, I put faith in your guidance, your map, and your compass, and your orienteering skills. […] I think our group is great in the sense that we
complemented each other in our knowledge and our skills. But yeah the main draw
about backcountry camping is the independence and the isolation from civilization… it
makes it more meaningful when you’re able to successfully complete a trip.
Thus, the familiar themes of romantic experiences in nature – feeling at one with nature,
experiencing a deep sense of community, and personal growth (Arnould and Price 1993) – are at
place in this context as well. As shown above and argued by Canniford and Shankar (2013),
everything hinges on the experience of a romantic nature that is separate from modern civilization. Informants in this study thus work tirelessly in their verbal accounts and in their photoguided memories to convince themselves and others that they have shaken off all traces of civilization and found harmony in a primitive and sacred nature.
However, hikers' desires to be as far away from civilization as possible and to find harmony in a primitive and sacred nature give rise to an important paradox. In their efforts to experience primitive and sacred nature, hikers have to engage in activities, endure discomforts and
overcome challenges that all seem to contradict the idea of easily finding harmony in a benevolent Mother Nature. A path right next to a road or parking lot does not constitute "real nature,"
and so hikers have to work hard to experience primitive and sacred nature by venturing far into
the backcountry. And once found, one’s bonding with a primitive and sacred nature is always a
fleeting experience that is more easily lost than found. For example, shortly after Chris had the
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picture taken that shows him in a sacred communion with nature on the snowy and deserted
summit of Mt. Marcy (see figure 5.3), our group was greeted by large number of hikers climbing
up the slope. Nature must be people-less in order to be primitive and sacred (Cronon 1996), and
thus sharing the summit of Mt. Marcy with fifty other hikers would have diminished feelings of
harmony with nature.

!
Figure 5.4: Romantic experiences of nature require planning, discomfort and sacrifices, for example by camping in the snow in order to be the first on a people-empty summit

In order to experience such romantic feelings of harmony with nature, despite a burgeoning
hiking industry and the popularity of the Adirondack mountains, hikers engage in practices that
challenge the idea of a benevolent Mother Nature. For instance, they endure harsh conditions
while camping at the foot of a mountain in the middle of the winter. In their search for the pris-
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tine and the sacred, hikers thus engage with a nature that is decidedly less benign and more dangerous than the idealized Arcadian version would suggest, and more technology is necessary in
order to protect themselves from averse conditions and dangers in nature. The following quote by
Samuel brings out the tension that nature becomes 'more dangerous' the 'more primitive and sacred' it is.
SAMUEL: It was definitely the most I’ve ever sort of been out of civilization. You have
to hike to the spot. Hike to where there’s no water. It was the most real camping I’ve
ever done, especially the fact that it was sort of winter. You have to have these winterized tents and winterized sleeping bags, especially the way you need to sleep at night, so
that you don’t get cold. You need to make sure that your clothes aren’t getting too wet
and stuff like that. There was definitely a lot more survival and sort of tricks than anything I’ve ever done before.
Samuel mentions the need for special winterized gear, such as winterized tents and extra
thick sleeping bags. In other areas, ice axes and crampons are required, and cold weather condition can make it difficult to find water or to operate one's stove. A lot more "survival tricks" are
needed in nature that is wild and pristine, and the need to include technology to cope with these
dangers rises. All of these aspects seem to oppose the idea of a sacred and benevolent nature.
Previous research has usually acknowledged the potentially dangerous forces of nature (Arnould
and Price 1993; Canniford and Shankar 2013; Belk and Tumbat 2011); however, it has not explored the dangers of nature in more detail. As Canniford and Shankar (2013, p. 1052) describe,
dangers are part of nature's sublime, and it is through this "blend of pleasure, terror and beauty"
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that feelings of community, accomplishment and existential authenticity arises. But how can
harmony with nature emerge in such conditions? The next theme looks at the role of dangers in
consumers' quest for being in harmony with nature.

5.2 Theme 2: Dealing with Material Dangers in the Pursuit of Harmony
While previous research recognizes "humans' vulnerability to immeasurable natural forces"
(Arnould and Price 1993, p. 34) and that the geographies of nature can sometimes dominate humans and pose threats to their lives (Tumbat and Belk 2011), little is known about the role such
dangers play in humans' relationship with nature and their search for harmony with nature. The
focus has been rather on the flip-side: how human actions pose dangers to certain cultural ideals
of nature (Canniford and Shankar 2013). However, in their longing for romantic and Arcadian
images of nature external to civilization, and for living out narratives and cultural roles such as
the Solitary Wanderer who lives in harmony with nature, hikers frequently have to deal with
challenges, stresses, hardships and dangers to their limbs and lives. And the landscapes that harbour the greatest potential of pristine-ness and sacredness – by being very remote, sparsely developed and difficult to access – put the strongest demands on hikers. In order to experience such
sacred moments as described in the previous theme, hikers must endure adverse weather conditions and are exposed to increased physical dangers of getting hurt, injured or even killed. How
can harmony with nature arise in a setting in which one unobservant move or a whimsical change
in weather can be detrimental for one's own well-being? By explicitly focusing on how hikers
deal with material dangers in their pursuit of harmony with nature, the second theme explores the
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dynamics of hikers' quest for harmony which, as the paradox that was uncovered at the end of
the previous theme would suggest, is not as straightforward as is often assumed.
The second field trip of this study, for reference sake called the “Adirondack Adventure
Trip,” offers an insightful case study on the relationship between physical dangers and hikers'
pursuit of being in harmony with nature. This particularly challenging hike embodied the dynamics that were observed across several data collection trips. Albert, Jasser, Evelyn and myself went
to the Adirondack Mountains in the middle of October. We began our 2.5 days hiking trip in an
area known as "The Garden." Although this area is already considered to be backcountry, "The
Garden" poses little challenges or dangers to hikers, especially in the favourable weather conditions we experienced while we hiked into the backcountry. In the field notes, I recall our hike to
the first tent ground in "The Garden" as follows:
FIELD NOTES: This area is called “The Garden,” and for a reason! The terrain is very
flat, and the path continues beautifully across small creeks, either via a few stepping
stones or a cute little bridge. Leaf trees are growing everywhere around the path, and so
late in the year the ground is covered with a blanket of yellow leafs whose scent produce
that special smell in the air of a beautiful late Fall evening. It was a very charming start
to our hike, and we were glad to be finally on our way.
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Figure 5.5: Saturday morning, slowly leaving “The Garden”

While this hike started out as "charming", it became soon dominated by discomfort and
physical dangers. After a cold night with sub-zero temperatures, we climbed up steep ascents
through snow and ice on Saturday. Standing on top of the second mountain we climbed on Saturday, we slowly began to realize that we had taken a wrong turn. However, it was not until
about one hour before sunset, after we had climbed down the mountain, that we realized that we
will not be able to make it back to the tents. Instead, we would spend the night just with our
sleeping bags in an emergency shelter – called "lean-to" – that is nothing more than three walls
and a roof. We were stranded and went to bed without food. On Sunday, our task was to hike
about 25km to the parking lot. It had rained through much of the night and all morning, and the
warmer temperatures melted the snow that came down on Friday night. Not only did we have to
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walk through constant rain, but the precipitation had also changed the geographical terrain we
had to traverse on our way back to the car. Parts that had posed little to medium challenges on
our way in became much more dangerous on our way out. On the day before we easily crossed
three main rivers by foot, but crossing the same three rivers at the same spots on our way back
proved much more challenging: The first river we took in a risky jump. The second river we balanced above a tree that offered a natural, albeit slippery and scary bridge over thunderous white
water below us. The third river we finally crossed by wading through ice cold water, holding on
to each others' shoulder straps, a mere 15 meters upstream from a major waterfall in the area. In
short, what started as a "charming" hike through "The Garden" turned fast into a challenging
hike that was considered the most dangerous trip any of us four have ever experienced.

!
Figure 5.6: Finding refuge in a "lean-to" shelter with an open wall. We carried sleeping bags with us (out of
luck), but no tent, sleeping mattress, or spare clothing, and we had an only limited amount of food.
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Figure 5.7: Rain during Saturday night and Sunday morning turned Saturday’s "winter wonderland" into a
wet and grey Sunday

Albert, who as shown in theme 1 seeks to escape the “safety net” of civilization to find romantic ideals of harmony and community in a wild and pristine nature, sums up this hike with
the following words:
INTERVIEWER: What was the most dangerous situation you ever had on all your
hikes?
ALBERT: Easily the trip we were on. It seemed like on the way back everything was
against us. The river level was so high that crossing those rivers was just an unreal experience. Crossing on the log I thought was … I thought someone was going to fall in be-
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cause it was really slippery and they had those twigs poking out, and you had to lift your
weight up above them, and when your weight is high you were much less balanced. The
river crossing where we had to walk through the river just above the Bushnell Falls, that
was pretty dangerous. We could have been swept away because the current was very
strong. And do you remember climbing up the steep rocks with the very small toe holds
at Haystack mountain? Those rocks were very steep and if one of us had fallen backwards… We could have easily injured ourselves seriously. So yeah, I think that trip was
probably the most intense, dangerous trip I’ve been on.
This particular trip is used as a case study to demonstrate how hikers deal with material
dangers of nature in their pursuit of harmony. The paradox that began to emerge in the first
theme, that hikers use "more civilization" in their desire to be in "more nature," takes centre row
when paying special attention to material dangers of nature. On the one hand, hikers welcome,
embellish and even seek out these dangers, as they offer proof of just how much one has left behind civilization as they enter a pristine and sacred nature. Dangers of nature allow hikers to appropriate romantic discourses of harmony with nature, community and rejuvenation of the self –
all of which form the backbone of the hiking experience. On the other hand, hikers are also dominated by material forces of nature and have to preserve their comfort and well-being in nature.
Thus, utilitarian discourses are appropriated as hikers seek to escape "real nature" and long for a
safer, managed, "civilized nature." Hikers therefore do not exclusively construct romantic conceptualizations of nature, but the meanings of nature and humans’ relationship with nature are
profoundly ambiguous and highly influenced by material forces of nature.
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The remainder of this section discusses both sides of this complex relationship in more detail; first how material dangers enable hikers to appropriate romantic discourses of nature, and
then how dangers prompt hikers to appropriate utilitarian discourses of nature and desires to escape and dominate nature.

5.2.1 Material Dangers Support Romantic Discourses of Nature
Material dangers that are found in “real nature” add to the experience of a romantic nature.
When big waves bring out the sublime of surfing (Canniford and Shankar 2013) and wild water
reminds rafters about the uncontrollable forces of nature (Arnould and Price 1993), the physical
dangers of a material-discursive nature give rise to opportunities for feelings of harmony, community and self-renewal through accomplishment. It is a "material-discursive" nature because
dangers are often culturally co-construed by hikers who are seeking out “safe dangers” in order
to enact romantic scripts of the Solitary Wanderer or adventurers who explore a pristine and wild
nature. For example, on Saturday morning of the “Adirondack Adventure Trip” we helped each
other across stepping stones over the first river, even though in reality no help was really needed.
In the field notes, I described the morning as follows:
FIELD NOTES: Nature was mainly passive this morning, providing a stage on which
we could enact typical hiking rituals. We crossed low-water rivers on stepping stones
and used them as photo opportunities that showed us in front of blue sky and little
streams.
The image below shows that very crossing. Albert, one of the more experienced hikers of
the group, offers Evelyn his hand to safely step over a gap of a little more than one meter. Right
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afterwards, he instructed Jasser, who was new to hiking, where to place his foot. The danger of
hurting oneself in this situation is small, but helping each other to overcome "dangerous moments in nature" serves as a prop to build community and, by dramatizing the situation (Holt and
Thompson 2004), to generate feelings of self-accomplishment.

!
Figure 5.8: Enacting hiking rituals through embellishing dangers of material nature

This is not to say that physical dangers are purely imagined by hikers, but that they are often sought out, welcomed and/or embellished in order to enact romantic identities and scripts.
Dangers give weight to the assertion that participants have left behind civilization and entered a
wild and pristine space. Participants of other trips also engaged in calculated risks such as standing on a "safe ledge" (Bonnie) right next to a waterfall, or sitting on the edge of a cliff overlooking the valley (Chris). More difficult or dangerous episodes of a hike are also especially signifi!127

cant for informants when discussing their experiences in nature, for example when hiking in the
dark was considered one of the highlights of a relatively easy hike in Algonquin Park (Marian) or
when one leaves the official path to explore a particular area of the landscape (Samuel, Chris).
During the latter half of the Adirondack Adventure Trip there was little need to further embellish physical dangers, as getting lost and crossing three rivers in unusual circumstances provided a heightened sense of danger. As the following exchange with Albert shows, these physical
dangers contribute to a feeling that we have left behind the safety net of civilization. In this wild
nature, hikers find safety by forming a tight knit community in which everybody helps out each
other.
INTERVIEWER: You mentioned how our group of four complemented each other.
What would you say was something which you were able to bring to this group?
ALBERT: When we were at the backside of Haystack and we were looking for a path
leading out to the east, and we couldn’t find it, I kind of went up and down the side of
the mountain to look for other routes, other paths. And I could do that relatively quickly
and sort of report back what I saw. Or other situations, like jumping across the river, I
have a hand ready for other people to help across. I think that was something I added,
and I had bandages that I used to bandage up Jasser’s hand and I had extra gloves. I always bring extra socks and gloves because I know we had rain the whole time and we
were soaking wet, and …
INTERVIEWER: So hiking is very much teamwork in your eyes?
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ALBERT: In that situation it was. You know, we were all working together as a team I
felt, and it arises out of necessity because we were faced with unusual circumstances.
But yeah, in other cases, when everything is going fine and everyone knows we’re not
lost, then there’s less of a need to collaborate. There’s more of a leader and followers in
that situation I’d say.
INTERVIEWER: Which of these two trips resonates more with you?
ALBERT: Oh I like the ones when we collaborate more. Um … yeah I think people enjoy the trip more when they’re actively participating in the outcome. It gives them a
sense of control and a sense of accomplishment. Right, you know, if you can point to
something specific and say, yeah I helped in that way, I helped everyone in that way
then I think you have more … it’s a greater sense of accomplishment.
Encountering challenges and physical dangers in nature offers Albert opportunities for experiencing feelings of community and accomplishment. Both feelings are rooted in a belief, for
Albert, that he has left behind civilization and entered a more dangerous space in which he has to
trust other people with his life:
INTERVIEWER: You mention safety net a lot. I wonder right now … do people on the
hike turn into a safety net?
ALBERT: Yeah, and the whole appeal is that you’re depending on the people with you,
and that’s why the friendships and the bonds are so strong because you put your life in
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their hands and you trust them. So yeah they are the safety net, that’s why it’s so appealing.
Albert's quote above demonstrates how physical dangers in nature can contribute to romantic feelings of community and accomplishment (Arnould and Price 1993). Albert offered first aid
to Jasser who cuts his hand, lent his gloves to Jasser, and shared his food with all of us on Sunday morning. Albert always brings extra gloves and socks because he knows about the dangers in
nature, especially when something goes wrong. As he observes, hiking in wild nature forges
stronger bonds between people and allows for a heightened sense of accomplishment than what
would be possible to achieve in civilization, especially when people are "faced with unusual circumstances."
Evelyn also highlights the extreme conditions that allowed her to become more experienced and accomplished as a hiker:
EMELIE: It was like a crazy hike and like everything that could go wrong just went
wrong kind of. It got really bad (laughs). But in like a funny way. I say it was like a real
adventure hike, … I wasn’t that happy by the time I was there maybe all the time, but I
think it’s really fun after. And also now I know I can actually sleep out, and yeah it feels
like I did it. Well yeah, "I survived," not really, but I’m happy about [this trip] because
now I feel more comfortable hiking because I have experienced bad things too, which
makes you more comfortable, because you know you can make it.
Evelyn's quote demonstrates how physical dangers in nature allow for personal growth in
terms of forming long-lasting bonds, extending skills and forming favourable impressions of
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oneself as someone who "can make it." These desired effects are made possible because it is a
"real adventure hike," performed by a romanticized group of 'heroes' who overcome challenges
in a wild nature in their escape from civilization.
However, it is important to note how these situations are highly ambivalent for hikers. For
example, Evelyn jokes about how the trip "got really bad" and that her survival was at stake.
These rather dramatized statements suggest a more complex dynamic that is present in how hikers seek out physical dangers in their pursuit of harmony in an external, pristine nature. This dynamic is also found in the least experienced member of this group, Jasser, who recounts his experience of crossing the second river by climbing over a log:
JASSER: Yeah the log crossing, that one seems really intense and terrifying, but I was
excited to do it after Emily had done it. I was like "I want to do this." I was glad that I
had to do it. Like I was glad that I was put in a place that I had to do it. Yeah, I enjoyed
it. Typically you wouldn’t do it but because I had to do it that’s what made me… I was
forced to do it,… Why would you put yourself in a place of danger if you don’t have to
do it? But now that I’m forced to do it I was excited to do it, because it looks fun.
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Figure 5.9: Jasser crosses the second river over a log

The important point here is that informants seek out and welcome dangerous situations because they provide evidence for being removed from civilization, in the wild, and because they
offer opportunities for experiencing community and generating feelings of accomplishment. All
of these qualities that are normally associated with the anti-structure of civilization come to the
fore when the dangers are high. However, the passive language Jasser adopts in his statement
above points out the flip-side of physical dangers: It is also in these situation that hikers start losing control and become dominated by nature. Jasser explains that he was glad that he "had to"
climb over the tree. He wouldn't have done it normally, but he ended up enjoying it and he
gained more confidence and a stronger hiker identity because he "was put in a place" where he
had to do it. He is "forced" to engage in certain activities, in this example by the swollen rivers
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and other factors outside his control. While the field notes from the first part of this hike described nature as "mainly passive," nature is much more active in Jasser's account here. Instead
of being in a peaceful harmony with nature, Jasser is rather dominated by nature, and he is required to deal with situations that are forced upon him.
This observation of losing control and being dominated by nature is not limited to this particular hike, but can be observed in the other field trips as well. We did not always get lost, but
we often ended up hiking in the dark and dealt with adverse weather and equipment failures. In
these situations, physical dangers of nature added to our experience of a wild and external nature
outside civilization; yet instead of purely embracing these situations for their romantic potential,
informants routinely seek to separate themselves from and even escape nature. This flip-side of
physical dangers of nature is discussed next.

5.2.2 Material Dangers Prompt Utilitarian Discourses of Nature
So far, this chapter has discussed how dangers found in material nature can support hikers'
appropriations of romantic discourses of nature, as these "adventures" confirm that one indeed
has entered a wild nature which is outside and external from the civilized world. However, judging that material dangers of nature always or even only contribute to romantic experiences of nature would mean overlooking how dangers of material nature prompt hikers to adopt utilitarian
discourses of nature and lead hikers to seek separation from and the domination of nature.
Previous research, not exploring material dangers of nature in detail, mainly assumed that
these dangers would contribute to romantic experiences as described above. This conceptual
blind spot might have resulted from the contexts that were used in previous studies, as oftentimes
material dangers of nature are carefully managed away from consumers via service structures
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(Arnould and Price 1993) and experienced guides (Tumbat and Belk 2011), or waited out by
consumers (Canniford and Shankar 2013). In contrast, consumers in the current context often
have to face these dangers and discomforts, stay in the situation, and work their way out of it,
just as they would have to do in real life. By focusing on how consumers deal with dangers in
nature, a much different picture emerges in which the idealization of a romantic, external nature
is blurred with longings for civilization and the domination of nature. Even though participants
strive for romantic experiences of nature, appropriations of utilitarian discourses of nature can be
observed in how consumers desire to escape nature, not civilization, and how they long for a
more managed nature, not pristine and primitive nature. Both phenomena of escaping nature and
longing for a civilized nature are discussed in turn.
5.2.2.1 Escaping Nature
Arnould and Price (1993) briefly reported a "sense of exhaustion" after whitewater rafting
trips had come to an end, and that clients desired the comforts of civilization in the form of hot
showers and cool beverages. As the current data shows, such longings are not exclusive to the
end of a trip, but they frequently underly every encounter with nature. Participants may long for
escaping civilization and entering a wild and pristine nature, but the desire to escape nature and
to return to civilization is just as strong, sometimes even stronger.
During the "Adirondack Adventure Trip," Evelyn describes her emotional state on Sunday
morning, when she woke up after the night in the emergency shelter. We had little food left and
had to hike 25km back to the car through heavy rain.
INTERVIEWER: And in normal circumstances we might have waited out the rain, but
this time we really couldn’t. What motivated you to get out there?
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EVELYN: I think it was more like feeling of actually being on the way back. I knew that
it was a long way and I just wanted to be on the way. And when I know I’m on the way I
don’t really care if I get wet […] and then we will end up in the car where we’ll have
food and new clothes and everything.
In the quote above, the car signals our return to civilization, to food and dry clothes. Already disheartened by getting lost on the previous day and by spending an unplanned night in a
lean-to, the heavy rain is the final nail in the proverbial coffin that makes Evelyn want to escape
nature. Evelyn shows little interest in communing with nature, which is understandable since nature also seems to be unfriendly to her. Maybe more remarkable is that Evelyn shows little excitement in embarking on the adventure that lies ahead of her. Just the day before, in perfectly
sunny conditions, material dangers of nature were embellished by enacting hiking scripts such as
helping each other traversing rivers or climbing boulders. Then, these actions were performed to
heighten the sense of adventure and to demonstrate to ourselves, and to those who will hear
about the trip later on, just how much we are embedded in a "real nature” that is primitive and
wild. On Sunday, no embellishments are necessary. But instead of welcoming the adventure that
we desired on Saturday, all that keeps Evelyn moving on Sunday is the desire to return to the
comfortable confines of civilization.
Later on that day, we crossed three rivers under dangerous circumstances, and everybody
just wanted to return to the car. Albert, who specifically asked, after we had waded through the
ice cold waters of the third river, whether there would be any more rivers to cross, reported that
he felt "miserable walking in our squishy cold boots.” This does not mean that he and others did
not enjoy these challenges at all. As described above, overcoming these dangerous episodes in
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nature allows for feelings of accomplishment (e.g., when crossing a river by climbing over a
tree) and community (e.g., when forming a daisy chain to wade through a river). However, at the
same time these challenges are accepted reluctantly, forced upon us, and everybody hopes that
we will arrive back in civilization sooner rather than later.
INTERVIEWER: So in that stretch between the [third] river [crossing] and the tents, did
you almost hope there would be a fourth [challenge] coming along?
ALBERT: No. I just wanted to get home at that point. I said, you know, this has been a
fun trip, but I’m cold, I’m wet, kind of miserable, and I just want to get home. Yeah I
didn’t wish there to be anything else (chuckles).
INTERVIEWER: When did this desire of getting home start for you?
ALBERT: Pretty early in the second day right after the lean-to, after we woke up that
morning and it was pouring rain and at that point I still wasn’t sure we’d make it back
that day.
Albert just wanted to get home after the third crossing, a feeling that he shared with Evelyn
since the beginning of that day. Hikers set out on their hike to find adventures in a wild nature,
but after being faced with dangers that are part of the adventure, all they wanted to do was to
"get home" to the civilized world. It is tempting to make a claim at this point that informants are
hypocritical in their desire for being in a wild and external nature, separated from civilization.
However, this judgment would overlook the enjoyment informants report while struggling with
the powers of nature. In the quote above, Albert also reports that it "has been a fun trip", and oth-
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er quotes as well as field notes indicate that he was very engaged and enthusiastic about overcoming these challenges. Like with Jasser's narrative of the "log-crossing" presented before, fun
and excitement exist alongside terror and being coerced and dominated by nature. Experiencing
these dangers result in mixed feelings, rendering hikers’ relationship with nature a confluence of
romantic and utilitarian discourses of nature.
Across all hikes of this data set, a similar relationship between humans and nature emerged
that is full of complexities and ambiguities. Participants who are experienced and eager hikers
demonstrate a desire to be in harmony with nature, yet they also fear the cold nights, getting injured or lost in nature and being attacked by animals. On multiple occasions some members of
our group escaped nature quite literally, for example when the group on the first trip to the
Adirondack mountains were dominated by rain and decided not to climb down the mountain (as
we got up), but to get picked up by a car. Similarly, on the third Adirondack trip, Katie and Heidi
asked somebody for a ride when they arrived at a dirt road, to avoid hiking out the last 10km by
foot. Finally, the field notes of the fifth Adirondack trip, which took place in the middle of the
Winter, reveal how group members constantly discussed whether to spend the second night in the
tent again, or whether to hike out early in order to find a warm and comfortable motel.
Thus, highlighting the dangers in nature shows how a desire for being in a primitive and
external nature is accompanied by a desire for safety and comfort that is provided by civilization.
While theme 1 has shown how participants prefer the more pristine settings of a “real nature”
over settings that show more signs of human interference, the data in theme 2 shows how participants also desire “more civilization.” This is not only apparent when participants like Albert,
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Jasser or Evelyn long for being back at the car after being lost in the wild, but also when participants of all hikes wish that there was more human interference, not less, during their hikes.
5.2.2.2 Longing for a "Civilized Wild Nature"
The desire for more civilization is not only expressed when hikers wish to escape nature
and to return back into civilization, but even while hikers are embracing the romantic stereotype
of a primitive and pristine nature. This is an important differentiation, as it further complicates
the romantic distinction between a nature that is always wished to be wild, and a civilization that
is always rejected. In the reminder of this theme, it is discussed how hikers fluidly move between
romantic and utilitarian discourses of nature by wishing for more human management of a nature
that, as theme 1 has shown, is idealized as pristine and untouched.
An example of the wish for more human management of "wild nature" is found in how
hikers appreciate and even call for additional infrastructures such as bridges and signs in order to
make nature safer, more comfortable, or "civilized." For example, Evelyn suggests that a bridge
would make the crossing of the third river during our Adirondack Adventure Trip easier. Looking
back on how we had to wade through the river just a few meters upstream of a waterfall, Evelyn
thinks that this situation should be addressed by the park management ("they") in order to make
hiking safer in this region.
EVELYN: It just felt like […] they should organize something so you can cross it because it feels like that should have happened before to other people who come across it.
INTERVIEWER: How do you strike the balance though, because when you talked about
your hikes which were [more] organized in New Zealand, that there are cabins and
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something like this, that you’re not as much in nature… Do you think this might be why
there is no bridge, why they deliberately maybe don’t put any bridge in place in order to
keep it this more nature-wise.
EVELYN: Yeah… I just… it feels like it’s nice or it feels like it’s going to be untouched
like that they shouldn’t do anything in the area, but it just feels unsafe, it might be a
problem. I mean if it wouldn’t have been a huge waterfall here it probably should have
been fine to cross it wherever, but because of the waterfall it makes it like …
In the quote above, Evelyn wrestles with two conflicting notions that lie at the core of the
harmony paradox: the experience of an untouched and pristine nature, and being safe and comfortable while being in this nature. The same conflict breaks out in Elizabeth's quote below, in
which she recalls her experience of hiking in New Zealand.
ELIZABETH: They have these full on chalet type huts and – maybe they’ve had to do it
this way because there’s so many people – but the walks are gravel and I found that detracted from it because you’re really on the Routeburn track which is supposed to be just
wildness and beautiful scenery, and it is. But it’s not wild really and with that you can
have guided walks and they stay in these huts that have showers and stuff – who wants
showers?! – so it’s such a huge range.
INTERVIEWER: And what would be your favourite, what would even be your ideal
hiking experience in that wide range?
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ELIZABETH: The more primitive ones. They make you feel like you’re going places
that people haven’t gotten before, even though they have.
Elizabeth finds that signs of civilization – chalet, gravel paths and masses of visiting people – detract from the ideal of "just wilderness," because these signs of civilization remind her
that the Routeburn track is "not wild really." Elizabeth is a serious hiker who rejects luxury accommodations in nature ("who wants showers?!") and prefers more primitive areas for hiking
because they offer her the illusion that she is the first person to explore that region. Elizabeth is
fully aware that this is just a fantasy. When asking her whether it matters that, in fact, people
have been there before, Elizabeth demonstrates that while she is searching for an experience of a
primitive and sacred nature, she is also reluctant to enter a nature that is too primitive, too uncivilized, and too dangerous:
ELIZABETH: No, [it does] not really [matter that people have been there before]. Well,
I guess there’s that element of safety knowing that people have gone there before.
There’s a degree of fear when you’re going through a completely different area.
For Elizabeth, the feeling of being the first person who goes through an area is better than
actually being the first person – who knows what dangers are out there? She is not alone in this
sentiment. All informants value nature that is "not messed up by human hands" (Jasser), and especially in the winter, when one is able to lay down the first tracks on an untouched snow cover,
the illusion of being the first explorer of an unknown land is perfect. However, another example
from the Adirondack Adventure Trip demonstrates that a certain level of civilization is preferred
over no civilization at all.
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On Saturday during the Adirondack Adventure Trip, the first hint that our group might be
lost was presented when the hiking path suddenly disappeared. We stood on what we believed to
be Saddleback Mountain (in fact, it was Haystack Mountain), and the hiking path in this rocky
terrain was previously marked with yellow paint on the mountain's rock. Two different openings
in the trees suggested that there might be paths. The first one, which went in the right direction,
turned out to not be a path. We picked the second one to walk down, even though it did not make
sense to go down this direction according to the map. In the field notes, I mention that I was not
sure whether or not "this was really a path after all," since the only sign of human use was
"marks on the stone left by hiking poles." Further down, we finally saw an official hiking path
sign, which to our great relief confirmed "that we were on a real path!" (field notes).
The marks left by hiking poles on the rocky ground would normally be perceived as a saddening symbol that humans have begun to alter this beautifully wild nature. However, on this
occasion they turned into a sign of relief that we were indeed on a hiking path – a phenomenon
that will be explored in more detail in the third theme. As with Elizabeth and Evelyn in the
quotes above, I myself was also longing for the reassuring signs of civilization. At that moment, I
wanted more civilization, not less. In all these examples, hikers long for civilization while escaping civilization. They long for a “civilized wild nature.”
The fusion of the desire for a romantically idealized primitive and untouched nature, and
the desire for the safety and comforts of civilization is not limited to extreme situations, but is a
recurrent feature in hikers’ relationship with nature. A less dramatic example of how romantic
and utilitarian discourses of nature are simultaneously at play is presented in Samuel's account of
a hiking trip in Algonquin Park – a much less challenging hiking area. We set out for a two night
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trip on the second weekend in November. Temperatures were already low and reached freezing
temperatures in both nights. Overall, the terrain was relatively flat, and the hiking path led
through a forest with only a few minor view points. One of the most important differences on
this trip was how we spent the nights: The first night we camped in what is called the "front
country"; a campground that can be reached by car and that is equipped with running water and
washrooms. On the second day, we hiked for about 5km to a "backcountry" campground, where
we pitched tents before embarking on a 27km round-trip hike.
Samuel values to be in remote nature (theme 1), and the difficulties to get to and find the
backcountry campground add to his experience of being outside of civilization:
SAMUEL: The [second] campground is so that you feel like you’ve had to hike in.
You’ve had to find the spot to camp. It’s not just driving in and it’s there for you. It’s in
there, but you need to find it. Also, finding it is not the easiest. There’s a point where the
trees fall and we can't find the path. There’s all these side trails. If you don’t have a map,
it can be really confusing to where you’re going. [...] There were not even any signs
pointing to all the different campgrounds. There’s not even sort of dedicated trails to
each campground. It’s not very well explained. You have to take whichever path you
choose and see what’s there and then come back. Pick out a path and figure out what the
area is like.
Samuel mentions several times how he has to find a camp spot without any help from
signs. The absence of signs, which requires Samuel and a few others of the group to explore the
area on their own, is proof of how much we have left behind civilization. It is an adventure in its
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own right, and it provides participants with feelings of accomplishment and personal agency. In
short, the absence of signs and thus the absence of civilization is a good thing.
Yet, at the end of the day, the absence of signs and any other markers of civilization is perceived as less positive. We have already hiked in the dark for some time by then, and everybody
was exhausted from the long hike. Having almost reached the tents, we did not know exactly
which path we would take to go back to the tents, and we had to backtrack and stumble around
for a little while before we found the tents. In this situation, Samuel wished for more civilization,
instead of less:
SAMUEL: I think just by the end, I sort of felt more tired than I wanted to. I think it was
maybe when we thought that we shouldn’t take this trail and then we were going to go
to the next one? Then when we got there, it was, “No. We shouldn’t. We weren’t supposed to go this way. Let’s go back.” At that point, you’re feeling so tired. Now it feels
like you’re lost and you don’t even know which way to go and you’re wasting time.
You’re just running around when you don’t need to. It’s like we could have already been
back. Why are we still doing this? So that was sort of the most frustrating part.
The excitement of having no signs has turned into frustration, as exploring the area on our
own is no longer an adventure but just "wasting time." By wishing for better signage at the end
of the night, Samuel voices his desire for a more managed nature in similar ways as has been
shown in the previous examples, even though he highly values the experience of being in a pristine nature that is empty of the signs of civilization.
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By focusing on material dangers of nature and highlighting situations in which informants
were exhausted from or threatened by their contact with material nature, the data hitherto has
demonstrated how both romantic and utilitarian discourses shape hikers’ experience of nature.
Informants seek to have “more nature, less civilization,” and “more civilization, less nature” in
their experience of nature. The focus on materialities of nature thus added more complexities to
the observation that hikers, in their efforts to escape civilization and to experience primitive and
sacred nature, tend to find themselves in a nature that can be decidedly un-harmonic (theme 1).
When further exploring the role of physical dangers in the pursuit of harmony (theme 2), it is
found that "wild" nature is ambiguously layered with both positive and negative connotations,
inviting the appropriation of both romantic and utilitarian discourses. In order to fully understand
this paradox, the third theme continues the focus on materialities of nature by recognizing how
nature is an active agent in an assemblage of human and non-human actors. Through this perspective, hikers' paradoxical desires for "more nature" and "more civilization," as well as the
shifts in meanings that have been already hinted at in the current theme when discussing scratches left by hiking poles in the rocks, can be more clearly understood.

5.3 Theme 3: Engaging with an Active Nature
The first theme has demonstrated how hikers seek harmony in a pristine and sacred nature
that is external and separated from civilization – hikers seek “more nature” and “less
civilization.” Specifically considering the role of dangerous situations during hiking trips in
theme 2, it has been shown that material dangers can support the experience of a primitive, external nature and thus contribute to hikers' appropriation of romantic discourses of nature; how-
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ever, the same dangers also prompt hikers to adopt utilitarian discourses of escaping from and
dominating nature. The second theme, then, has already offered a glimpse at how material forces
of nature render the relationship between humans and nature to be highly ambiguous: Hikers
want “more nature, less civilization” and “less nature, more civilization.” The third theme explores in more detail how the human/nature relationship is shaped in a heterogeneous assemblage
that includes cultural discourses of nature, material geographies and forces of nature, and technologies that mediate humans’ experiences of material nature.
The third theme is presented in three mutually reinforcing moves that are revealed by a
post-human lens. First, informants conceive of nature as an active agent who, consistent with the
post-human notion of symmetric agency, is able to co-determine and influence the meanings and
phenomena that arise from the material-cultural assemblage. Second, this theme thereby points to
the limits of hikers to unilaterally control or define their engagement with an active nature. Discussing how changes by any actor can radically change the emergent properties of the assemblage, it is highlighted how actors within an assemblage always co-constitute each other, but
never can control the overall assemblage on their own. Human actors are not calling all the shots
(Pickering 1995), but phenomena and meanings arise from the intra-action (Barad 2008) between
human and non-human actors. Last, it is described how these shifts within an assemblage change
the meanings of individual actors, which relates to the post-human assumption that meanings and
phenomena are not fixed properties of the individual actors, but emerge from the interplay within
the assemblage. Ultimately, the third theme thus exposes the "dance of agency" in its full swing.
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5.3.1 Nature is an active agent
At the end of the first theme, Samuel was quoted as saying that on a "real camping" trip
"out of civilization," for which he needed "winterized tents and winterized sleeping bags" and
special knowledge of how to sleep at night without getting cold, he had to learn and engage in "a
lot more survival and sort of tricks than anything [he has] ever done before." Samuel's mentioning of survival tricks conjures up images of an active nature, squarely the opposite of Edenic and
Arcadian images of a calm and peaceful nature in which humans can instantly find harmony
(theme 1). Nature in his account is more a "trickster with whom we must learn to
converse" (Haraway 1992) than a beneficial but muted Mother Nature (Merchant 1983).
This conversation is sometimes framed in animistic terms:
INTERVIEWER: When did this feeling of real camping, real hiking, real nature start for
you on the trip?
SAMUEL: Maybe an hour. After realizing how far we actually had to hike into the forest to actually get to the camping spots. It was not something that was easy to get to, or
really close by. It’s sort of an event in itself, just getting there. It’s not like you can just
get to this spot, pitch your tent and then there’s all this intense hiking that you can do.
It’s more like, “No. If you even want to get into the area and do the intense hiking, you
need to be ready to go through some hills and stuff like that.” So it’s sort of just testing
you, even as soon as you step onto the trail.
INTERVIEWER: How is it testing?
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SAMUEL: If you can't keep up with the hills… If you can't climb all the rocks and all
the steep parts, and if you can’t cross all the rivers, then you’re not even going to make
it to the campground. You can’t even start camping. So it’s sort of setting the bar, I
guess.
INTERVIEWER: So who is setting this bar?
SAMUEL: Nature.
In Samuel's quote above, nature – at least the “real nature” away from civilization – is not a
passive space or stage where you just drop off your stuff. It is an active entity, and the moment
the hiker steps onto the trail, he or she is engaged in an active negotiation of skills, stamina and
the right to be there. Samuel embraces a very active language in this passage that includes framing nature as an interlocutor who addresses the hiker directly ("No. If you ever want…") and
who tests the hiker by seeing whether or not he can make the bar. The experience of nature, and a
hiker's relationship with nature, then emerges from the interplay between the agency of nature
and how the hiker responds and interacts with his or her own agency, for example by navigating
the terrain and applying survival tricks.
This dynamic exchange between nature and human agency, framed in animistic terms, is
even more pronounced when nature gets tough, as has been the case in the Adirondack Adventure Trip. When introducing this trip in theme 2, Albert was quoted as saying that "everything
was against us.” In the context of the current theme, Albert’s list of obstacles that needed to be
overcome – twigs poking out from a slippery log, currents of a river, and steep rocks – is not
merely a description of passive features in nature, but of an exchange between humans and an
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animistic nature which continues to throw challenges at hikers who, in return, must respond with
ingenuity, teamwork and persistence in order to prevail. This exchange between active nature and
active hikers is visible in how Albert reflects on the challenges we encountered during the
Adirondack Adventure Trip.
INTERVIEWER: After we mastered these challenges, and before,… what did you think
before and what did you think right after? How did you feel before and how did you feel
right after?
ALBERT: After I was relieved obviously um… after the third river crossing, where we
had to actually wade into the water, I was laughing just because I felt the whole situation
was so surreal, so ridiculous. I just kept thinking, you know, "what’s next?" Like is there
going to be a bear that’s going to come out and attack us? It’s like what could top this? I
felt like every time something happened it was one step worse than the time before, so it
just kept getting worse and worse, and I thought after that river crossing our boots were
soaking wet, we had to walk four kilometres or so in our wet boots, and I felt, you know,
"What could top this? What’s next?"
One might argue that Albert experiences this situation as "surreal" and "ridiculous" because
of the appearance that nature actually took human form, specifically the form of an antagonist
who, in an almost malevolent way, plays a game or makes a joke at our expense. While this sentiment echoes Samuel's suggestion that nature sets the bar and acts as a gatekeeper determining
who can camp in the backcountry, neither Albert nor Samuel subscribe to this "Green Giant" version of nature agency in serious thought. However, the way in which these hikers half-jokingly
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evoke images of an ensouled and competitive nature with an "active voice" can be a useful
metaphor (Bennett 2010) to recognize the ways in which material forces of nature constantly
shape the assemblage of how hikers perceive and act in nature. Hikers’ limits of controlling and
directing this constant shaping is explored next.

5.3.2 Limits to the Unilateral Shaping of Assemblages
Theme 1 has highlighted how hikers report a sense of harmony with nature, and theme 2
has demonstrated that these experiences are both supported and constrained by material dangers
in nature. In the language of assemblage theories, these experiences or relationships with nature
emerge from the interplay of various human and non-human actors, of which the individual hiker
and dangers in material nature are only a subset. Material forces of nature are not limited to dangerous situation, but also include fair conditions. For example, a beautiful and warm Sunday
morning interacts with romantic discourses of nature in the dance of agency, so that hikers are
able to construe nature in Arcadian terms and to feel in harmony with nature. At the same time,
the actions and presence (or non-presence) of other people also impacts the assemblage of how
hikers experience and relate to nature, for example when one member of the hiking group is
slower than the others, or when a desolated summit in the middle of the winter is perceived as
eerie until a large group of other hikers is spotted on its way up. The presence (and non-presence) and functioning (and non-functioning) of technology further impacts the assemblage, for
example when a stove will not function in cold temperatures, when hiking poles are left behind
in the car, and when snow-shoes are put on or off. And finally, the individual hiker exerts influence on this assemblage by prioritizing certain discourses, selecting certain hiking areas, seeking
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or shunning the presence of others, and taking technology into the backcountry or leaving it behind.
However, hikers have limited abilities to fix a certain (romantic) understanding of their relationship with nature. Rather, their relationship with and understandings of nature emerge from
a dance of agency in which every actor interrelates with the others holistically without any single
actor dominating the configuration of the assemblage at any point in time. Sometimes, a change
in material conditions can support hikers' appropriation of romantic discourses of nature, and at
other times, the bodily experience of material conditions lets hikers appropriate utilitarian discourses of nature – despite all intentions to find harmony in nature! The key is that different, fluid (counter-) assemblages can emerge at any time, and that hikers' interpretations of their relationship with nature, the meanings they attach to different actors within the assemblage, and the
practices they engage in are all an outcome of this temporally emerging process in which existing
culture and existing materiality create the boundaries of human intentions. This is a partial reversal of constructionist views that see nature as being defined by what cultural discourses are
adopted by a human observer. As the findings below demonstrate, it is rather that material conditions can give rise to the appropriation of some cultural discourses, but block others. The ways in
which the human/nature relationship is co-determined by human and non-human actors – without
any single actor having full control over the shaping of the fluidly shifting assemblages – can be
illustrated using two other hikes in the Adirondack mountains – one in the late Fall, and the other
one in the Winter.
In theme 2, an excerpt from the field notes described one of the entry points to the Adirondack Highland Area, "The Garden," as flat and an almost Arcadian ensemble of small creeks,
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stepping stones, wooden bridges, and "a blanket of yellow leafs whose scent produce that special
smell in the air of a beautiful late Fall evening" (field notes). A week later, I was with another
group in the same area, but this time we hiked in the rain and in the dark. Heidi, who is a rather
inexperienced hiker, confessed in an interview how she "hated the hiking in the dark" on our way
in, how she got frustrated by getting wet and falling into the mud. Harmony with nature did not
emerge on that night for Heidi, as the material conditions were not favourable for it. In fact, Heidi tried to persuade the group on that first night to not sleep in the tents but in the nearby backcountry cabin instead. In other words, Heidi preferred civilization over nature in this particular
situation.
On the next day, we were greeted by sunshine, and we hiked in a more mountainous area of
the Long Range trail. Struggling in this steeper terrain, the adversarial relationship with nature
further deepens for Heidi:
HEIDI: [The] rocks look menacing. [...] They make me not want to climb them. They
look difficult. They’re not difficult now but at the time they looked really hard and I
didn’t want to climb in, like they don’t look nice. There’s not enough colours and there
are so many sticks and it looks dangerous.
The missing colours, the rocks and sticks are all material aspects of nature that shape Heidi's relationship with nature in a certain way – towards the opposite of what Heidi was hoping to
experience during her first trip to the mountains. For more experienced hikers, the assemblage
might be shaped in a different way, as the close contact with nature while climbing up rock boulders might give rise to feelings of harmony.
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However, when we reached the summit of Mount Armstrong the assemblage shifted due to
changed material conditions. Instead of frustration and an adversarial human/nature relationship,
Heidi was able to experience feelings of harmony with nature, community and achievement.
Heidi was not the only hiker whose experience and relationship with nature had changed. The
following entry from the field notes described how the material landscape changed, and with it
our relationship with nature to a very harmonious and carefree attitude. In addition, our relationship to each other changed as well, as community was formed for the first time on this trip:
FIELD NOTES: The next peak (Armstrong Mt) was just about one km away, but it involved some serious climbing down and up to get there. … At around 4PM we reached
the summit of Armstrong Mt, a rock that opens up after cutting through some trees and
that is open to the West and South. … The rock offers a 180 degree view of the surrounding mountains, with Gothic's Mt. dominating the area close by and Marcy and Algonquin (two other of the most popular mountains in the Daks) being in the distance. A
truly beautiful spot! … We did jumping photos - right next to the cliff! Nobody of our
group seemed to be concerned about jumping into the air, with a vertical drop right behind us. This jump was about victory over the mountain, but it was also a way of celebrating the group, as it is one of the rare occasions where we put everybody (except one
photographer) into an organized picture.
The image below shows the way to Armstrong Mountain. The "serious climbing up and
down" is clearly visible in the picture, and the photos show how the path is relatively narrow so
that everybody had to walk in single file. While sometimes there were opportunities to climb up
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a different route, and some people on the hike used this occasion to further their sense of
achievement, the material geography of nature limited the way in which we were able to interact
with each other.

!
Figure 5.10: Serious climbing on our way to Mt. Armstrong, which required us to walk behind each other,
limiting social contact

The contrast to the plateau of Armstrong Mountain could not be more pronounced. After
"cutting through some trees" in a serial line, we suddenly had a large cliff to spread out and to
stand next to each other, leading to all kinds of celebratory play that gave rise to a strong feeling
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of community - we made it up the mountain together! In the field notes, I marvelled about the
careless attitude that made us jump up into the air right next to a vertical drop. Even though both
James and Jasser reported that Jasser almost fell over the cliff when they first arrived, no one
seemed to worry about the dangers that loomed just one or two steps behind us. In the field
notes, I wonder whether our careless attitude was influenced by the experience that "the mountain itself had been rather favourable to us" and that we were greeted with "an overall friendly,
maybe mysterious, mix of sun, blue sky, white fluffy clouds, and also some dark, larger clouds.”

!
Figure 5.11: The material geographies on the top of Mt. Armstrong allowed for a different human/nature relationship to emerge

The changes in material conditions – from a wet night to sun and white fluffy clouds, from
a narrow path to an open plateau – altered the assemblage in a way so that feelings of harmony
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with nature and community were able to emerge on this trip. In the quote below, Heidi affirms
that she felt as part of the group for the first time on top of Armstrong Mountain.
HEIDI: We were altogether and [...] kind of everyone was just together and it was just a
sense of bonding I guess. [...] So it was also like friendship, kind of getting closer, that
was really good on the top of that mountain. Before everyone was kind of just on your
own, like little groups. I didn’t feel like I was part of the group as much, so on top of the
mountain was really good.
This example demonstrates the limited ability of hikers to shape or even fix the assemblage
according to their own wishes. Even though Heidi joined the trip in hope for romantic experiences of nature, at first her desire for finding harmony with nature was not supported by material
agents within the assemblage, and she appropriated utilitarian discourses of nature instead. Only
after material conditions had changed, Heidi was able to appropriate romantic discourses of nature.
At other times, romantic ideas of harmony with nature are supported by some actors in the
material-cultural assemblage, but contradicted by others. A Winter hiking trip to Mt. Gothic's exemplifies how more than one assemblage can exist at any point in time, and how hikers fluidly
appropriate contradicting discourses of nature as their visual and experiential engagement with
nature aligns with divergent counter-assemblages. Like the previous example of a Fall hike up
Mt. Armstrong, the Winter hike up Mt. Gothic's that is discussed next demonstrates that hikers
have only a limited ability to fix the assemblage at any certain constellation.
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Bonnie, Etienne, Reimar, Laura and I left a few days before Christmas to climb Gothic's,
which is widely recognized to be one of the most difficult mountains in the Adirondack mountains. The previous discussion should make clear that this goal was easily the most radical form
of searching for a primitive, pristine, sacred and external nature. In Winter, the park is covered in
snow, and in order to reach and climb Gothic's we had to camp at a backcountry campground in
the middle of the High Peaks area of the park. As discussed in the previous themes, the remoteness and relative lack of civilization in this area offer ample opportunities for hikers to appropriate romantic discourses, and the fact that we hiked through a people-empty winter landscape that
required us to use additional gear such as crampons and a winterized tent further contributed to
the feelings of being a romantic adventurer. The field notes below describe the visual experience
during the morning at which we prepared to summit Mt. Gothic's.
FIELD NOTES: It was a beautiful day, sunny and blue sky, and we had seen the summits of the mountains we were aiming for basking in the sunlight on our way down from
Indian Head. I think all of us just wanted to get up there, into the sun. I most certainly
did.
The field notes reflect the romantic undertones that existed during the morning of our Winter trip. However, while some materialities of nature – the blue sky and mountain tops basking in
sunlight – can align with romantic discourses to allow hikers to feel in harmony with nature, other components such as hikers' bodily experience can align with counter-assemblages that bring
utilitarian discourses of a threatening nature to the fore. Considering not only hikers' visual but
also their bodily experience thus further highlights the fluidity of assemblages that are formed
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while moving through nature, and how hikers are not in full control over what cultural discourses
regarding their relationship with nature can be appropriated.
At the beginning of this trip, both the visual and bodily experience at first aligned with romantic discourses. On several occasions, we referred to the landscape around us as a "Winter
Wonderland." The snow on the ground and later on the branches of trees reflected the light, we
walked in the sun wearing only a single base layer, and we stopped many times to bath in the
warm light for a few moments. These experiences align with the cultural notion of a benevolent
and nurturing Mother Nature who provides for the well-being of her children – a classic romantic
motif that was also observed during another Winter hiking trip when participants frequently ate
snow directly from the branches around them, sometimes not even using their hands. Nature took
on sacred meanings, for example when the group marvelled about the absolute silence of a
frozen water fall or when we saw clouds moving into the valley below us. In short, the images
and sounds during our hike up the mountain continued to align with romantic notions of nature
as a primitive, pristine and sacred "Winter Wonderland."
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Figure 5.12: Walking in "Winter Wonderland" with only a base layer due to the warming sun of a nurturing
Mother Nature

While the visual experience remained very similar throughout the day, the bodily experience would not support romantic notions of harmony with nature as feelings of being cold, hungry and physically exhaustion continued to grow while we were approaching the summit. Earlier
in the morning we felt in harmony with nature while enjoying the view from Fish Hawk Cliff
and while climbing in solitude through a “Winter Wonderland” landscape with “clouds beneath
us in the valley” (field notes). The visual experience resembled quintessentially romantic imagery such as Caspar David Friedrich’s Wanderer above the Sea of Fog (see figure 5.1). However, even though the field notes describe how standing on a second cliff closer to the summit was
“a most exhilarating experience,” any romantic interpretations were countered by the stronger
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winds which gave rise to bodily experiences that supported a counter-assemblage of being dominated by nature. Wearing everything we had and moving our arms around to increase blood circulation, the "hike kind of arrived at a low." Once we arrived at the summit of Mt. Gothic's, we
broke with all hiking traditions and almost immediately began our descent. We barely took a
group picture, and most of the time we discussed how we would get off the mountain again. We
desired to escape nature.
Thus, material forces of nature and hikers' visual and bodily experiences come together
with cultural discourses in a "dance of agency" that gives rise to changing relationships between
hikers and nature. As theme 2 has already shown, it would be a serious misunderstanding to assume that all hikers constantly or even only enact romantic discourses, as utilitarian discourses of
a dangerous nature that needs to be controlled and/or kept at bay are frequently appropriated in
the examples above. In addition, the previous discussion has demonstrated that hikers’ ability to
shape the assemblage and to adopt certain cultural discourses according to their own choosing is
limited. Hikers are not calling all the shots (Pickering 1995), but a variety of human/nature relationships emerge from the interplay between different material and cultural actors within the assemblage. The ambiguities in hikers’ relationship with nature that have been demonstrated in the
previous themes can thus be better understood, as ambivalences must arise in a post-human account that recognizes how human and non-human agency is symmetrically intertwined and that
does not prioritize any actor’s ability to shape, control or fix the overall assemblage. Recognizing
hikers’ limited control over the shaping of the assemblage offers interesting insights into how
technologies, which are another big source of ambiguities, are perceived by hikers in their pursuit of harmony with nature.
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5.3.3 Meanings Emerge from Fluidly Shifting Assemblages
Previous research has noted that "resources often fail to work together" (Canniford and
Shankar 2013, p. 1059), for example when the toxic materials of a surfboard or the energy-hungry process of flying to surfing destinations "betray" desires for harmony with nature. In Canniford and Shankar's account of how surfers seek romantic experiences in nature, the recognition
that surfers' engagement with nature leads to the destruction of nature is a "betrayal" that must be
purified through ideological or experiential masking or redressing. However, given the fluidity of
assemblages discussed above, a different understanding of these "betrayals" emerges. One of the
main tenets of assemblage theories is that identities and the meanings of any actor within the assemblage are not pre-defined or fixed a-priori, but emerge from the dance of agency in which
every actor interrelates with the others in a holistic whole (Callon 1986; Delanda 2006; Pickering
1995). And as shown above, many different (counter-) assemblages can exist at any time, not
only between different sub-groups of hikers (e.g., "minimalists" and "gear-head" hikers as equivalents to "kooks" and "athletic-competitive" surfers in the surfing community), but also for every
individual person according to the changing material arrangements of nature. Thus, one must be
careful to not assume that the goal of an individual human actor is fixed upon the reproduction
of, say, a romantic discourse. Instead, one must recognize how different material arrangements
give rise to a variety of human/nature relationships, and that humans can not exert full control
over how the assemblage is shaped. As the constellations of assemblages change, for example
from a sunny afternoon in flat terrain to a hike in the dark over wet and swampy ground, the
meaning of objects that are part of the assemblage also change in relation to how the material
arrangements align with romantic or utilitarian discourses.
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A romantic understanding of her relationship with nature is presented in the following
quote by Bonnie. In her interview, she very much stresses the idea of being in touch with nature,
for example by getting as close as possible to waterfalls, touching the water, and sleeping to the
background sounds of "nature's white noise" – typical romantic themes of being in harmony with
nature. When confronting her with the paradox that we use a lot of technology while being in
nature, and asking her whether or not this would take away from her experience of being "in
touch" with nature, Bonnie replied:
BONNIE: I don’t eat power bars. I don’t bring dry food, and I actually don’t even own
my own tent. So I completely rely on other people for technology. Because I sometimes
completely reject it. Even though I use it, I struggle in buying it myself. Because I
would love to get to the point and get the experience and get the skills to be able to do
all this independently and without technology. I’m going to have to start with like a tarp.
I always have a knife. I don’t think I consider that technology. I think that’s been here a
long time. [LAUGHS] My dream is just to be able to be in nature and be self-reliant. I
may have to start with a tarp, instead of a tent at one point. But after that.
Bonnie explains that she "sometimes completely reject[s]" technology, and that she would
like to do all her hiking "independently and without technology." However, ambivalence abounds
as Bonnie, like everybody else, uses a fascinating array of technology when hiking, including
synthetic fibres, head lamps, winterized tents, chemicals to purify water, snow shoes and ice
axes. A lack of specialized technology had almost cost Bonnie her life when she was ice-climbing in the Adirondack mountains on a previous trip. Most of the time, and maybe in response to
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this experience, Bonnie knows what dangers she can face in nature and when hiking or climbing
becomes too technical to continue without the necessary equipment. Finally, Bonnie's ambivalent
stance towards technology is revealed by the fact that she plans to buy new hiking shoes and a
backpack in the near future. Like everybody else, Bonnie is a consuming hiker who is dependent
on traditional and high-technology products on her hiking trips.
Bonnie is not alone in her simultaneous embrace and rejection of technology and the domination of nature. Even though the "leave no trace" ethic is upheld on our hikes, for example by
not leaving behind garbage, we clearly leave behind traces by camping outside of designated
camping areas and running down the snow-covered slopes beside the path – contributing to the
erosion in this area. From a more systemic perspective, we use modern technology that is based
on nature-exploiting production systems in our pursuit of romantic ideals of harmony with nature, without worrying about the underlying contradictions in our behaviour. In fact, technology
is, with few exceptions discussed below, hardly an issue, and if discussed at all then it is in a context of how one can survive the cold nights and minimize health risks in nature. However, labelling Bonnie or others who strive for harmony with nature through the use of modern technology a hypocrite would mis-represent the experience of people on all of these hikes.
Previous research conceptualizes the use of technology as "technological-discursive betrayals” (Canniford and Shankar 2013, p. 1060) since technological resources do not align with
romantic discourses of a primitive and pristine nature. Following this tradition, the current research could point out how informants engage in a form of "experiential masking" (Canniford
and Shankar 2013, p. 1065), for example when they look "at the surrounding of the trails" (Jasser) to ignore that they are moving through a managed nature. In most cases, however, the current
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study finds that these "betrayals" become invisible and unproblematic to the extent that the technology we use is indispensable for pursuing harmony in an engagement and struggle with nature.
Bonnie, in the quote above, does not consider a knife as a form of technology. She reasons that
knives have "been here a long time;" however, Bonnie routinely uses other, more recent inventions such as winterized sleeping bags, synthetic fibres, ice axes and snowshoes without feeling
like she betrays romantic ideals of a primitive and sacred nature. In short, hikers in this study do
not seem to find their use of technology to contradict their longing for harmony with nature; not
because it is some ancient technology that has been around for a long time, but because it is
needed for the struggle associated with being in nature.
Bonnie and other hikers prefer sleeping under stars, a tarp or in a tent to sleeping in a cabin
or hut; however, this is only possible when the hiking trip is limited to a fews days, weather conditions are not averse, and one can return into civilization shortly thereafter:
BONNIE: We’d just [go] in the wilderness around home, just taking a tarp and whatever. It doesn’t really matter. But that can’t go for very long. You know that you’re going
to be home the next day.
Evelyn shares the idea that sleeping in a tent brings her closer to nature; however, in certain material conditions she prefers to be in a hut or cabin without feeling that she is betraying
the ideal of being in harmony with nature.
INTERVIEWER: What is the benefit then of sleeping in a tent compared to the huts?
What do you like more?
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EVELYN: I like all the fresh air you get and it’s just like more nature. ... But I don’t
know, if I were doing a hike for a long [time] … like for four or five days and there are
huts I might choose the huts. Also if it’s a place where it always rains, I think it’d be
nice to get inside.
Not every piece of technology is created equal, and a knife indeed is often more accepted
than a GPS computer. However, the point is that the meaning of an object is not fixed, but
emerges from the overall assemblage of material and cultural resources. For an example of how
technology does not distract from but can align with romantic discourses of nature, consider
again the Winter hike up to Mt. Gothic's. Previously, an excerpt from the field notes described
how the “sunny and blue sky,” the summits “basking in sunlight” and an overall experience of a
“Winter Wonderland” aligned with romantic discourses of nature. Paradoxically, so did the advanced and nature-dominating technology that was used for our ascent:
FIELD NOTES: But first we geared up. We already wore gaiters to stop the snow from
getting inside our shoes, and now we added the crampons to the mix. Wearing the crampons was another boost in the adventurer level for me. Walking with crampons makes
your step heavier, and every step is accompanied with some extra noise, especially when
walking over stones. I felt like a real explorer who gears up to climb some serious
mountain.
The way in which the sun illuminated the deserted and snow-covered summits against the
backdrop of a blue sky painted a harmonious, romantic picture of nature. Yet at the same time,
we were aware of the dangers that lie in climbing a mountain, especially in the winter, and we
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took most of our hiking gear with us as a precaution. As discussed in theme 2, discussing these
dangers and carrying the gear added "an additional adventurer component to the trip.” We felt
more independent with the packs on our backs, and acknowledging the dangers reinforced the
adventurous nature of this trip and the remoteness and primitiveness of nature we explored. From
the perspective of assemblage theory, the gear and technologies are additional actors in the dance
of agency: The presence of crampons changed the bodily experience and sounds of our steps,
aligning with cultural notions of a primitive nature. The presence of these technologies allowed
us to pursue harmony with nature, while the absence of other technologies (e.g., no hiking poles
on another winter trip) or the failure of technologies (e.g., when the stove didn't work after our
return from Gothic's, causing us to retreat to the tent without a warming tea and dinner) can highlight the experience of being dominated by nature.
However, meanings are not fixed, and at other times the use of these technologies would
contradict, or betray, romantic discourses of nature. For example, hiking poles are often contested in the hiking community because they scratch rocks, thereby not only destroying the local flora but also the illusion that one has entered a place in nature that is pristine and untouched. On
the Algonquin trip, the leader of the group, Luke, pointed out the impact hiking poles have on
nature. James' hiking poles became problematized because the material conditions around us – a
flat and relatively simple to navigate landscape – did not really require the use of hiking poles. In
contrast, the hiking poles were used by most of us when we had to cross more difficult passages
at night. The following excerpt from the field notes describes how the meanings of James' hiking
poles changed:
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FIELD NOTES: I observed shortly after [the problematization of the hiking poles] that
James put away the poles, walking uphill without them. The poles stayed away for the
afternoon, but James used them again later in the evening when the lower light conditions and a more difficult terrain made walking more difficult. For example, shortly after
6 PM, we had to cross over a stream. The plank leading across it was already broken and
submerged in water, so we had to walk over a tree trunk that was laid over the plank.
Quite difficult to balance, so James' poles were passed on to each next person who needed to get over. The hiking poles here really helped in going through nature. They also
destroy nature. They are endorsed (James) or blamed (Luke) by people, and thus their
meaning is redefined in an assemblage of human and nature agency.

!
Figure 5.13: James' hiking poles became indispensable, not problematic items in our engagement with nature
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At night, a different assemblage was formed and the interaction between different actors
rendered the hiking poles to be an unproblematic object, as shown in the universal acceptance of
the poles. Given the right assemblage, hiking poles can even lead to greater harmony with nature.
In the quote below, James describes how he uses hiking poles when going downhill fast.
JAMES: I noticed that I use a lot less energy if I’m going that speed downhill with the
poles because I know I can just slow down as I’m falling and then stabilize it, knowing I
won’t fall. So my feet are kicking under me but all the stabilization is done with the
poles and I pretty much let gravity do the work instead of jump down and then let your
knees take all the force.
James explains how he "pretty much [lets] gravity do the work" when he is going down
hill, testifying to the effortlessness with which he moves through nature thanks to his poles that,
as he described before, become extensions of his arms. In this instance, the hiking poles are not
contested, they are rather an invisible component in James' overarching quest for harmony with
nature.
Thus, different material conditions – such as flat versus steep terrain, light and dry versus
dark and wet, a small daypack versus a heavy backcountry backpack, and healthy knees versus
weak knees – can sometimes align with romantic and other times with utilitarian discourses of
nature. In the process, the meanings of the hiking poles change from being a problematic item
that destroys nature to being an indispensable tool for engaging with nature. In this example, the
ambivalent quality of hiking poles – that they are sometimes good and sometimes bad – arises
from how their meanings are shifting in response to how changing material conditions align with
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romantic and utilitarian discourses of nature. By not a-priori fixing the assemblage according to
one particular cultural discourse, what would otherwise always seem like a “betrayal” can either
support or betray that particular discourse – depending on the material arrangements that co-constitute the assemblage.
The meanings of technology and how technology relates to romantic ideals of harmony
with nature is therefore much more complex than an only cultural (but not material-cultural) interpretation would suggest: Technology can both distract from and enable hikers to find harmony
with nature. Beyond James and his hiking poles, informants generally struggle with how much
technology is "too much", at what level their experience with nature becomes too intermediated
and their relationship with nature too separated through the artifice of modern technology. When
I asked Marian whether she prefers going with a lot of gear or a more minimalist hiking style,
her response displays the struggle of using the right amount of technology that is "necessary" to
engage with nature in her pursuit of harmony.
MARIAN: I’m not like James, who has all the crazy stuff. Because I don’t have the
money to buy it. [LAUGHS and quickly corrects herself] No. It’s just because… Some
things I think are necessary. You need to have a sleeping bag and all that kind of stuff.
But, I think you don’t really need all the crazy stuff because if you are a little bit creative, you can survive as well.
Similarly, Jasser reveals in the two following quotes how he is drawn to technology because it enables him to engage with nature, while also having some comfort. At the same time, he
also thinks that using as little technology as possible will help him "experiencing nature more."
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INTERVIEWER: How was it going into a mountain equipment store for the first time?
JASSER: It was really exciting. It was really nice. A lot of gadgets. I wanted to buy a lot
of stuff, but … because everything is so appealing, like this will enable you to do this,
and this will enable you to do that. Yeah, I want to do all of this because they give you a
lot of comfort when you’re outdoors. Like they’re helpful gadgets that you could really
use when you’re in the outdoors.
And shortly later:
INTERVIEWER: So there’s light weight, basically when people go with minimum
equipment, and then there are people who carry a lot of equipment. What would be your
preferred way?
JASSER: I’d love to try both, but if I had to choose one, I’d choose with as low equipment as possible. Not because I want to travel light but that way I could experience nature more. [If] I don’t have any gadgets, I’ll be depending on basic stuff. Like James'
sticks would help you more in climbing, but I’d prefer not depending on any tools when
I hike. Because that way I’m more dependent on myself and I can um hike more naturally, well not more naturally but … I’m experiencing nature more if I don’t have any
sticks, that’s how I see it.
These tensions dissipate when hiking poles, winterized tents, water treatment chemicals,
satellite phones, GPS technologies and high-tech meals become unproblematic to the extent that
they allow hikers to engage with a sometimes hostile nature. As Samuel remarked in his quote at
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the end of the first theme, being "out of civilization" and doing "real camping" in (what other
informants call) "real nature" requires hikers to engage in "a lot more survival and sort of tricks".
Technologies are vilified in a romantic discourse of nature, but when considering the materiality
of nature, it becomes clear that these technologies are necessary tools for hikers to overcome material dangers in their pursuit of harmony.
Recognizing how the meanings of technologies shift in response to changes in materialcultural assemblages that hikers cannot fully control brings the current analysis full circle. This
more nuanced understanding of the complexities and ambiguities in hikers’ relationship with nature – that they seek for “more nature” and “more civilization,” and that technology can support
hikers in their quest for harmony with nature given that material conditions require the use of this
technology to ensure personal safety and well-being – allows us to re-visit a finding of the first
theme that has shown how informants recreate the romantic motif of the Solitary Wanderer. In
the two pictures below, Bonnie and Albert face towards the valley in the quintessential romantic
pose of a Rückenfigur (Vaughan et al. 1972) that demonstrates how "deeply connected” they are
with nature (Jasser). A romantic reading of the situation would highlight themes of harmony with
nature; however, it would also give rise to conflicts and contradictions in this picture. Both
scenes are replete with modern technologies that represent civilization and the control of nature the antithesis to romantic idealizations of a primitive and pristine nature. Bonnie, who has been
quoted in the current theme to “sometimes completely reject” technology, uses an ice ax, crampons, gaiters, a winter coat, gloves, a hat, plus her backpack which is not visible in this particular
picture. These technologies are at odds with romantic interpretations of Bonnie's actions and
meanings, and so are Bonnie’s and other hikers' desire for more human management of a "civi-
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lized nature" and for returning to civilization sooner rather than later (theme 2). All of these practices and desires pervasively contradict romantic valourizations of a primitive and pristine nature, as the symbols and meanings of an (according to the romantic discourse) corrupting civilization are invited in through the back door.

!
Figure 5.14: Bonnie’s appropriation of romantic imagery
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!
Figure 5.15: Albert’s appropriation of romantic imagery

However, in the light of the second and third themes, it becomes apparent that hikers nonetheless achieve harmony with nature; not despite of these technologies, but because these technologies allow them to engage with nature and to overcome material challenges of nature. Embedded in these images is a backstory about the struggles these hikers had to engage with in order to get to this spot and to take this photo, mirroring Samuel's remark from the beginning of
this theme that going real camping in a primitive nature is "not something that [is] easy to get to,
or really close by," but something that involves efforts and passing the tests of nature. The technology that is shown in these pictures – backpacks, hats, jackets, gloves, crampons and ice axes –
are visual reminders of these struggles. Yet these struggles do not take away from the idea of being in harmony with nature, but they emphasize that harmony is found. In the quote below, Al!172

bert explains that it is obvious in the picture that he had to engage in hard work to get to this
place, and the backpack in this and other pictures is a symbol of this hard work: "You know, it’s
hard work… you can see our packs on" (Albert).
ALBERT: You know, a picture like that kind of just says here’s someone out in the
wilderness … sort of at one with nature almost, you know. It’s obvious that so much effort has been expended to get to that point and this is why right. Yeah I’d say that’s what
this picture says. Like, you know, it’s obvious there wasn’t an elevator that takes you to
this spot and anyone could just go in the elevator and get this great view. You have to
climb a mountain to get the view and that’s the payoff, that’s the reason right.
In this quote, harmony or being “at one with nature” is an outcome of all the “effort [that]
has been expended” in struggling with and overcoming challenges of nature. Technology that
allows hikers to participate in and prevail in these struggles, but not circumvent and evade them,
can therefore become the symbol and marker of the struggle hikers engage with in their pursuit
of harmony. And while the question of how much technology is “too much” is asked by many
hikers in their search for harmony, the technology they are using does not detract from their
quest for harmony if its use is supported by the overall material-cultural assemblage from which
their relationship with nature emerges. In Albert's quote above, the use of an elevator would be
considered a betrayal of a primitive nature; but other technologies that are necessitated by the
material agency of nature are non-problematic and become ‘invisible.' In other words, what constitutes a betrayal of romantic ideals of a primitive and sacred nature and what technology enables hikers to find harmony in such nature is co-determined by the material forces of nature.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion

!
Consumers' ideas of how their lives relate to the natural environment underlie a host of
consumption situations. Most notably, this is the case in the domain of sustainable consumption,
as many products that are marketed as sustainable alternatives adopt romantic discourses of living in harmony with nature (e.g., Toyota Prius promising "harmony between man, nature and
machine”). In addition, many other fields of consumption are informed by how consumers conceptualize their relationship with nature. These areas include industries that facilitate the "consumption of nature" through offering food (e.g., agriculture industry, restaurant industry), experience (e.g., travel industry), rejuvenation (e.g., outdoor sports industry, natural health industry),
dwelling (e.g., construction industry) and production in general (e.g., resource extraction industry, energy industry). Conceptualizations of the human/nature relationship are also relevant to
better understand how consumers enjoy and how service providers produce extraordinary experiences in natural contexts (Arnould and Price 1993; Belk and Costa 1998; Tumbat and Belk
2011). In all these cases and many more, consumption is embedded in the material context of
nature, and many times these consumption experiences are framed according to romantic idealizations of being in harmony with nature. Given its centrality in a multitude of consumption experiences, it is paramount to systematically explore the human/nature relationship and how consumers negotiate the paradox of living in harmony with a nature that they seek to control at the
same time.
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Previous marketing research has rarely explored the human/nature relationship in detail
(with the partial exception of Thompson 2004 and Canniford and Shankar 2013) and has most
often relied on purely romantic terms to capture consumers' experiences of nature. The current
research has put consumers' relationship with nature at the core of its investigation, and it has
found it to be full of complexities and ambiguities. Hikers adopt romantic discourses and wish
for “more nature and less civilization” (theme 1), but faced with material dangers of nature also
desire “more civilization and less nature” (theme 2). Hikers’ relationship with nature is highly
ambivalent, and so are the meanings of technologies that hikers use to mediate their relationship
with nature. Feelings of being in harmony with nature and of being dominated by nature arise
from the engagement with an active nature. This study therefore conceptualizes nature not according to Arcadian images of a passive landscape, but as an active agent hikers must learn to
converse with (theme 3). In the face of this complexity, it becomes clear that consumers' relationship with nature can not be reduced to an unreflected embrace of a particular (romantic) discourse of nature. Even though notions of being in harmony with nature are omnipresent in both
informants' narratives about their hiking experience and the visual images that are brought back
from the trips, hikers also frequently adopt utilitarian tendencies of dominating and controlling
nature in their narratives and actions. To understand these complexities, it is important to not automatically assume that hikers adopt romantic conceptualizations of nature as an anti-structure to
a corrupted civilization (Tumbat and Belk 2011), but to consider both romantic and utilitarian
tendencies in consumers' relationship and engagement with nature. The key to this lies in recognizing the role of the materiality of nature.
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How do consumers negotiate between utilitarian and romantic discourses vis-à-vis their
experiences of material nature? By bringing together a consideration of multiple and conflicting
discourses (Thompson 2004) with the materiality of nature (Canniford and Shankar 2013), the
current research contributes to the literature by offering a post-human understanding of the human/nature relationship that, in turn, extends our theories of materialism and sustainable consumption.

6.1 Post-Humanizing the Human/Nature Relationship
As a recent study remarks, the romantic discourse of nature strongly informs consumers'
experiences of nature, even though material contradictions frequently challenge the romantic
idea of an external, primitive and sacred nature (Canniford and Shankar 2013, see also Arnould
and Price 1993; Belk and Costa 1998). This finding is replicated in the current study, as on an
emic level it is indeed found that consumers heavily draw on romantic motifs of being in harmony with nature. At the same time, hikers also surround themselves with technologies and infrastructures in order to protect them from the dangers of material nature. Thus, Canniford and
Shankar's (2013) findings about how surfers' romantic experiences of nature are both made possible and problematized through "all kinds of technological apparatuses," the "encroachment" of
civilization, and the management of nature (Canniford and Shankar 2013, p. 1061) are as true at
the coastal beaches that comprised the sites of their study as they are in the mountains and forests
that served as the sites in the current study. All one would have to do to fit the quote below to the
current study is to exchange the words "surfers", "surfing" and "beaches" with "hikers", "hiking"
and "wilderness areas":
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“Technology often problematizes the romantic ideology of pristine nature. We have
shown that surfers’ experiences in nature are made possible by all kinds of technological
apparatuses. Yet the toxicity of surfing equipment, the urban encroachment that occurs
at many beaches, and the management technologies surfers commonly utilize, all tend to
clash with ideals of magical harmony with nature, and primitive escapes from modern
life.” (Canniford and Shankar 2013, p. 1062)
Canniford and Shankar (2013) conceptualize such mismatches between romantic discourses and technologies as (unacceptable) betrayals that need to be purged and purified away. The
current study does not claim that consumers do not engage in such purifying practices. On the
contrary, hikers engage in experiential and/or ideological masking when they ignore managed
aspects of nature that are evident in hiking paths and their own use of technology. The current
study thus affirms Canniford and Shankar's finding that consumers purify contradictions away in
their attempts to construct romantic experiences of nature.
That being said, the current study's emphasis on material dangers of nature and on the appropriation of both romantic and utilitarian discourses of nature leads to a radically different interpretation. While Canniford and Shankar employ a material-semiotic lens to highlight the contradictions to a romantic discourse of nature, their interpretation remains rather true to a humanist logic of representation by focusing on how consumers uphold a particular understanding of
nature that is solely of their own choosing. By defining or representing nature according to only
one particular romantic discourse of nature, Canniford and Shankar’s (2013) analysis does not
recognize how other possible human/nature relationships can emerge from a "dance of
agency” (Pickering 1995) in which the agency of material nature is symmetrically intertwined
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with human agency. Thus, these authors ironically "betray" assemblage theory, as their analysis
is guided by what could be called a residual humanist urge of reshaping an existing environment
within an already established perceptual framework that, as will be discussed below, is rooted in
romantic idealism (de Man 1983).
The main difference in the interpretation of the current study is that it does not fix the
analysis at one particular romantic or utilitarian conception of nature, but that it explores how
hikers, in their engagement with a material nature, blend opposing cultural resources with each
other as the overall material-cultural assemblage of their experience of nature constantly
changes. In other words, the difference between these two interpretations lies in the extent to
which the human/nature relationship is explored following a humanist logic of representation or
a post-humanist logic of performance. While in the former logic the meaning of nature and the
human/nature relationship is defined by humans through cultural discourses (either through naturalizing one particular discourse in a structural sense or through individually drawing on multiple
discourses in a post-structural sense), a post-humanist logic of performance challenges the humanist assumption of a centred human actor who is calling all the shots (Pickering 1995) by insisting that the meanings of nature and how humans relate to nature emerge from the engagement
in a material-semiotic assemblage. From this perspective, a broader and more complex human/
nature relationship emerges; one that is based on hikers' engagement with an active nature and
that is informed by, but not solely based on, a romantic idealization of nature.
In the following two sub-sections, it is first discussed how the purging of betrayals is indeed an intrinsic feature of romantic idealism. This discussion helps then to clearly delineate the
findings and contributions of the current study, which points out and avoids giving in to the
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residual humanist urge of defining a nature that is muted in its materiality. Recognizing how the
human/nature relationship is shaped in the dance of agency between multiple actors in a material-cultural assemblage provides a more nuanced understanding of the harmony paradox, as it is
highlighted how the meanings of technologies that are used to mediate our engagement with nature are also influenced by the very same dance of agency.

6.1.1 Beyond Romantic Idealism
While Canniford and Shankar (2013) have explicitly introduced the notion of purifying
romantic experiences of nature to consumer research, it is not the first article that demonstrates
how consumers mask or purge any elements that betray a romantic interpretation of their surroundings or activities. The same tendencies can be observed when members of a Community
Supported Agriculture group willfully ignore how “organic farming is ultimately a process of
controlling nature via techniques and technology” (Thompson and Coskuner-Balli 2007, p. 141),
or when members of a river rafting trip retain their expectations of a noncommercial setting despite being cared for by commercial tour operators (Arnould and Price 1993). To understand that
such purging and masking practices are, in fact, common place, it is important to briefly review
how Romantic artists succeeded in establishing shared expectations and understandings of primitive and sacred nature that have influenced how travellers and consumers perceive certain landscapes ever since.
Masking betrayals of a romantic nature is not a recent phenomenon either. William
Wordsworth, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, and other leading figures of English Romanticism helped
popularizing the Lake District in the nineteenth century, turning a remote area in Northern England into one of the country's most popular tourist destinations. Their poetry, in conjunction with
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Wordsworth's Guide to the Lakes travellers' guidebook (first published in 1810), shaped how early travellers would come to view the nature of the Lake District – in purely romantic terms
(Squire 1988). Even though romantic artists used a high level of detail when describing or painting landscapes, they did not produce accurate descriptions. Rather, these artists prioritized mind
over material nature and habitually read pre-conceived meanings into the landscape, up to the
point that "often the outer and the inner world are so deeply intermingled […] that nothing distinguishes the images perceived by the senses from the chimera of the imagination" (Daniel
Mornet, as quoted by Paul de Man 1983, p. 199).
In other words, romanticists like Wordsworth and Friedrich did not simply portray a landscape, but they projected their own imagination and emotions onto nature to provide the essence
of their transcendental experiences in literary and artistic forms. The ways in which romanticism
created certain idealized images of nature in the eye of the public become apparent when considering that, already at the time of Wordsworth's writing, the Lake District has been for centuries
an area of human activity in the form of "farming, mining, and other industrial activities." It was
"by no means a pristine natural environment" (Squire 1988, p. 240).
The effect these romanticized description and images had on the perception of everyday
people was immense, and is ongoing. Up to the late nineteenth century, travellers recorded their
impressions in Wordsworthian cadences, and in doing so they purified away all modern aspects
of the landscape to uphold romantic experiences of nature. For example, William Palmer, a late
nineteenth century Lake District traveller cited by Squire (1988, p. 243, emphasis mine), notes
his reaction while travelling around the Lake District:
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“As the steamer goes on, the scene grows in grandeur. Over a vast plain of water the distant mountains seem to hang. There are misty indications of level meadows and woodlands next the water, but the charm lies in the craggy, shaggy braes and the uprising
summits. The woods continue - larch! larch! planted in harsh geometrical lines on the
Furness side; the opposite, though really covered with villas, presents a happy, confused
forest of oak and ash, sycamore, elm, beech, interspersed with hollies and great patches
of underwood.”
As Squire (1988) points out, Palmer evokes typically romantic images of a grandeur and
wild nature covered in mist, exemplified in Friedrich's painting of the Wanderer above the Sea of
Fog. Yet, although this late nineteenth century’s traveller recognizes the harsh geometrical plantations and villas around him while moving in a steam powered vehicle – all signs of civilization
and the management of nature – he consciously omits these details, or "ideologically masks"
them in Canniford and Shankar's (2013) terminology. In his typically romantic appraisal of the
Lake District, betrayals of romantic nature are purged through a form of localism that prompted
Palmer to "wherever possible [seek] a landscape of the ’olden days’ amid the infrastructure of
modern tourist reality" (Squire 1988, p. 244).
The purging all modern elements from an idealized romantic landscape by this early traveller makes the tendency to purify romantic experiences of nature not a recent phenomenon, but
an intrinsic feature of romanticism and a logic of representation. Recognizing the centrality of
purification practices helps to understand how consumers, on an emic level, are able to uphold
romanticized notions of being in harmony with nature despite the encroachment of civilization
(Canniford and Shankar 2013). However, the previous chapter has shown that hikers not only
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adopt romantic discourses of nature, but that they appropriate conflicting discourse of nature
based on the material forces of nature around them. In order to arrive at a more nuanced understanding of the human/nature relationship it is important to go beyond a logic of representation
that purifies one certain cultural discourse and to instead adopt a logic of performance that explores how different human/nature relationships emerge from a dance of agency.

6.1.2 Localizing Harmony with Nature
By recognizing that the human/nature relationship is shaped in the engagement between
multiple active agents one escapes static representations of nature and technology. As the previous chapter has shown, the meanings that are attached to nature, civilization and technologies are
not pre-defined and fixed, but emerge from the engagement between human and non-human actors. A hiking pole becomes problematized as a disturbing element in one particular engagement
with nature, but it becomes an unproblematic and almost invisible item when the engagement
with nature becomes more difficult. Instead of focusing on how consumers preserve certain taken-for-granted cultural representations of nature or technologies (Canniford and Shankar 2013),
the focus therefore shifts on how these entities are inherently ambivalent in their meanings, and
how a current arrangement of material and cultural forces transforms their meanings. A post-human lens therefore localizes the meanings of technology in a certain space and engagement,
since these meanings emerge from a historical of engagement with material forces of nature, and
other component of the assemblage, that are specific to a particular time and place. Localizing
meanings in a post-human sense therefore carries forward the central notion of the cultural turn
that consumers blend and merge opposing discourses, but in a post-human lens the process of
meaning making is less an individualistic mental activity that is disconnected from material con!182

ditions and more the outcome of how the cultural and material entities of a particular geographic
location are mutually enabling and resisting each other in a dance of agency. As material conditions change, regardless of whether this change has been initiated by the human actor or not, the
localized meanings may change as well. Being in harmony with nature can therefore always only
temporarily and spatially be fixed, and as soon as the assemblage shifts its configuration, hikers’
experiences of harmony might change as well.
The localization of meanings thereby highlights that consumers are not completely free in
what meanings of nature and technologies they embrace. Unlike previous work that suggested
that consumers are able to create romantic experiences of nature (Canniford and Shankar 2013),
the current work demonstrates that consumers only exert partial control over the shaping of the
assemblage to support one or another cultural discourse of nature. On the one hand, hikers exert
control over the assemblage by selecting certain geographical areas and times for their hike. For
example, the Adirondack mountains are one of the primary destinations of the hiking community
that served as the context for this study mainly because its ruggedness and remoteness aligns
with romantic notions of a primitive and sacred nature. Furthermore, hikers strategically select
certain times and strategies to maximize romantic experiences – such as camping in the Winter
on a backcountry campground instead of sleeping in a hotel in the village – so that one can be on
the summit of a mountain before non-camping hikers arrive.
While hikers enjoy a great deal of control where they hike and what they bring with them,
the actual material conditions in nature remain volatile, rendering nature as an active subject in
the engagement with hikers. Material forces of nature can become overpowering and subvert the
romantic representations that hikers hope to see in nature. While the “Adirondack Adventure
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Trip” makes nature as an active agent apparent, there are also a multitude of other ways in which
humans' own agency is countered by nature agency, for example when a rocky terrain makes nature look menacing, when a narrow path precludes feelings of community to arise, and when a
cold or rainy night make hikers view nature as a threat to their well-being. Bodily experiences
further limit hikers' abilities to construe nature in romantic terms, as feelings of being cold, hungry, wet and in pain make them wish to escape nature. Furthermore, while hikers have a great
deal of control over what technologies they bring with them into nature, their control over these
technologies is also far from being perfect. Material forces of nature might render technology
lost or useless, for example when a stove stops working in freezing temperatures.
The human/nature relationship, from the perspective of a logic of performance, then, is
shaped by the engagement between humans and an active nature. Given the "active voice" of nature and that each actor can only ever exert partial control over the assemblage, it becomes clear
that what previous research has termed technological-discursive betrayals (Canniford and
Shankar 2013) are sometimes not betrayals at all. Hikers draw technology into the assemblage as
a response to the agency of an active nature, and to the extent that a technology is seen as necessary for their engagement with nature, it is not seen as distracting from or betraying romantic
ideals of a pure and primitive nature. In contrast, given the right material-semiotic circumstances,
technology can become a symbol for the engagement with nature, as something that allows hikers to achieve harmony in their struggle with nature. Far from being a problem to the romantic
discourse of nature and civilization, technology in a post-human account of the human/nature
relationship can perfectly align with romantic discourses of nature. Localizing this dynamic in
specific material conditions reveals the truly post-human character of this lens.
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By not a-priori fixing the assemblage towards one particular cultural discourse, we are able
to expand previous explorations of consumers' experiences in nature by demonstrating how both
romantic and utilitarian discourses of nature are embraced in response to shifting assemblages of
human and non-human actors. In addition, the notions of nature as an active subject and that humans can only exert partial control over the assemblage contributes to our understanding of materiality more generally and informs a post-human account of sustainable consumption more
specifically. The implications of the current research with regards to these two domains are discussed next.

6.2 Advancing Materialism in Consumer Research
The current study provides important insights into the ongoing material turn in consumer
research. Recent years have seen an influx of new materialism and a recognition that objects
such as a table (Epp and Price 2010), a guitar (Fernandez and Lastovicka 2011) and even our
own genes (James et al 2011) can be imbued with non-human agency. While this previous work
implicitly or explicitly draws on assemblage theories and contributes to the material turn in consumer research, it exhibits what could be called residual humanism that results in an overly celebratory view of human agency while downplaying non-human agency. Non-human agency is
recognized, but it is a form of agency that is derived from a human actor who takes on the central
role by creating storied relationships and opportunities for non-human agency to emerge. Despite
adopting a post-human vernacular, the human actor is not really decentered, and no real symmetry between human and non-human agency exist.
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The current research conceptualizes nature as an active subject and recognizes that humans
only ever have partial control over the shaping of the assemblage from which their relationship
with nature emerges. In doing so, it offers an important advancement to post-human and material
work in consumer research by recognizing nature agency as one particular form of non-human
agency, by putting boundaries to the scope of human agency, and by exploring the dynamics between human and non-human agency.
The residual humanism in previous consumer research following the material turn is apparent in how the agency of objects becomes actualized or activated through a shared biography
with humans. Epp and Price (2010, p. 833) explore how an object's agency arises from and is
constrained by the interplay of identity practices, objects, and spaces. In a fascinating account,
they demonstrate how complementary biographies empower the agency of a foosball table:
“The empowerment of the foosball table comes from the conjunction of complementary
identity practices from Megan’s and Reece’s families of origin, complementary sibling
identity practices in carving out a space for plays or dance routines, indexical associations for Reece, and complementary object biographies that form a Diderot unity (e.g.,
basketball game, foosball table, and the early-marriage table all highlight “gaming”) as
set against the competing biography of the long table.”
What is apparent in this account is how inanimate objects such as the foosball table or the
long table are empowered or constrained in their agency through the shared history they have
with humans. Humans need to interact with the objects, and it is through their practices that objects can be included in an agency-empowering network of human and non-human actors. For
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example, a table needs to be assembled, sometimes transported, and it is humans who engage in
attempts to reincorporate a disposed object back into the network.
Although not explicitly based on assemblage theories, a very similar account is found in
Fernandez and Lastovicka's (2011) exploration of consumption fetishes. Like Epp and Price,
these authors focus on how objects are imbued with agency through the “relationship between
the consumer and the object” (p. 281). The human thus takes a central role in creating this storied
relationship. An inanimate object like a guitar is imbued with agentic powers by adding iconic
(e.g., making a replica guitar very similar to a original relict) and indexical cues (e.g., adding
signatures of famous performers to the replica guitar), practicing and playing with the guitar,
naming the guitar, and by animating the guitar (i.e., attributing a soul to the guitar) until the relationship resembles less one between a person and an object and more one between two persons.
Fernandez and Lastovicka (2011, p. 289) describe how an object gains its agentic powers by
virtue of being transformed through humans meaning making practices and performances:
“We have discussed how consumers have engaged in magical thinking that has led them
to engage in three sequential transformative processes. Imbuing a replica with the best
available iconic links adds the power of the original relic instrument via imitative magic.
Subsequently imbuing the replica with the best available indexical links adds to it additional power—the power of star performers via contagious magic. Finally, animating
these replicas on the basis of imitative magic (by viewing things that have the properties
of live beings as being alive) adds even more power (the power of self-determination) to
the replica. These additions of power incrementally add aura to the replica and effect its
final transformation into a fetish.”
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Magical thinking is also at play when consumers imbue agency into material entities such
as food or one's own genes as culprits for frustrating dieting experiences. Although they do not
explicitly focus on the agency of objects, James and colleagues (2011) implicitly adopt a residual
humanist lens when describing how dieters vest control over their weight loosing efforts into
“reified, external, mysterious forces” (p. 641). The genes of one's body or food that beckons dieters to succumb is granted agency here to ruin dieters' efforts. However, despite the material
dimensions of genes and food, these materialities are only granted agency by virtue of human
interpretation. In this view, the human interpreter and observer is still at the centre calling the
shots, thereby circumventing the symmetry between human and non-human agency that has been
found in the context of the current study.
Thus, while these examples blur the division between acting human and acted upon object,
they still carry within them some residual humanist bias in that it is humans who grant agency to
objects. Objects therefore only enjoy some form of “second hand agency” that is derived from
human powers through sustained and ongoing relationships with individual persons or through
other practices such as magical thinking. However, this notion of a "human derived agency"
seems to not only contradict post-human accounts of symmetrical assemblages of human and
non-human entities, in which humans are decentered and agency is distributed (Bennett 2010;
Pickering 1995), but also the findings of the current study that show how humans and nature are
both active participants in an engagement that no single actor can fully control.
The current research therefore calls for the importance to develop symmetrical notions of
human and non-human agency while researchers are following the material turn in consumer research. Such symmetrical notions of non-human agency would safeguard against repeating the
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mistakes made early during the cultural turn when an overly celebratory view of individual human agency was proclaimed (Murray 2002). At the onset of the cultural turn, consumer research
often tended to over-emphasize the agential powers of individuals in constructing their individual
meanings and shaping their individual lives (e.g., Thompson and Haytko 1997), and it has been
previously noted that such a celebratory view of individual agency needs to be balanced by an
awareness of how macro-social processes continue to structure the life world of individuals
(Arnould and Thompson 2005; Holt 2002; Murray 2002; Üstüner and Holt 2007). Just as humans
are always embedded in social-cultural systems, which requires researchers to recognize and explore the dialectical interplay between individual agency and the structures of the social environment (Murray 2002), humans are also always embedded in material environments, in a world
of things and natural forces. Consequently, researchers need to recognize the dialectical interplay
between human agency and non-human (object and nature) agency as well. For this, symmetric
notions of human and non-human agency need to be developed that do not conceptualize nonhuman agency as a derivative of human agency, but in which both are co-emerging and intertwined. In other words, just as the postmodern mantra of "anything goes" is mitigated by the
structures of the social environment (Holt and Thompson 2004; Holt and Üstüner 2007), the humanist belief that humans are able to define and shape nature and other material objects solely
according to their own wishes needs to be mitigated by an emphasis on symmetrically distributed
agency and a recognition that humans can only exert partial control over the shaping of the assemblage of actors.
Expanding our understanding from object agency and the human/object relationship to nature agency and the human/nature relationship brings the symmetrical distribution of agency into
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clearer relief. While consumers sometimes draw on animistic metaphors, a narrow path and the
bodily experience of being cold exerts their agency without such cultural interpretations. No prolonged shared history and cultural biographies are necessary, as the human/nature relationship is
mutually shaped in an engagement between active humans and active nature.
Exploring the role of nature agency and the human/nature relationship furthermore informs
our understanding of object agency and the human/object relationship. Previous research adopting a post-human lens has pointed out how the meanings of material objects such as plastic bags
(Hawkins 2009) and chicken coops (Bettany and Kerrane 2011) are inherently ambivalent in
their meanings and only locally and temporarily fixed, but what factors influence which meanings are adopted by consumers? Recognizing the agency of material forces of nature helps to explain how these ambivalent meanings of objects arise, as objects as well as humans’ use of objects are always embedded in the material geography of nature. Similar to how James’ hiking
poles in the third theme shift their meanings in response to the shifting material conditions of nature during the hike, material geographies and forces of nature influence what meanings emerge
for such contested items such as plastic bags, plastic chicken coops, and hybrid SUVs: A rainy
day can allow a plastic bag to become the hero during a long walk home, heat waves may highlight the “un-natural” living conditions within a plastic chicken coop because of exaggerated
smells, and a winter storm can align with utilitarian discourses of nature and highlight the need
to have a reliable automotive partner in one’s struggle against nature. A similar point could be
made for previous work that explored how humans’ interactions with certain objects enable or
constrain these objects to exercise their agentic potential (Epp and Price 2010; Fernandez and
Lastovicka 2011). Material conditions of nature can give rise to certain identity practices, for ex-
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ample when warmer temperatures allow consumers to cook and eat outside, which in turn might
require them to reincorporate a table into a new assemblage (e.g., an impromptu garden patio) or
enable them to collect new memories while entertaining guests of a garden party by playing on a
guitar. The point is that the relationship between objects and consumers is itself embedded in a
wider assemblage that includes material forces of nature. Integrating material forces of nature, as
well as cultural discourses of nature, in the analysis of consumption phenomena recognizes how
consumption is situated within material nature and will allow researchers to better understand
how conflicting and ambivalent meanings arise.
Highlighting the symmetric agency of nature furthermore expands materialist theories in
consumer research by exploring how non-human agency affects humans. Previous work within
consumer research on non-human agency has predominantly explored how the agency of an object affects the biography of the object itself, but less how this agency affects consumers' own
identity positions, the meanings they construct, and the practices they adopt. For example, Epp
and Price (2010) do not explore in detail how their respondents' understandings and practices
change in response to whether or not a material object is drawn into or excluded from the assemblage. Other work has only begun to explore the role object agency has on consumers, but without exploring this facet of person-object relationships in depth. Fernandez and Lastovicka (2011,
p. 293) have shown how fetishized guitars improved their owners' playing as “active causal
agent”, so that it became “increasingly unclear whether the object controls the user or vice
versa.” Demonstrating that non-human agency does not always have to affect humans in a positive way, James and colleagues (2011) have shown how food can beckon dieters to succumb and
abandon their dietary plans. The current work explores in more depth how non-human agency
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affects humans in their identities, meaning constructions, and practices. Hikers' understandings
of "nature" and "civilization" are shaped in their engagement with material forces of nature, further demonstrating that our ability to individually define and shape the world around is much
more limited than most research is willing to admit. In addition, the current study offers insights
into the engagement between human and non-human actors. While previous accounts of nonhuman agency have stressed human meaning making practices such as shared biographies (Epp
and Price 2010) and magical thinking (Fernandez and Lastovicka 2011), the current study points
to the struggle between active actors as another way in which the dynamic between human and
non-human actors is played out.
Recognizing that nature is an active subject whose agency is symmetrically intertwined
with human agency, and recognizing that humans can only exert partial control over the shaping
of the assemblage that constitutes their relationship with nature, can offer a post-human perspective to multiple issues in which ambivalences arise because consumers are embedded in material
environments. One field of consumer research in which ambivalences abound is the study of sustainable consumption. The following section develops a post-human lens for sustainable consumption research and discusses how such a lens differs from traditional, humanist approaches to
this topic.

6.3 Post-Humanizing Sustainable Consumption
Recognizing how meanings emerge from the engagement between multiple material-semiotic actors allows for a better understanding of the complexities and ambiguities of sustainable
consumption. Most research in sustainable consumption is based on the logic of representation,
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in which meanings of nature, objects, and consumer identities and practices are fixed according
to one certain understanding of the human/nature relationship – based either on romantic discourses or utilitarian discourses. In doing so, appropriate conceptualizations of nature and the
relationship between humans and nature are pre-defined, and the responsibility to act in sustainable manners – and the blame for not acting thusly – is solely located in individualized notions of
human agency (Gabrielson and Parady 2010). In this view, some actions and products are always
environmentally good, while others are always bad. Consumers are expected to pick their side as
well: Are they environmentally minded, or not. A logic of representation thus holds little room
for ambiguity. Consumers who are only sometimes "green" (e.g., a consumer who recycles but
also takes the plane) and objects that are not "green enough" (e.g., a hybrid car is not as green as
public transit or a solar car) are the target for moralizations by others who (re-)present themselves as "more environmental."
However, when the relationship between humans and nature is conceptualized not as something already defined but always emergent from an assemblage of cultural and material entities,
one begins to realize that conventional approaches are unable to explore the ambiguities and
complexities of sustainable consumption because they mute the non-human voices and censor the
human voices that make up the engagement between human and nature. Non-humans are muted
in traditional approaches to sustainable consumption in the sense that only humans are given
agency, but non-humans are treated as a "passive resource" or "silent object” (Haraway 1992, p.
313). The findings of the current study, on the other hand, emphasize that nature is an active subject and that neither human nor non-human actors can fully control the shaping of their mutual
engagement. Thus, any exploration of the complexities of sustainable consumption must give
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non-human actors their voice. Muting nature as an already known "silent object" also reduces the
(ethically appropriate) range of human actions to self-less and altruistic caring for a fragile earth.
Traditional approaches to sustainable consumption tend to embrace an overly simplistic environmental ethics of care (Dobscha and Ozanne 2001; Gilligan 1993) that censors expressions of
and desires for self-interest, comfort and safety, thereby effectively fixing the human/nature relationship to one particular arrangement. In contrast to predominant environmental ethics, the previous discussion has shown that utilitarian tendencies must have their place in the engagement
between humans and nature. By un-muting nature and un-censoring humans, researchers can explore when and how ambiguous objects and behaviours "become sustainable," and how it is possible to live productive lives in harmony with nature.

6.3.1 Un-muting Nature
A small number of previous studies (Bettany and Kerrane 2011; Hawkins 2009; Reijonen
2011) have embraced a post-human logic of performance in which objects are not perceived as
either always unsustainable or always sustainable, but as active participants in an assemblage
from which their meanings emerge. While these studies refuse to situate objects in a pre-established moral framework and thus deepen our understanding of the ambiguities and ambivalences
in sustainable consumption, they only focus on the role of manmade objects, not nature, in the
assemblage between human and non-human actors. Considering nature as an active subject within this assemblage further contributes to the post-humanizing of sustainable consumption research.
In the case of plastic bags, Hawkins (2009, p. 45) points out that "as much as one may
agree that the world would be a better place without plastic bags, the moral imperative to refuse
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them denies the complexity of contexts in which we encounter them and the diversity of responses bags generate." Similarly, Bettany and Kerrane (2011) recognize the ambivalent role of a
chicken coop in the production of anti-consumption practices and identities, which takes on conflicting meanings as both an enabler of a more natural way of egg-consumption and a symbol for
the commodification of nature. While these accounts allow for agentic potential of the object of
the plastic bag and the chicken coop, they do not pay attention to the material forces of nature as
additional actors in the overall assemblage, even though plastic bags and chicken coops are consumed in natural settings and myriad influences of the natural environment – distances, humidity,
temperature differentials, and the smell and sounds of chickens – contribute to the ambiguity of
these items.
In the current study, the ambivalence of products is highlighted in how technologies such
as hiking poles are contested. The third theme has shown how the meanings of products are not
pre-defined but emerge from the assemblage of all actors, including materialities of nature such
as the terrain or the light conditions. In addition, material conditions have also shaped consumers' beliefs, for example about their relationship with nature, highlighting the need to not
privilege any particulate conception of the natural world, but to take into consideration how relationships and meanings emerge from the intra-actions within an assemblage of human and nonhuman actors. What it means to be a sustainable consumer, or what it means to be a sustainable
product, also emerges from this assemblage.
In a post-human account, sustainable consumption is not a label that can be un-ambiguously applied to a certain product or practice, but an emergent process in which humans engage with
an active nature. This perspective requires human agency, but it does not inflate it as convention-
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al conceptualization of sustainable consumption do. Human agency is required, because it is in
the engagement with nature in which consumers consider the effects of their actions on the environment. The recognition that hiking poles leave scratches on the rock gives rise to questioning
the use of hiking poles, as hikers reflect on their impact on nature. However, humans have only
partial control over their engagement with nature, and material conditions place boundaries on
human agency in the sense that humans sometimes need to use hiking poles and dominate nature
with other forms of technology in order to have a comfortable and safe life.
By conceptualizing nature not as a passive and pristine landscape in need of being saved by
humans, but as an active entity that poses demands and challenges humans who live in this landscape, the imperative for selflessly caring for the environment (Dobscha and Ozanne 2001) is
transformed into a negotiation of what constitutes a “fair use” of nature in a certain place and
time. This “fair use” requires humans to consider their own impact on nature, but also the impact
of material force of nature upon them. In some geographic areas (e.g., the rural countryside), certain technologies such as a hybrid pick-up truck could be considered a sustainable product because it allows humans to engage with this nature in order to secure their well-being. However,
what is considered a “fair use” emerges from the overall assemblage of material and cultural entities, and if the material conditions of nature change (e.g., nature becomes more civilized
through the construction of new roads), the engagement with nature changes (e.g., a farmer decides to change his job that reduces his struggles with nature), or alternative technologies become available that further reduce the environmental impact of humans’ engagement with nature,
the extent to which certain practices and products are considered to constitute a “fair use” of nature will change as well. What is a “fair use” of nature is therefore always dependent on the ma-
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terial-cultural assemblage at a certain geographic locale, because it are the demands that an active nature poses to humans that co-determine how much humans can reduce their impact on nature in a particular time and space.
Recognizing how objects are fundamentally ambiguous, achieving their potential for sustainability or exploitation from a material-cultural assemblage, offers an important implication
for marketing managers who wish to avoid claims of greenwashing and hypocrisy. As Patagonia
and other leading businesses in sustainability acknowledge themselves, producing and consuming always includes some form of domination over nature (Gordon 2008; Hollender et al. 2010;
Thompson and Coskuner-Balli 2007). However, we are in danger of falling down the rabbit hole
of romanticism if we analyzed the "greening" of production and consumption in terms of how
much these efforts still "betray" an ideal of a primitive and sacred nature (Canniford and Shankar
2013). This is especially obvious when these greening efforts are based on highly technological
innovations including biomimicry and the altering of genetic organisms, which continuously blur
the boundaries between utilitarian and romantic discourses of nature. Instead of judging "green
products" against a romantic standard that is unachievable because of its inherent rejection of the
material conditions of the world (de Man 1983), the evaluations of products has to be contextualized and grounded in the material constraints and demands of a nature that actively shapes and
influences humans' engagement with the natural world. Material forces of nature and technologies assert their own agentic potential and thereby set "the surface of emergence for the intentional structure of human agency" (Pickering 1995, p. 20). Or more plainly: Nature agency creates boundaries to how lightly humans can tread in nature and how little consumers will embrace
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dominating tendencies. Human and non-human actors are inextricably entangled in their negotiations of sustainable practices.
Marketers, when presenting their products to an environmentally critical audience, can reference the agentic capabilities of material forces of nature in their communications to subtly position their products as tools to engage with nature. To the extent that consumers perceive a
product to be mindful about its environmental impact but also necessary to counteract the challenges thrown to humans by an active nature, this product might become more easily accepted as
a tool to live in harmony with nature. It might, therefore, be an ill-advised strategy to present nature in terms of a romanticized, benign “Mother Nature” that humans must be careful to not desacrifice through their actions. The Toyota Prius commercial which claimed that "harmony between man, nature and machine" is possible might have invited the mockery of “The Onion,”
which suggested that a driver can only not pollute the environment if he killed himself. Would
the Toyota Prius attract the same mockery if its advertisement was not based on romantic discourses of an ensouled and benevolent Mother Nature, but if it showed the engagement between
humans and nature as a struggle in which drivers want to be in harmony with nature but also
have to protect themselves from material forces of nature? Future research on this topic could
investigate whether an advertisement that shows such struggle between humans and nature
would be a suitable imagery for promoting environmentally responsible products.

6.3.2 Un-censoring Humans
A post-human account that is based on an analysis of humans' engagement with an active
nature also has implications for environmental ethics and public policy, as a post-human account
allows for a more realistic image of the human/nature relationship to take hold. Traditional envi!198

ronmental ethics that are based on romantic idealization of a pure and untouched nature not only
mute nature, but also censor humans by conceptualizing self-less care and altruism as the only
morally acceptable ways to act towards nature. Self-interest and a desire for comfort, on the other hand, are banned.
Environmental historian William Cronon points out how such a romantic wilderness is the
wrong nature to get back to, since it places nature in opposition to civilization and thereby reinforces a dualism between nature as ‘good’ and civilization as ‘bad’: “Wilderness is the natural,
unfallen antithesis of an unnatural civilization that has lost its soul.” By installing a “pristine nature” as a standard against the failings of the human civilization is measured, the natural world is
set apart from the human and cultural word by a great distance. Nature and culture do not mix, in
fact they are detrimentally opposed to each other as the entry of human civilization into “pristine” nature leads to the latter’s corruption and demise. Like utilitarian notions of nature, the romantic discourse therefore “embodies a dualistic vision in which the human is entirely outside
the natural” (Cronon 1996, p. 80). Already foreshadowing “The Onion's” comic response to the
Toyota Prius commercial, Cronon (1996, p. 83) notes that "if nature dies because we enter it,
then the only way to save nature is to kill ourselves." Such a romantically inspired environmental
ethics leaves "little hope of discovering what an ethical, sustainable, honourable human place in
nature might actually look like" (Cronon 1996, p. 81). William Cronon sums up the problem of
traditional environmental ethics, which embrace romantic discourses of nature and idealize a
primitive and sacred nature that is separated and antithetical from civilization, as follows:
“Most of our most serious environmental problems start right here, at home, and if we
are to solve those problems, we need an environmental ethic that will tell us as much
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about using nature as about not using it. The wilderness dualism tends to cast any use as
abuse, and thereby denies us a middle ground in which responsible use and non-use
might attain some kind of balanced, sustainable relationship.” (Cronon 1996, p. 25)
Recognizing the agentic capability of an active nature allows us to start formulating such a
new, post-human environmental ethics, thereby offering an important implication for public policy. A post-human lens demonstrates that nature is much more than an idealized place in need of
being saved (Trauger 2004). Material forces of nature are participants in an assemblage, and nature's agentic capabilities are an important counter-weight for assumptions of human autonomy
and agency. In the current study, consumers respond to the challenges posed by an active nature
by adopting utilitarian discourses and seeking to control nature for their own benefit, safety and
comfort. While behaviours such as bringing more technology into a "pristine" nature and preferring a "civilized nature" over a "wild nature" is at odds with conventional environmental ethics
based on romanticized images of nature, a post-human environmental ethics recognizes dominating tendencies – of both human and non-human actors – as an integral part of the "dance of
agency" or engagement that no single actor can fully control. It becomes thus possible to give
meaning to the claim of leaving "material nature as untouched as possible" (Canniford and
Shankar 2013, p. 1067), as what is and what is not possible is grounded in the specifics of place
and space (Trauger 2004). Thus, self-interest and the use of controlling technologies are re-inserted into an environmental ethics, not as negatives to be shunned, but as means at the disposal
of the human actor in his engagement with nature. In an environmental ethics that recognizes
both nature and humans as active actors it is possible to take into account how technologies such
as genetically modified organisms and nuclear power plants intra-act with the agentic potentiality
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of nature, when and how these technologies can be used, and where and why they should be
avoided.

6.4 Future Directions
This thesis develops the first thorough examination of consumers’ relationship with nature
that takes into account not only romantic discourses of nature, but also how these romantic discourses are blended with utilitarian discourses of nature. Furthermore, this thesis highlights the
role of material forces of nature in the process of how consumers conceptualize their relationship
with nature. By broadening our understanding of the human/nature relationship, this thesis provides a better understanding of what is called the harmony paradox – that consumers want to live
in harmony with nature that they also control and dominate at the same time. This work thereby
addresses an important development in the market place, which over the last few years has
whole-heartedly embraced the idea of living in harmony with nature as a blueprint for sustainable consumption and the “good life” more generally.
Exploring the harmony paradox from a post-human perspective that highlights the dynamics between opposing cultural discourses and materialities of nature, this thesis explains how
consumers overcome dangers and integrate nature-controlling technologies in their quest for
harmony. A post-human approach to humans’ relationships with nature thereby expands our understanding of sustainable consumption. In addition, such an approach also contributes to recent
developments within the material turn in consumer research more generally. Conceptualizing nature as an active agent emphasizes that individual consumers have only limited control over the
shaping of the assemblage. Thus, it is highlighted how much work currently conducted under the
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umbrella of the material turn abides by a residual humanism even when it employs a post-human
vernacular.
Beyond the contributions and implications developed in the current study, the concept of
the human/nature relationship has the potential to become an integral component of our understandings of consumption and markets more generally. It has been long pointed out that consumption is not an isolated phenomenon but occurs in a social-cultural environment. The cultural
turn in consumer research has been particularly instrumental in demonstrating the dynamics and
importance of the socio-cultural environment. This thesis helps to bring about the next big “turn”
in consumer research by arguing that consumers, producers and consumption are not only embedded in socio-cultural but also material-natural environments. Like the former, the latter places
demands and boundaries on meanings and practices, while affording and enabling others. The
example of the hiking poles has demonstrated how whether this technology enables hikers to find
harmony with nature, or whether it distracts hikers from being in harmony with nature, is highly
influenced by the material-natural environment.
Hiking and sustainable consumption bring consumers’ negotiations of their relationships
with nature to the fore front, but there are a host of other industries and phenomena in which
consumption is closely related to the material-natural environment. Personal transportation, agriculture, travel, health, architecture, and energy production are just a few examples, and in many
of these examples the concept of living in harmony with nature is an influential idea or even a
guiding principle. These different phenomena offer ample opportunities to further investigate
how consumers’ conceptualizations of their relationship with nature, grounded in both cultural
discourses and material forces of nature, co-determine the meanings and practices of consump-
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tion. While one might be hard-pressed to find any consumption context or phenomena that is not
to some extent situated in the material-natural environment (in addition to the socio-cultural environment), three avenues for future research are highlighted here.
Future research is needed to further situate consumption in the material-natural environment. In order to complement the current focus on the harmony paradox in a backcountry hiking
context, future research could situate the human/nature relationship in contexts in which informants do not want to escape civilization. For example, a number of ambiguously sustainable
technologies such as electric cars, wind and solar energy, nano technologies, and genetically
modified organisms could be explored from a post-human perspective that highlights how consumption is situated in socio-cultural and material-natural environments. As in the current context, romantic discourses are opposing utilitarian discourses, but material forces of nature might
be less pronounced given that consumers are situated in their everyday built environment of
cities and houses that decreases the immediacy of material forces of nature. However, similar
dynamics are likely to occur, and it would be an interesting avenue for future research to explore
how consumers strive for harmony with nature and living sustainable lives “inside civilization.”
Furthermore, future research could explore the role of the human/nature relationship in
phenomena that heavily depend on an imagined connection with nature. For example, many
tourism areas are marketed as romanticized places of pristine and primitive nature (Waitt and
Cook 2007), so that tensions between romantic and utilitarian discourses necessarily have to
arise. Research in this area could focus on how materialities of nature co-determine what forms
of human management of nature is perceived by consumers as in line with romantic idealizations
of nature, and what human practices and arrangements conflict with romanticized expectations of
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this place. The current research would suggest that the extent to which human management practices are perceived as problematic in a romanticized environment is co-determined by the materialities of nature these practices are located in.
Finally, this research has been conducted on a rather micro-level by analyzing how hikers
appropriate and blend conflicting cultural discourses in relationship to the immediate material
environment around them. From a more macro-perspective, it would be an interesting research
project to examine how our understandings of nature and the relationships between humans and
nature have changed and are changing over the last decades. Future research could examine how
nature has been portrayed in the media over the recent past, and how material events such as natural disasters have affected shifts in how nature is conceptualized and represented on a societal
level.
Together, these research avenues would further establish a research program that aims to
situate consumption not only in the socio-cultural but also material-natural environment. Given
the prevalence of the ideal of living in harmony with nature in our current culture, and the importance to better understand how we negotiate our relationship with nature in the light of environmental and population pressures, recognizing the role material nature plays in consumption
would greatly benefit our theories and practices of consumption.
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!
Appendix 1: Data Collection Protocol

!
Goals of data collection

!

1) To understand and document informants' ideas and experiences of nature.
2) To understand what conceptualizations of the human/nature relationship are negotiated.
3) To understand what conceptualizations of sustainable consumption are negotiated.
4) To understand the role of both discourses of nature and, especially, the role of material forces
of nature in this process.

!
!
Ethnography data points
!

Visual data to document geography / material forces of nature
• Photos and videos of the natural settings and humans moving through and dwelling in nature
(both taken by me and by informants)
• Weather data: temperature, windspeed, rain (collected online and referenced in field notes)
• Topographical maps to document the terrain and distance hiked.

!

Field Notes to document material forces of nature and human/nature relationship negotiations
(Spradley’s 9 dimensions)
• Space: material geographies and forces of nature, weather conditions
• Actors: specific hikers, animistic forces of nature and objects
• Activities: hiking through nature, dwelling (camping) in nature, climbing, resting
• Objects: What objects are used to support hikers when moving through (e.g., hiking poles,
food, sun screen, bug spray) and dwelling in nature (e.g., lighting, fire, bear canisters, digital
equipment)
• Acts:
• Observations of how hikers move through nature: do they stick to paths, where do they step
• Observations of how hikers dwell in nature: where do they camp, how they cook, how they
secure food and garbage, how they seek entertainment
Events:
trigger events: weather (storm, heat), geography (e.g., crossing an over-swollen river),
•
animal encounters, gear breaking down
• Time: how dark is it,
• Goals: escaping civilization, staying safe, having fun, being in harmony, taking photos, finding
good views
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• Feelings: Observations about material forces of nature on myself: documenting how it feels to
move through the weather (hot, cold, sweat) and the terrain (steep hills, beautiful vistas). How
does my body feel while being in nature?

!
Depth interview questions
!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

When did you get into hiking?
What kind of hiking do you do? How do you describe your hiking style?
Has your hiking changed over time?
What do you like about hiking?
What do you like about being in nature?
What does nature mean to you?
What was your best hike?
What was your worst hike?
Have you ever been in a dangerous situation in nature? What did you do?
What kind of gear do you take on a hike?
How do you decide what you are taking with you, or buying?
Are you sometimes concerned that nature will be gone? Do you think hiking harms nature?
Describe your route (use photos and maps)
Was this hike different from the ones you did before?
What were the best and worst moments of your hike?
Was there any time when you felt in danger or when you were concerned or scared?
If you compare how you live in nature / on a hike and how you live in your normal life,
what are the differences?
Was there something you could not have done this trip without? Or something that you will
surely take with you next time?
Do you think you had an impact on the environment you hiked in, or on the environmental
in general, through this hike? Could it have been smaller?

!
Overview
!
The following table demonstrates how these goals are achieved through the various data points:
!
Goals of data collection

Data point

Experiences of
nature

Conceptualizations Conceptualizatio Role of
of Human/Nature ns of sustainable discourses of
relationship
consumption
nature and
material forces of
nature in these
negotiations
Visual data
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Photos /
videos of
humans in
nature

Allows to elicit
See how hikers
hikers’ experiences move through and
of nature through dwell in nature.
auto-driving.

document material
forces of nature

Weather
data

provide context
for interviews

provide context for
interviews

document material
forces of nature

Topographi provide context
cal data
for interviews
(maps)

provide context for
interviews

document material
forces of nature

Field notes
Observation
s about
material
forces of
nature on
myself
Observation
s of how
hikers move
through
and dwell in
nature

documents own
experiences of
nature

allows for a shared understanding of how the hike evolved,
so that I can discuss with informants how material nature
affected their conceptualizations of the human/nature
relationship

document the
practices during
which consumers
experience nature

allows to
document how
nature shapes
practices, and to
compare these
practices to
consumers’
conceptualizations
of human/nature
relationship
allows to discuss
with informants
during the depth
interview about
how their
relationship with
nature and
practices of
hiking / SC was
influenced through
material forces.

Natural /
technologic
al trigger
events

Depth interview
Questions 1 get some context
to 5
about the hiker
and his/her
previous hikes.
Questions 6
to 9

[push informants
into describing
material forces of
nature]
questions about
previous
manifestations of
human/nature
relationship
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[push informants
into describing
material forces of
nature]

Questions
10 to 12

Questions
13 to 14

Questions
15 to 17

Question 18

Questions about
what gear is used,
leading over what
this means for
sustainability.
Auto-driving to
get a narrative
about this hike
and the events and
experiences during
the hike.

[push informants
into describing
material forces of
nature]
[push informants
into describing
material forces of
nature]

How was the
human/nature
relationship
negotiated during
the trip. Using
photos and field
notes to probe into
this.
Exploring the role of
objects in the
human/nature
relationship
negotiations

Question 19

[push informants
into describing
material forces of
nature]

[push informants
into describing
material forces of
nature]
Challenging the
notion of having
no impact on
nature when
hiking (leave no
trace ethic)

!
!
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[push informants
into describing
material forces of
nature]
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